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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

America is a proud, prosperous and remarkable
country.

But it is a troubled nation as well.

Citizens

from coast to coast are burdened with the realities of

unemployment, pollution, crime, a faltering economy,
racism, anti-government sentiment, as well as a multitude of lesser issues.

Nearly a million and a half

Americans completed divorce proceedings last year according to one national weekly news magazine.^

The country

is turning to "drugs and defeatism" and is approaching

the decadence which led to the decay of Greece and Rome

recently predicted the nation's President.

2

One out of

every ten white students has fled the public schools in

America's twenty largest cities, one in ten Black
children is enrolled in a private school, and consequently

urban ghetto schools continue to deteriorate according to
United States Senator Edward W. Brooke.

3

These and an

endless stream of similar statistics bombard people across
the continent daily, continually reminding them that the

nation is "wracked by conflicts over poverty, race,
unemployment

,

slums, and crime.

2

At this point

our history we are confronted with

in-

a series of social forces and trends which, depending on
r

,

how well the nation's citizenry can cope with them, will
contribute to social prosperity or decay.

Advances in

science and technology, increased leisure time, urbaniza-

tion (the movement to suburbia as well as the slum problem),

population growth, and international interdependence and
conflict are all relatively new forces with which Americans

must begin to deal intelligently caution sociologists Ralph
W.

Tyler and Richard

I.

Miller.

5

Trends such as these are

causing the lives of all of us to undergo "rapid transfor-

mation at a pace never before recorded in history.
In his recent best-seller, Future Shock

.

Alvin

Toffler echoes the Tyler and Miller concerns for our

capacity to respond to a rapidly changing environment.
Future shock is the dizzying disorientation
brought on by the premature arrival of the
future.
It may well be the most important disFuture shock is a time
ease of tomorrow.
phenomenon, a product of the greatly accelerated
It arises from the
rate of change in sociexy.
super-imposition of a new culture on an old one.*'
.

.

.

A 1969 Gallup Poll of $5,000 to $15 000-a-year
,

blue- and white-collar workers has indicated that "the

United States had changed for the worse during the

preceding five years," and, according to the poll,
these persons "expressed doubt about whether the nation
could solve its problems at all."®

3

Education's Importance to Society
It is submitted that whether we can respond to

the problems which shall continue to present themselves

depends in large measure on the education of the nation's
citizenry.

It is widely recognized that education is a

powerful means of preserving tradition and culture.

We

would argue also that it is a powerful means for changing
the direction of society.

In support of this contention,

Dewey wrote in "My Pedagogic Creed," that:
Through education society can formulate its
own purposes, can organize its own means and
resources, and thus shape itself with definiteness and economy in the direction in which it
wishes to move.

Contemporary educators have echoed Dewey's sentiments time and time again.

Recently, John Fischer declared

If we have learned anything about promoting
the general welfare of the American people, it
is that a fundamental factor in that effort is
The wise use of that
the power of education.
power through humanely conceived and administered institutions must have first rank priority
on the agenda at every governmental level.
There is no more important segment of the public
business. 10

Interestingly, Professor M.

V.

C.

Jeffreys has

indicated that schools can play an even more significant
role as a force for social change in times which are

particularly troubled:
In a tranquil society the educational system
will tend to reflect the social pattern, while
social uneasiness and instability create opportunity for using education as an instrument of
social change. 11

4

As we have suggested, America in the Seventies can hardly
be categorized as a tranquil society.

To the contrary,

we are in fact experiencing the throes of uneasiness and

instability to which Professor Jeffreys has referred.

Mindful of his philosophy, how well the American educational system takes advantage of these troubled times to
promote social change so evidently needed is still another
question.

At least one other indication as to how important

education is thought to be is reflected in the fact that
from 1963 to 1968 a greater amount of federal legislation
was passed and more financial aid was channeled to schools

than at any other time in the country's history.

V/e

recall the broad sweeps made in curriculum reform, particularly in math and science, and the prodigious quantities
of federal dollars which were invested in their development

and dissemination.

Most are familiar with the swift adop-

tion of SMSG math (School Mathematics Study Group), PSSC

physics (Physical Science Study Committee), BSCS biology
(Biological Sciences Curriculum Study), CHEMS chemistry
(Chemical Education Materials Study), and language laboratories for foreign language.

Large amounts of federal

funds supported the development of a host of other innova-

tions in schools throughout the land as well.

These

included team teaching, use of paraprofessionals

,

tional television, programmed learning, continuous

educa-

5

progress curriculum, independent study, and modular
flexible scheduling.
Much of this flourish of activity was, as most

will commonly agree, in response to an engulfing wave of
public dismay and subsequent demand for school reform

which swept across the country immediately after the
launching of Sputnik in 1958.

The sustained public outcry

which followed that specific historic incident indicated

unequivocally that the general population does in fact
want to rely heavily on American education to prepare
future adults with the skills and attitudes required to

safeguard and further improve our American way of life.
Failure to respond

.

Considering the importance we have

for the
placed on the educational system's responsibility
of the
well-being of American society, and fully cognizant

experiencing
crucial period of history we are currently
Tyler,
owing to the social trends and forces to which
turn
Miller and others have alluded, we might logically

nation's schools
next to the question as to how well the
Judging by the
are responding to these expectations.

respected critics,
observations levelled by even the most
are not responding
it would appear schools generally

might desire.
as well as the general population

Even

who has
Lloyd Trump, a highly regarded educator
leadership for change in
attempted to provide responsible

j,

6

American schools especially during the Sixties, recently
has commented:
There is increasing evidence to indicate that
the shuffling of the sixties produced few changes
behind the classroom door.
Followup studies
indicate that relatively little change has taken
place as a result of millions of dollars invested
in the school systems of our society during the
past decade. -*-3
.

.

.

.

Others have supported Trump's assertion in their own
writings.

Peter Schrag, who also looked back at the

accomplishments of the schools during the Sixties, has
felt compelled to conclude:
It is ten years later, and the great dream
has come to an end. We thought we had solutions
to everything poverty, racism, injustice,
ignorance; it was supposed to be only a matter
of time, money, of proper programs, of massive
assaults
what we believed about schools
and society and the possibilities of socially
manageable perfection has been reduced to ben conflict in the
.

.

.

-

-

*

Student strikes, racial strife, increasing use of

harmful drugs, court battles over long hair, and increases
in juvenile delinquency are a few of the familiar manifesIn react-

tations of a dissatisfied, disenchanted youth.

ing to these and other social benchmarks indicating the

school's failure to meet the needs of a sizable proportion
of its clientele, Saturday Review Education Editor James
#

Cass wrote that "The decade closed in a mood of deepening

frustration as doubts increased that the schools could
ever change enough to serve the disadvantaged

.

.

.

and

7

that in large part the schools were failing the
advantaged
as well as the deprived.

Cass did not deny that schools

are probably doing a good, even superb job of developing

traditional skills in math, English, and foreign language
for a large number of the schools' children.

Rather, it

is with the school's

emphasis on conformity rather than creativity, on
discipline rather than independence, on the
defensive "put-down" rather than student support,
on quiet orderliness rather than on the joy of
discovery, on the neatness of administrative
convenience rather than the often untidy environment of true learning
that he levels his indictment.

Charles Silberman echoes 'Cass' sentiments when,

after his recent three and one-half year study of the

nation's schools, he has described the majority of them
as "grim,

joyless places," and adds:

How oppressive and petty are the rules by
which they are governed, how intellectually
sterile and esthetically barren the atmosphere,
what an appalling lack of civility obtains on
the part of teachers and principals, what contempt
they unconsciously display for children as
children. 1?
Schrag builds on this, adding that teachers in today's
schools seem to possess two sets of values:

commitment to certain skills:

reading, writing, the skills

of the average intelligence test

attributes:

"A declared

and a disdain for other

originality, curiosity, diversity."

18

Students

must dress, speak and behave within a standard norm, and
those who do not are punished and ridiculed.

8

School personnels' preoccupation with rules,

orderliness and discipline are illustrated time after
time in Silberman's survey, reported in Crisis in the
oorn .

For example, in one school his survey team

visited the following was observed:
ITEM:
A suburban community boasts of its
new $3 million elementary "school of the future,"
opened in September 1969, in which the classrooms
are all built around a central library core--"the
nerve center of all educational processes in the
school," as one piece of promotional literature
describes it. During the school's first year of
operation, children are permitted to use the
library only during a weekly "library period,"
when they practice taking books from the shelves
and returning them.
They are not permitted to
read the books they take off the shelves, however; they are there to learn "library skills,"
and the spelling teacher who doubles as
"librarian” will not permit them to "waste
time."
The following year, children are not
permitted to enter "the nerve center of all
education processes in the school" at any time;
the "librarian" has returned to teaching
spelling !9
.

Silberman also concludes from his survey that
"whatever rhetoric they may subscribe to, most schools in
practice define education as something teachers do to or
for students, not something students do to and for them-

selves, with a teacher's assistance ." 20

Thus, again we

are reminded of the repressive atmosphere which prevails
in the typical school.

This authoritative attitude on the

part of the school, coupled with most teachers' conde-

scending middle-class attitudes toward all students, a

self-fulfilling prophecy of failure of typically low

9

achievers, and a personal need- to dominate others all con-

tribute to the oppressive school environment which Schrag,
Cass, John Holt and so many others condemn.

"Most children in school fail.

.

.

.

Confirms Holt,

Why do they fail?

They fail because they are afraid, bored, and confused. 21
Thus, we do not find it difficult to subscribe to

John Fischer's summary of the educational scene of the
Sixties
For all the turmoil of the Sixties the excitement, the demonstrations, the revolutionary
rhetoric the decade now ended has brought little
alteration in most schools.
To be sure, the atmosphere has changed.
Students' hair is longer,
their clothing scruffier, and their language less
inhibited.
The teachers, too, seem different.
They are more outspoken, better organized, and
less compliant than they were.
But the institutional character of schools their purposes,
forms, and functions look in 1970 much as they
did in 1960,^2

From what we have observed about the post-Sputnik
era in education, we might conclude that it would appear

that the schools are doing a very satisfactory job of

teaching the Three R's to a larger number of pupils across
the country.

"Academically oriented" students have been

the recipients of vastly improved curricula, particularly

in the math and science areas; other disciplines such as

social studies and English have also recently begun to

experience some revitalizing.

The dropout rate in second-

ary schools is declining significantly

,

more schools are

becoming racially balanced, and as more individuals become

10

prepared to teach, the prospects of more
qualified instructors is bright.
Still, as many of the critics have insisted, too little change in each child’s
personal learning

experiences has actually transpired.

What we have learned

from the avalanche of criticism heaped upon the
schools

since the 1950's and the school's repeated evidence of

failure to adequately respond in the 1960’s is that
changing
the school in meaningful ways so that it has impact on
the

child is an extremely difficult task

some even have sug-

gested that it is an impossible venture.
Yet, many such as Fischer feel that "What has

happened during these ten years is that pressures of the
sort that produce and usually precede institutional change

have accumulated to the point where significant reforms
are not only possible but inevitable.

23

Cass helps set

the stage for reform in the 1970's as well when he comments

that

s

The fundamental task for education in the
Seventies, it seems equally clear, is to put it
all back together again to help, or force, the
schools to become more responsive to the varied
needs of children, to open up the system so that
its most repressive and destructive characteristics are mitigated, if not eliminated, to
remember that children, too, are human beings
who deserve to be treated with as much dignity
and respect as other humans, to keep clearly in
mind that the objective is the development of
children, not the preservation of an
institution. 2
^

Clearly, the dominant theme of such critics as
Trump, Cass, Schrag, Silberman, Holt, and Fischer is their

11

expressed concern for

"the

school system's ineffectiveness

in responding to the varied needs of the individual chil-

dren they are to be serving.

We have noted that Trump is

dissatisfied with interaction between teacher and learner;
Cass and Schrag have disdained emphasis on institutional

conformity at the expense of fostering individual creativity
and independence; Silberman has decried the schools' treat-

ment of students as passive recipients rather than active

explorers in the knowledge acquisition process; Holt has
claimed children don't learn because they are bored and
confused, and Fischer has indicated that school purposes
are unresponsive to their students' modern day interests

and needs.

The School's Need to Change
The central question, then, is if the school is

not responding to the individual needs of each of its
students, how can it become more responsive.

As simplistic

as this problem may appear on the surface, it must be

recognized that it cannot be dealt with without considering
a host of other rudimentary issues.

That is, we must ask

ourselves what are the types of individual needs to which
the school must be more responsive?

determined?

V/hat

How are these needs

consideration must be given to society's

needs in terms of their relationship to student development?

How are the learner's needs and society's needs mutually

12

accommodated by the school with respect to allocation and

organization of teaching resources?

If too much of what

schools now practice is repressive, sterile and a source
of confusion for the students, how can these harmful

practices be ferreted out and removed?

How do we get those

people responsible for the education of our nation's youth
to seriously consider and act upon questions such as these

in a way that instructional programs will in fact become

more responsive to the needs of the students?

In short,

how does the school organization go about attending to
such considerations, including acting upon them?

Failure of past change efforts

.

By way of addressing this

question, let us first examine some of the underlying

reasons why schools have had difficulty in responding to
these concerns in the past.

Simultaneously, we will also

be giving consideration to what these past experiences

suggest might be done by concerned educators in order to
enhance the prospects of school responsiveness in the
future.

Louis Maguire's recent analysis of 6,000 articles
and conference presentations dealing with educational

change suggests several underlying factors which have

consistently served as barriers to effective, enduring
educational reform.

According to his survey, schools

typically have failed to agree upon goals toward which

13

they might direct change.

They have lacked the expertise

to define their problems, let alone deal effectively
with

them.

There has been lack of agreement as to how to involve

those who are expected to implement desired changes (espe-

ciall y students and faculty) in the initial decision-making
procedures.

Traditionally, schools have dedicated the

largest portions of their leadership time to maintaining
the organizational status quo; this has included significant

effort in protecting themselves from any major changes which

have threatened their equilibrium.

cally have failed to stay in tune
both within (e.g.

Finally, schools typiv/ith

what is going on

student militant groups) or outside (e.g.

community groups) their boundaries, a factor which has
dulled their responsiveness to the needs of the students
and the society they exist to serve.

In essence, what

Maguire has recapitulated for us is the fact that school

organizations are confronted with difficulty in clarifying
goals, coping with problems, democratically involving

membership, communicating, planning and managing change,
and altering bureaucratic forms.

A new approach to change

.

Where might those educators

interested in the implementation of effective change in
school organizations begin?

Matthew

B.

In response to this query,

Miles has emphasized that

"...

attention to

organizational health ought to be priority one for any

14

administrator seriously concerned with innovations in
today's educational environment." 2 ^

To clarify this posi-

tion, Miles borrows from Gestalt psychology to refer
to

specifically planned changes in education as "figure" and
to the organization in which these changes have been in-

troduced as the "ground."

Schools have been concentrating

their efforts on the "figure" aspect rather than on the
"ground," which according to Miles
is both practically and theoretically unfortunate.
It is time for us to recognize that successful
efforts at planned change must take as a primary
target the improvement of organizational health_
the school system's ability not only to function
effectively, but to develop and grow into a more
fully-functioning system. 2 ?
.

Too many well intentioned changes, representing short term
goals, have failed; too many resources have been used to

introduce one or 'two changes at such a cost that there has

been little time, effort, or funds left to create and
follow through on additionally needed changes.

Miles has

commented that people in school organizations have over-

emphasized "thingness" (i.e., innovations) and have failed
to concentrate on the "ground,"

(i.e.,

the school organi-

zation itself).
Miles’ consideration of an organization's health
is expressed in terms of ten dimensions:

goal focus
communications adequacy
optimal power equalization
resource utilization
cohesiveness

*

15

morale
innovativeness
autonomy-

adaptation
problem-solving adequacy 2 ^
In support of the Miles organizational health

approach, Robert Howsam has commented that "By definition

healthy schools, school systems and other educational
institutions and organizations can manage adaptation and
change." 2 ?

To further clarify this approach, Robert Owens

has suggested that "Organizational health

...

is a

broadly descriptive term which refers to the process through
which the organization approaches problems. "3®

when we refer to organizational health,

v/e

Therefore,

are thinking of

a set of conditions and operational procedures related to

the problem-solving processes of the school organization.
In other words, we are actually alluding to the organiza-

tion's coping mechanisms, its problem-solving machinery,
or what still others refer to as a decision-making and

decision implementing mechanism.

Typically, the literature

describes problem-solving steps as including identification
of the problem, definition of the problem, data gathering,

formulation of hypothesis, selection of a solution, imple-

mentation and closure. 31

When describing decision-making

steps, the procedures are parallel:

definition of the

problem, identification of alternative solutions, predic-

tion of the consequences of each, selection of one alternative,^ 2 implementation and evaluation of the alternative.

16

Consequently, rather than to spend considerable
time quibbling over the semantic differences of organ-

izational health, problem-solving, and decision-making,
we will use these terms interchangeably, concerning our-

selves with the conditions and operational procedures

which appear to be most important to the establishment
and maintenance of an effective problem-solving mechanism
in the school organization.

The significant concept to

note at this point in our discussion of the nature of

educational reform is that we are assuming that by focusing our attention on the development of an adequate

problem-solving mechanism we will be establishing a reliable means by which school organizations will be able to

foster desirable educational reforms.

More precisely,

creation of a healthy organization in which problem-solving

adequacy is the central concern is commensurate with the
establishment of a model for introducing educational
change.

It is submitted that in the process of establish-

ing a healthy organization in keeping with the guidelines

Miles has set forth, many of the problems which we have
identified as barriers to change in the schools will be
resolved.

realize a

In fact, an organization will not be able to
"

fully- functioning" state until these very

issues are dissolved.

1?

Assumptions about Organizational Change
Before embarking on the development of any
strategy
for creating a healthy organization capable of
planning and

managing change, there are a number of assumptions
which we
must make which will have a direct bearing on the
model
we

develop.

Specifically, these assumptions refer to the

nature of organizations and their membership.
T he change agents

.

It is a major tenet of this text that

individual schools cannot change significantly unless the

organizational membership, particularly the teaching staff,

genuinely desires such changes to transpire.

"In intro-

ducing innovation (change) it is very difficult to change
people, per se
change."

,

but people must change if the system is to

free flow of money, administrative coercion,

or even outside pressure will stimulate some change,

perhaps, but nothing of a major consequence or of long-

lasting effect.

Says Howsam:

There is ample evidence from studies in many
fields that people tend to subvert the intentions
of innovators by twisting the expected new behaviors into older and more comfortable ways.
Carlson
reports that teachers modify new procedures to maintain older patterns of teaching. 35
.

.

.

Innovations which seem reasonable enough and simple to
introduce (modular scheduling, differentiated staffing,

nongradedness

,

etc.) often meet with enough resistance to

terminate or at least render them sterile.
observed that:

Howsam has

18

Many involve a fundamental reorientation of
teaching in directions that are alien to the
teacher's inclinations*
Often they involve a
change in values and oeliefs.
Even more often
they require revision in the conception of the
role of the teacher and modification of the
teacher's self-image.
Such change is far from
simple.
It. is accomplished only under highly
favorable circumstances and with powerful
relearning opportunities. Such conditions and
opportunities rarely prevail in education. 3c
Therefore, of central concern is how to get people

within the school organization to cope with change within
themselves so that they will in turn be more willing and
able to put their shoulders to the wheel to help consummate

desired educational reforms.

According to the literature,

change in people means changes in their goals, perceptions,

understandings, insights, values, beliefs, motivations,

interrelationships, habits and/or skills.

To accomplish

any of these so far as teachers are concerned will require

placing them in new positions of organizational responsi-

bility which will permit them to acquire fresh perspectives
of themselves and of the schools they seek to serve.

We

are saying, in effect, that the role of the teacher must
be re-conceptualized before professional staff members can

be expected to undergo the necessary changes which are a

prerequisite for major educational reform.
Principal the key man

.

Another basic assumption of this

text is that no one other person in secondary school organi-

zations can do as much to set the tone and basic direction
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of the school as can the principal.

Nor can any other

single individual serve as major an obstacle
to long overdue change either whether it be a conscious
or unconscious

—

phenomenon.

Therefore, if the roles of teachers are to

change in any consequential way, the chief building
admin-

istrator is going to have to assist in initiating
it.

For,

without his support, little if any headway will be
made
toward preparing teachers and schools for change.

The

school administrator's understanding and attitudes toward
the nature of human beings will determine whether or not

he will be aole to provide the necessary leadership to

change teacher roles.
On the basis of a study of the literature, it is

recommended that the principal would be best advised to
incorporate the following assumptions about the nature of

man in his working philosophy:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Is cooperative by nature.
Will initiate behavior which will permit
himself to self-actualise.
V/ ants
to be good.
Will strive to become more mature as he
grows from infancy to adulthood, a
phenomenon which will be characterized
by growing tendencies:
From passivity to increasing activity.
a.
b.
From dependence to relative
independence.
c.
From a few behaviors to many behaviors.
d.
From shallow interests to deeper
interests.
e.
From a short time perspective to a
longer one.
f.
From subordinate to superordinate
position with peers.
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From lack of self-awareness to
awareness and self-control.
Will strive to enhance his situation
if
given the opportunity to do so.
Employs any number of defensive mechanisms
order not to change in a continuing
effort to maintain personality equilibrium.
beeks satisfaction of physiological
security, affiliation, self-esteem, knowledge and understanding, and selfactualization needs outside the formal
organization if they are not satisfied
therein.
Many times these will be satisfied by the informal organization
s
which exist within the formal group.
g.

5.
.

m

.

(•

.

Hopefully, if the school administrator can understand these basic characteristics of man, he will better

understand why people need to be placed in situations where
they can behave more maturely

that is to say, behave more

actively, more independently, less superficially.

Robert

Owens has written much the same thing in his recent text

dealing with organizational changes

Administrators
have too often overemphasized organizational structure at the exnense of
proper utilization of people.
Few school
principals give serious thought to proposals
which emphasize more effective involvement of
teachers in significant problems or the central
decisions of the school, partly because they
view teachers as ill-equipped or unwilling to
take on such serious responsibilities.
we
must admit that our present school organizations
reward the dependent, submissive person at the
expense of the more creative, independent
individuals. 37
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

It is submitted that the principal's role must

change accordingly.

Further, it is hypothesized that the

most fundamental change he himself must experience before

any teacher role reforms can occur is a change in his own
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attitudes toward himself, toward the nature of leadership,
toward the nature of man, and toward the nature of school

organizations.

"...

leadership preparation or leader-

ship training is essentially attitude training," observed

Thomas Gordon, who conducted an experimental group-centered

leadership training workshop at the University of Chicago
just a few years ago.

He added that:

... a leader needs more than superior technical
knowledge, more than a bag of gimmicks or "psychological" tricks.
Perhaps social science is now
beginning to learn that the leadership of other
human beings is a skill of human relations, and
that preparation for leadership must therefore
involve personal change and development at the
level of deep-seated attitudes, values, and
feelings. 38
This assumption relative to the principal's perspective
serves as the primary motivation for our exploration of
the nature of man, organizations and leadership in the

next chapters.

Bureaucratic barrier

.

Yet, the bureaucratic nature of

school organizations and leadership v/hich currently prevail
tend to conflict with the nature of mature man as summarized
earlier.

Existing organizational charts ignore the role of

the informal groups which loom within the formal organiza-

tion of the school system.

Nor are people's tendencies to

behave maturely given consideration by these traditional

organizational hierarchies.

Task specialization serves to

limit the varieties of diverse behavior of more mature
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group members.

Chain of command makes people dependent,

passive and subordinate to the person(s) the
next "rung"
up.
Unity of direction allows leaders to determine
the

subordinate's precise activities.

Span of control assures

maintenance of close control over what each member does
on
the job,

thereby generating feelings of distrust and sub-

missiveness.

The end result is that hierarchies that look

good on paper actually stifle man's tendencies toward
maturity.

As a result, many teachers (and often principals

suffering from exposure to overly paternalistic central
office staffs as well) seek other outlets for the release
of their most precious talents.

Or,

in other instances

some quit the organization to v/hich they belong by moving

up the hierarchical ladder to an administrative post, or

by aligning themselves more closely with the activities of
various informal organizations.

Typically, this last

alternative is accompanied by apathetic and indifferent

behavior in the discharge of his formal organizational
duties

a condition which obviously is not conducive to

the individual's participating cooperatively in any kind

of positive educational change which will represent any

"above and beyond the call of duty" type effort in behalf
of the formal organization.

Brickell is one of very few professionals who
have had the audacity to say publicly v/hat is
widely accepted by teachers:
teachers are, generally, powerless to innovate; they are generally involved in programs of change only after
,
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administrators have set goals and generally
have
made other critical decisions about
proposed
changes; and teachers do, too often,
feel
their involvement is .mere "window dressing"that
thev
sit on useless committees where their
proposals
are subject to the veto of budget-wielding,
powerful^ administrators.
Is it any wonder that the
organizational behavior of teachers is so frequently marked by withdrawal, apathy, and
"disengagement."
So the vicious circle goes, with
administrators deploring apathy and high staff
turnover and calling for better teachers who
will stay. on the job longer, yet holding
tight
to the reins of organizational power
and shoring
up the traditional concepts of supervision.
Research in organizational behavior makes it
clear that these ends are mutually exclusive. 39
.

To correct this unwholesome situation, the
building

principal is going to have to adopt a climate of openness
and trust.

With that, he is going to have to help teachers

to assume new roles of responsibility which will permit

them to have a greater share in the all important problem-

solving processes of the school.

In short, the more

involved each teacher is in these processes, the more likely
he is to become committed to the eventual outcomes of these

deliberations as they manifest themselves in the school's
goals, priorities, and procedures.

Goodwin Watson has

indicated the extreme importance of involving teachers in
this manner:
1.

2.

Resistance will be less if participants in
the change process have worked together to
diagnose a situation and to agree on a basic
problem and to feel it is important.
Resistance will be less if the goals are
adopted by consensual group decision.
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4.

Resistance will be reduced if proponents
are
able to empathize with opponents to
recognize
valid objections and to take steps to relieve
unnecessary fears.
Resistance will be reduced if individuals
experience acceptance, support, trust, and
confidence in their relations with one
another.

In Conclusion

Improvement of the bureaucratic structure of the
school so that individual members (students, teachers,

administrators) can behave as more mature human beings must
receive first priority of the school leadership.

Attendin'

to the organization's health in terms of Miles' ten dimen-

sions is a most useful framework for mollifying the stifling

effects of traditional school bureaucracies.

For, as v/ill

be discussed in considerable detail in subsequent chapters,

if the principal, the key man, is willing to give thoughtful
to

1 m^Dr o v 1 n

th e organization's problem-

solving, communication adequacy, etc.

,

the inevitable out-

growth will be a system-wide effort to neutralize if not

eliminate line and staff, unity of direction, span of
control, and the other manifestations of modern day organ-

izational bureaucracies.

For these characteristics, which

treat man as if he were basically lazy, not to be trusted,

uncooperative, and generally insensitive to the needs of
the organization, are alien to the very basic idea that

effective, long-term educational improvement cannot be

realized unless the people to be affected by it have been
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involved in its inception.

How to get individuals in

school organizations to become involved in initiating
much

needed educational change, is the focal point of concern
in the following text.

Scope.

The entire treatment of the topic of involving

staff in educational change is presented in terms of the

principal's perspective.

We will deal with the following

areas with which the change oriented principal needs to be
familiar:

(1)

the nature of people who constitute the

membership of the organization;
cational organization;
school organization;

(3)

(4)

(2)

the nature of the edu-

the nature of leadership in the

the characteristics of organiza-

tional health, with emphasis on the problem-solving component;

the nature of organizational change, with

(5)

emphasis on the considerations the principal must give to

moving the school organization from a level of low to a
level of high membership involvement.

Limitations

.

It is important to note that we have limited

our text to focusing only on certified staff (teachers and

principal), intentionally excluding other important seg-

ments of the school community (students, parents, citizens
of the community, etc.).

We do not mean to suggest these

people are unimportant, and in fact, it is our desire to
have all of these parties ultimately involved in the development and implementation of a fully functioning, responsive
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school system.

However, we wish to concentrate on the

instructional staff first because it is this segment of
the school community which has the most intensive relation-

ship with the students, who, after all is said and done,
are to be the major benefactors of whatever improvements

transpire in the teaching- learning process.

But, because

the counsel and support of the many other segments of the

school community previously cited are essential to the
complete success of any educational programs, it is antic-

ipated that our model for membership involvement

v/ill be

used by the staff to address the concern of effectively

utilizing these other members of the school community in
creating and maintaining a responsive educational program.
Thus, we do not wish to imply by the narrow focus of our

presentation

thai; the

school organization is a closed

system; rather, we perceive of it as an open, dynamic

system

that is, one which is continually changing (for

good or for bad) in response to inputs from individuals
and groups of people throughout the school district.

Our

primary interest is to suggest ways by which the school
staff can be involved in marshalling its own resources as

well as those of others in order to change the educational

program in ways which will permit the school to become
more responsive to the individual needs of its student
clientele.
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CHAPTER

II

THE NATURE OF MAN
In examining the principal's leadership role in

developing a healthy school organization so that it will
be equipped to implement needed educational reforms, we

have suggested that the principal will first need to have
a working understanding of the nature of the people with

whom he is w orking.

As will be recalled from Chapter One,

any efforts to improve the functioning of the school

operation will require a high degree of commitment on the
part of those who would be involved in the implementation
of planned improvements.

Such commitment can only be

expected from those who have been highly involved in the

conception of the planned improvements from the very
beginning.
To enhance the prinicpal's understanding of human

nature so that he might begin to employ appropriate ways
by which to involve staff in the quest for educational
reform, wc shall explore the following major topics
(l)

the essence of motivation and behavior;

to goal achievement and consequent behavior;

assumptions about human nature;
in organizations.

(2)

(3)

barriers
basic

(4) assumptions about man
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It is our firmest conviction that the
understanding

the aspiring leader has of these four areas
will determine
ohe nature of his own leadership behavior
in the organiza-

tion.

Hopefully, this chapter will give him useful insights

as to what direction this leadership behavior might take.

Motivation and Behavior

Behavior of individuals within the organization is
motivated by the desire to attain a specific goal.

The

type and extent of behavior is determined by the strength
of the motives (i.e., needs, values, impulses, wants,

drives) within the individual, and the nature of the goal
to be achieved.

desired rewards.

Goals may be thought of as incentives, or
Of course, these incentives may be tan-

gible, such as a paycheck, or intangible, such as praise
or sympathy.

Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard suggest that

behavior should be distinguished in terms of "goal-directed
activity"

(i.e., the activities leading toward the goal

such as saving money to purchase a new car) and "goal

activity"
case,

(i.e.,

the indulging in the goal itself; in this

one’s driving the new car).

Hersey and Blanchard

note that the strength of certain needs (motives) increase
as one engages in goal-directed activity, but they decrease

once the individual reaches the goal activity level of

behavior.
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Chris Argyris has suggested that unmet needs
(motives) cause the individual to experience various levels
of tension, the degree depending on the strength of the

needs.

He refers to Mersey and Blanchard's "goal-directed

activity" as "needs in action," and comments that "By

watching people behave we can infer from their behavior
what need system is in action." 2

In fact, notes Argyris,

"There are those who believe that the basic reason for
life is to seek 'reduction of tension'" though more mature

individuals are able "to accept temporary frustration if
if will help them in the long run. "3

Less mature persons

who spend disproportionate amounts of their lives attempting to satisfy a multitude of needs (i.e., needs in action

directed at reducing tension) are considered neurotic.
It is helpful to better understand motives if one

realizes that their strength is influenced by the individual's past experiences and by the limitations of one's
environment.

Hersey and Blanchard have referred to this

as "expectancy" and "availability" respectively.^

In short,

one is not going to engage in goal-directed activities

which experience has dictated are not going to help him

succeed in accomplishing his goal.

Nor is he going to

strive for certain goals if, irrespective of his own

abilities and drive, they are impossible to attain because
of environmental situations "beyond his control."
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With this brief .overview of the salient aspects of

human behavior, it is evident that the next concern must
be for those factors which function as the motivators for

goal-directed behavior.

Specifically, we want to look at

the individual's need and value systems.

Need identification

.

The reader must be aware that human

behavior is influenced by the individual's strongest
need (

s

) .

Thus, not only must we be able to identify cate-

gories of needs which typically are felt by most people,
but we v/ant to better understand the value (strength) of
each.

Abraham Maslov/ 's Hierarchy of Needs is a particularly helpful framework for considering types and strengths
of human needs.

He suggests that man's needs exist in

hierarchical arrangement; viz.

,

physiological, security,

affiliation, esteem and self-actualization, and that these
needs (beginning with the physiological level) must be

reasonably (though not completely) well satisfied in order
of hierarchical importance.
To further understand the Maslow hierarchy, let us

describe the need categories in more detail.

Physiological

needs are the basic needs required to sustain life; viz.,
food,

clothing and shelter.

Naturally, these needs have

to be reasonably well met before the individual can turn

his attention to other of his needs.

Security needs refer
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to one’s safety.

Job security, income security, and
free-

dom from physical harm are security needs
which must be
met.
In today’s society welfare, medicare,
minimum income,
tenure, etc., assure a reasonable level of
satisfaction of
the first two levels of need on the Maslow
hierarchy.

Consequently, it is suggested that for people in the
edu-

cational profession, the strengths of these two motives
have now begun to take a "back seat" to other levels on
the hierarchy;

i.e., affiliation, esteem and self-

actualization.
With respect to one's affiliation needs, people

have a desire to belong to groups, to be accepted by
others.

This gives them an opportunity to interact and

to receive support for their beliefs, values and activities.

Esteem needs refer to the individual's need to
receive recognition and respect in the group.

This is

sometimes reflected in an individual’s need for prestige

and/or power.

His power may be enjoyed because of the

position he holds in the organization (position power) or
because of the forcefulness of his personality (personal
power)

Finally, the need to self-actualize is one's need
to become,

to make the most of himself in terms of his own

self-determined criteria.

Desiring to be a first-rate

teacher of English would be an illustration of a self-

actualizing need.

Wanting to be a good mother, soldier,
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or doctor would be still otherexamples.

Hersey and

Blanchard have suggested that two motives,
"competence"
and "achievement," are related to
self-actualization.
Competence is the desire to control one's own
environment.
Rather than being passive, the individual with
unsatisfied
competency needs will attempt to perfect behaviors
which
will permit him to manipulate his surroundings.
Teachers
could manifest this need level in terms of their
desire
for job mastery and professional growth.

Achievement need

refers to the individual's desire to get things done,
and
done better.

He wants to produce, and is highly task

oriented as a result.
Finally

,

Hersey and Blanchard call attention to

the fact that one level of the hierarchy does not have to

be completely satisfied before another level is attended
to.

In fact, probably all levels will be accommodated to

some degree.

We have suggested only a pattern of needs

which appears to be typical for most people.

Naturally,

the degree of satisfaction and strength of each level will

vary from person to person because personal experiences,
interests, abilities, etc., will vary.

Values and motivation

.

-5

Anthropologist George

D.

Spindler

has contended that goal-orientation is determined chiefly

by enculturated values.

He has categorized the American

culture's values in terms of two sets:

traditional and
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emergent.

Further, he has described general
characteris-

tics of people who tend to favor one
or the other pattern.

Those possessed of a more traditional
orientation
are categorized accordingly:

puritan
enial
who can
doesn't
,

—

morality Respectability, thrift, selfsexual constraint; a puritan is someone
have anything he wants, as long as he
enjoy it!

Wo rk- success ethic

—

Successful people v/orked hard
become
so.
Anyone
can get to the top if he
J°.
tries hard enough.
So people who are not successful are lazy, or stupid, or both.
People
must work desperately and continuously to convince themselves of their worth.
>

Individualism - -The individual is sacred, and
always more important than the group.
In one
extreme form, the value sanctions egocentricity
expediency, and disregard for other people's
rights.
In its healthier form the value
sanctions independence and originality.

—

Achievement orientation Success is a constant
goal.
There is no resting on past glories.
If
one makes $9,000 this year he must make $10,000
next year.
Coupled with the work-success ethic,
this value keeps people moving, and tense.
Future- time ori entation --The future, not the past,
or even the present, is most important.
Time is
valuable, and cannot be wasted.
Present needs
must be denied for satisfactions to be gained in
the future.
Likewise, those who tend toward a more emergent

value framework would be characterized by Spindler as per
the following:

Sociability - -One should like people and get along
well with them.
Suspicion of solitary activities
is characteristic.
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R ^j.ativisti c

—

moral at titude Absolutes in right
and wrong are questionable.
Morality is what
the group thinks is right.
Shame, rather than
guilt is appropriate..

Consideratio n fo r others --Everyt.h
ng one does
should be done with regard for others
and their
feelings.
The individual has a built-in radar
that alerts him to others' feelings.
Tolerance
for the other person's point of view
and behaviors is regarded as desirable, so long as
the
harmony of the group is not disrupted.
i

,

—

Hedonistic, pres ent-time orientation No one can
tell what the future will hold, therefore one
should enjoy the present— but within the limits
oi the well-rounded, balanced personality
and
.

group.

Conformity to the group -implied in the other
emergent values.
Everything is relative to the
group.
Group harmony is the ultimate goal.
Leadership consists of group-machinery
lubrication.
He cautions us to note that no one person is "pure

traditionalist" or "pure emergent," though each of us ex-

hibits a modal tendency toward one or the other.

This is

pertinent to those interested in educational change,

because different groups of people with interests in the
schools possess one modal tendency or another, and as a

result they often find themselves in conflict with one
another.

For example, Spindler has observed that school

boards tend to be more traditional because these groups

typically consist of people representing the status quo of
the community, and therefore they have a stake in keeping

things as they are.

Parents, too, tend toward the tradi-

tional end of the continuum, whereas more and more
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educators are moving toward the
emergent side.
It is no
surprise, then, that many parents
and school board members
(who anthropologist Art Gallaher,
Jr., has suggested really
perceive their major function as protecting
the community
from the school faculty) 7 tend to take
issue with emergent
ideas such as the elimination of report
cards, provision
of non-structured time for free-choice
activities during
the regular school day, etc.

Continuing with Spindler's analysis of group value
tendencies, it is suggested that students are either

tradi-

tional or emergent oriented, depending on their
families’
framework; however, those children coming from
traditional

backgrounds will be less securely attached to their parents'
values.

As would be expected, older teachers tend to be

more traditional while younger ones are more emergent
in
their values.

Most interestingly

,

school principals,

because they must respond to people with so many different

value orientations, tend to place somewhere in the center
of the traditionalistic-emergent continuum.^

We are warned by Spindler that:

Culturally transitional populations
are
characterized by conflict, and in most severe
form demoralization and disorganization.
Institutions and people are in a state of flux.
Contradictory views of life are held by different
groups and persons within the society. Hostilities are displaced, attacks arc made on one
group by another, and this applies as v/ell to
the condition of American culture the context
of American education.
.

.

.
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Interestingly, Spindler has observed in over
eight

years of study of thousands of college students
representing value patterns of middle class culture,
that
there is

currently a significant shift from traditional to
emergent
sets of values taking place in this country.
The implications seem clear.
The keynote to
the character type regarded as most desirable and
therefore constituting a complex of values, is
balance outv/ard-orientedness sociability and
conformity for the sake of adjustment.
Individuality and creativity, or even mere originality,
are not stressed.
Introspective behavior
is devaluated.
Deviancy, it seems, is to
be tolerated only within the narrow limits of
sociability, of general outv/ardness of
,

.

.

.

conformity

...

.

.

,

.

.

10

,

Even so, we are struck by the fact that there is
considerable latitude for variances in values held by
various people in the organisation.

And, of course, this

will lead to inevitable conflicts between individual members within the organization as well as between the goals
of the members and those of the organization to which they

belong.

It is the school leader’s difficult task to recog-

nize that these variances in value patterns will continue
to exist and to make efforts to reconcile them so that

these conflicts will not substantially inhibit membership

participation.

Barriers to Goal Achievement
We are going to assume that most members of school

organizations enjoy a relatively high degree of satisfaction
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of their physiological and security level
needs.

Some may

question this inasmuch as it appears that
teachers continually continue to press chiefly for more money
and better

working conditions at the negotiating table.

However, we

attribute this to the fact that up until now, teachers
have been unable to press for any other kinds of
demands
except these.

We submit that this trend is changing and

that teacher organizations are beginning to press for
more

participation in the major decision-making areas of the
school organization.

In other words,

v/e

are gradually

moving toward concern for the satisfaction of other needs
further along the Maslov/ hierarchy; i.e., affiliation,

esteem and self-actualization.

Thus, this will permit us

to focus more on the affiliation, esteem and self-

actualization needs of the instructional staff as we
continue our discussion.

Motivation-Hygiene

.

Frederick Herzberg's motivation-hygiene

theory contends that individuals have two independent categories of needs.

The first, hygiene factors (i.e., poli-

cies and administration, supervision, v/orking conditions,

interpersonal relations, and money, status and security),
are environmental conditions which serve to prevent job

dissatisfaction.

The second category which Herzberg refers

to as motivators (i.e., achievement, recognition for

accomplishment, challenging work, increased responsibility,

*1
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and growth and development), are
those factors which stimulate people to achieve above the norm.
The presence of

hygiene factors does not stimulate the worker
to achieve
at higher than normal levels; however,
in their absence
(e.g., a cut in pay) the person’s productivity
will surely

fall off.

The presence of motivators will also not
guar-

antee higher productivity; however, they will
enhance
this likelihood. 11

Hersey and Blanchard suggest that Maslow's physiological, security, affiliation, and a portion of the
esteem

needs are hygiene factors, whereas the other part of the

esteem and all of the self-actualization level of needs
can be considered motivator needs.

They divide the esteem

level, classifying those esteem needs inherited through

family, etc., as unearned and therefore hygiene while

referring to that esteem acquired through personal achievement and earned recognition as a motivator.
What happens to organizational members when hygiene
factors are removed or at least modified?

In other words,

what happens when the satisfaction of people's physiological, security, affiliation or esteem needs are reduced

by the alternation of organizational policies, supervision,

pay-rates, etc.?

Further, what is the consequence of an

organization's failing to provide appropriate motivators
for its members?

That is to ask, how do members behave
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when they are deprived of job challenge,
recognition, and
opportunity for growth, thereby limiting
the possibilities
for their esteem and self-actualization
needs being

accommodated?
In response to this inquiry, we recall
Argyris'

explanation of the human being’s working toward
reduction
of tension.
This tension, which is the manifestation of
unmet need(s), will disrupt the equilibrium
(i.e., comfort
level) of the individual until it is mollified.
As we
have seen, goal-directed behavior is an effort
to reduce

tension so that one’s equilibrium can be restored.

However,

in some instances first priority needs simply cannot
be met

because of situations beyond one's control.

For example,

the failure of a referendum to be passed providing for

salary increments for teachers, a situation beyond the

teacher

s

direct control, will reduce his level of security.

To compensate for unmet needs in order that the individual’s

personality might maintain its equilibrium, people will
employ any one or more of a number of defense mechanisms;
i.e., compensatory goals and behavior.

We suggest the fol-

lowing as illustrations of this sort of re-directed activity.

They are indications of the fact that other needs of

the type we have discussed are going unmet and will probably

result in the loss of the individual's overall productivity.

^3

De fense mechanisms

.

Aggression is the attempt to physically

or psychologically hurt someone.

"I'd like to punch that

department chairman of mine right in the nose.
firso-rate jerk,"

ment?

He's a

What is the need revealed by this state-

Of course, there are a host of possibilities,
and

we would have to probe further in a conversation
with the

individual who made it.

The point is, the department

chairman has wittingly or unwittingly contributed to a

disturbance of the teacher's personality equilibrium.

Con-

sequently, he is in a state of tension reduction, and the

desire to punch anotner in the nose is currently the best

perceived way for reducing tension.

But what need is

implied by this verbal, if not physical, assault?
for affiliation?
the teacher?

A need

Has the department chairman been ignoring

Embarrassing him in front of the rest of the

department?

A need for self-actualization?

Has the

teacher's creative in-put been rejected by continual

criticism?

This search for satisfaction of his needs

might continue for some time, manifesting itself in numerous types of behavior which do not serve the best interests

of the group.

However, once properly diagnosed, the admin-

istrator could help to see that the teacher's needs are
suitably satisfied.

Hopefully, then the teacher could

become a more productive member of the group.
Guilt is aggression from ourselves to ourselves.

"Those who can't do anything else teach.

Those

v/ho

can't
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teach become school administrators.”

We laugh and make

light of this universal cliche, but isn't it
curious that
an equally positive one has never been
popularized? Are

there not a good many educators who subconsciously
chastise

themselves for belonging to a profession which they
really
believe that for the most part attracts the less able

members of college graduating classes?

How is this feeling

of guilt reflected in the way teachers perceive their
own

abilities to meaningfully contribute to our society?

How

does this influence the way they actually perform their
jobs?

Continuation is the accepting and continuing with
a lesser activity in order to meet a compromise goal.

One

doesn’t have to look far to find a staff member who plods
through five classes daily in unstimulating fashion, but

blossoms in a colorful, enthusiastic manner in performing
his function as president of the faculty bowling league or

varsity football coach after school hours.
Discriminatory decision is the listing of reasons,
pro and con, for doing something.

Ask the teacher why he

is applying for the job of counselor, A-V coordinator,

attendance officer or principal.
leaving the classroom?

Why is he contemplating

What really lies behind the reasons

for making such a decision?

V/hat are the

individual's

needs which must be satisfied by this behavior?

they be better met by alternate means?

Might
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Denial is the "tuning out" to avoid
exposing the
self to the facts or hard realities.
Why won’t so many
teachers give pre-tests before they introduce
a unit of
instruction? The implication it seems fair
to say,

is

that the wide range of student performance
on the pre-test
would necessitate an equally wide range of
instructional

techniques in order to better meet the needs of
each of
the students.
This would demand a new teaching behavior
on the part of most teachers, one which many
are unable

and/or unwilling to incorporate.
Repression refers to the unconscious forbidding of
the self to recognize threat within the self.

For example,

some teachers feel they are intellectually inferior, yet

they continue to pretend this is not the case.

Behavior

to escape intellectual confrontation with students,

faculty members, parents, etc.
ways.

fellow

is manifested in numerous

How about the teacher who is always happy to take

more than the usual number of study hall supervisory

assignments if it means he will have less periods of classroom instruction required of him?

Suppression is the conscious pushing of undesirable
feelings into the unconscious.

The above illustration of

repression applies here, except in this instance, the
teacher would

knoy; v/hy he

wanted more study hall duty;

that is, he would be cognizant of the relationship of his

feelings of inferiority and his behavior.
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j.rom

Inhibition occurs when a person refrains knowingly
doing something. When the administrator
invites

faculty members to react to a proposed plan in an
open
faculty meeting, particular individuals may not respond^

not because they have no feelings or helpful thoughts
about the plan, but because certain personal needs (e.g.,

need for approval of the faculty group, whose norms may
dictate that anyone caught cooperating

v/ith the

adminis-

tration is suspect) are more pressing.

Conversion is when a person converts fear into

bodily trouble such as headaches, spastic colon, etc.

We

are reminded of the teacher who, gasping for breath, was

rushed from her classroom to a medical clinic for treatment.

The attending physician informed her she was the

victim of nerves.

Only a few weeks earlier she had been

passed by when a newer member of her department was

appointed department chairman.

Upon further exploration

it was learned she feared she was denied the chairmanship

because of professional ineptness (which, incidentally,
was not the feeling of the administrators).

Overcompensation is when because of fear of failure,

one exceeds goal expectations.

Some educators work

excessive hours, as many as seven days a week.

A sensitive

administrator could do much to diminish certain teachers'
false perceptions of their limitations, thereby relieving

them of considerable unnecessary expenditure of
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psychological energy.

Eventually, perhaps some of this

same energy could be used to contribute to the
satisfaction
of other needs of the formal organization.

Rationalization is when the individual knowlingly
invents some acceptable excuses to cover up failure.

How

many times have we heard some teachers complain about
"the
ten-percenters,

'the low group,"

"the rejects"

groups of

students who always seem to have trouble in practically
3.11

aspects of school life?

Faculty lounges are renown

havens for teachers seeking reinforcement for these types
of rationalizations ("Oh,

I

know what you mean!

get him to behave in my class either.

I

can't

He’s impossible!").

Such rationalizations permit certain teachers to "get off
the hook" with respect to dealing with some of the under-

lying causes of pupil failure.

Thus, too few schools ever

do channel organizational efforts toward effectively doing

something significant about the large number of lethargic
students Silberman and others talk about.

One is prompted

to recall the Peanuts cartoon character who profoundly

observed, "We have met the enemy, and it is us."

Identification occurs when the person identifies
with a model he admires.

This is self-explanatory.

The

concern here should be for the type of models other people,

especially teachers, decide to identify with.

The percep-

tive principal will want to rely heavily on personnel who

represent more desirable type models when he wishes to call
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upon particular staff members to assist in
providing leadership to complete a particular task.
Of course,
the

persons enlisted to help must be models many of the
other
staff admire if their cooperation is desired as
well.

Projection is when the self projects into others

behavior and feelings it itself represses.

A teacher may

think a fellow staff member is uncomfortable and unhappy

serving as chairman of an important school planning committee (though in fact the teacher chairman may actually
be enjoying his role) because the perceiving teacher him-

self is afraid to accept similar responsibilities.

This

defense mechanism yields a distorted sense of reality
which obviously would limit the contributions that that

teacher will be able to make to the organization.

Vacillation is the constant rejection and acceptance of conclusions.

Some educators fully accept and then

completely reject conclusions in order to protect their

personality equilibrium.

A perennial issue which illus-

trates this is the teachers’ cry for paying good teachers

what they're really worth and at the same time getting rid
of the "dead wood" on the staff.

Yet,

typically these

same people subsequently oppose the idea of merit rating

("Who is qualified to rate us?"

used?"

"What criteria will be

)

Ambivalence is the behaving in a contradictory
manner.

For some people it is difficult to adopt a
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specific philosophy or stance on an issue
and then stand
by it regardless of who agrees or disagrees
with it.
Instead, such an individual goes with the tide,
agreeing
first with the proponents of an issue one day
and then

sidin s with the opponents, who appear to have the edge
for
the moment at least, the next.

This behavior protects the

individual from having to defend a particular point of
view in any depth.

He shifts his stance from time to time

in order to avoid being put "on the spot."

Slip of the tongue has double meaning.
to have you meet Mr.

me

—

I

"I'd like

Thompson, our snoopervisor

mean our supervisor."

excuse

Subsequent blushes and apolo-

gies only serve to further accent the obvious disregard
the embarrassed individual really has for Mr. Thompson. 1 3

The challenge to the school leader, it would appear,
is to employ these frameworks helpful in discerning pat-

terns of needs of individuals in the school.
begun,

Once this is

the principal can then give attention to appropriate

measures which can be used to help motivate people in such
a way that they might become both more satisfied with their

membership and more productive as well.
Basic Assumptions About Human Nature

As we previously indicated, most of the hygiene
needs educators have are being relatively well met.

As a

result, it is the second of Herzberg’s categories of needs,
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motivators, which deserve considerably more
attention.
We
submit that motivators are not being reasonably
well satisfied in most school organizations as they
currently function.

To better understand this phenomenon,

let us exam-

ine certain assumptions one might make about
human nature.

Eventually, it will be useful to compare these
assumptions
with those on which current organizational structures
and

methods of operation are based.

The discrepancies which

are expected to appear between the assumptions we make

about man and those the nature of traditional organizations

imply will then become the focal point of our and the
school leader's future concern.
.Five,,

philosophical issues

.

There are five issues which

appear repeatedly whenever philosophical views of man are
discussed.

We would like to advance some thoughts about

each in an effort to help school leaders to resolve the

issues for themselves.

For, how they resolve these issues

and consequently regard man philosophically will influence

their administrative behavior.
First, is man cooperative or competitive?

Darwin's

theory of the "survival of the fittest" traditionally has
dictated that man is in a hostile environment requiring
him to compete with others in order to lead a satisfactory
kind of life.

Yet,

in a collection of findings from

experiments in biology, anthropology

,

and psychology,
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y Montague concluded that the principle of cooperation

ns the relations of all organizations.

He called

tion to the experimental work of Allee, whose
studies
ide rather convincing evidence of a higher
survival

for animals living together than for those
living in
-tlon*'’

1^

In one of his own reports, Allee stated that

balance between the cooperative and altruistic
tendencies and those which are disoperative and
goistic is relatively close. Under many condiLons the cooperative forces lose.
In the long
en, however the group-centered more altruistic
drives are slightly stronger.
.
human altrustic drives are as firmly based on an animal
ncestry as is man himself. 1 5

rie

.

,

,

.

,

Thus, while realizing competitive tendencies, it
12

position of this text that over the long period of

lean’s central tendencies are towards group coopera-

towards goodness for the sake of the group.

.

Is man the victim or the creator of his environ-

Apparently at one time
r

J.

B.

Watson claimed that if

ce given a child at an early enough age he could mold

nto any type of adult imaginable.

This reflects the

histic theory of man which holds that the human organic

1,

a machine-like collection of reflexes and habits

when activated by external stimuli, will behave in

dictable manner.

^

This view of man as a passive

por of stimuli from outside or (as postulated later
Bud) from within, was later rejected by many including
ptt Lecky who maintained that
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1US
S
0t initiate activity, but merely
tP
*°l ?in one or
tends
to.modxfy
another way the activity
already
progress.
One source of motivalon on /, ohe necessity to maintain
the unity of
313 SGrve as the universal
dynamic

nH^

m

.

1

principle™^

.

.

™

In other words, rather than reacting to
stimulus, man initiates behavior which will allow him to
strive to maximize
his full potentiality a tendency to
"actualize or enhance
18
the self ."
In its treatment of organizational change,
this

text accepts the latter assumption; i.e., man
is the creator
of his environment.

Another issue in which some affirm the goodness of
man while others support the doctrine of the sinfulness of
man has considerable influence on a principal's attitude
towards organizations and especially their membership.
is difficult

oo

It

indicate a resolution of these conflicting

points of view, thus we will only conclude that those

principals especially taken by the sinfulness of man philosophy, which in its theological extreme calls for the indi-

vidual's complete submission in exchange for his salvation,
will regard individual submission to external authority as
an important consideration of organizational life.

Other

philosophers suggest a "doctrine of goodness" which promotes the notion that since man has not completely succumbed
to all his animalistic cravings, he possesses a "bias toward

good."

Principals who favor this latter perspective would
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be more prone to foster organizational structure which

would allow individual members, regarded as having a pro-

pensity for goodness, to be capable of developing their
own authority.

-*-9

Another interesting issue to which the practicing
administrator might address himself is the question as to

whether a man is in need of guidance and direction or is
capable of self-direction.

Though we may pay lip service

to self-direction, the record indicates too many of those

in helping-type positions such as principals vi ew them-

selves as experts and those who seek their aid as people

needing "to be advised, told, persuaded, influenced,
guided, directed, inspired, taught, or preached to." 20

The introspective principal might ask himself a series
of provocative but necessary questions:

"Do

treat individuals as people of worth, or do

valuate them by my methods of helping them?"

I
I

tend to

subtly de"Do

I

spect the teachers’ rights' to self-direction, or do

reI

basically believe their professional lives would be best
lived within the constraints

extent do

I

I

think best?"

"To what

as a building administrator need to direct and

to dominate others?"
It is noteworthy to mention here that individuals

such as Carl Rogers have advocated the "nondirective" or

"client-centered" counseling approach in which the counselor
shares the source of anxiety with the client but does not
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take over the latter’s responsibilities for
resolving the
issue.

Rogers indicates that this attitude on the part of

the helper reflects "basic confidence in the forward-

moving tendencies in the human organism. "^1

put another

way, Rogers and others of the nondirective school attest
to the notion that man possesses tendencies toward self-

enhancement,

In an experimental program in promoting a

total community health program in London, doctors gave

physical examinations but no advice.

In their report on

this experimental program, referred to as the Peckham

Experiment in London, the practitioners found that when
the examinations were conducted in a spirit which led up
to conclusions which were bits of advice,

was taken by the patient.

often no action

However, by leaving it to spon-

taneity in the individual and to his own sense of responsibility, action was taken in the overwhelming majority of
cases. 22^

The principal who regards members of the school

organization as self-actualizing oriented will be prone to
favor organizational structures which will permit staff to

behave spontaneously, responsibly, and as independently as
is possible.
A final problem with v/hich organizational leaders

ought to concern themselves is the relationship between

individual followers and their leaders.

In what is com-

monly regarded as the "rabble hypothesis," one perceives
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the leader as possessing .special traits
which qualify him
to hold a position above the masses of
people who, because

they are considered incompetent to take care of
themselves,
will function in subservient ways for the good of
the group.
This philosophical outlook, which obviously considers
the

common man as one who doesn't know what's best for him as
well as the notion that a certain number of chosen members
of the "doctrinal aristocracy" do know what's good for the

masses currently affects a large segment of the v/orld’s
population.

And though some would deny it, there are

schools in America today in which persons in positions of

power perceive themselves as being possessed of "more
social consciousness and professional skills than the
masses" and therefore should retain unquestioned "authority
to command and the right to be obeyed.

23

in instances where this "rabble hypothesis"

Unfortunately,
is allowed to

be carried to its furthest extreme, we have bureaucratic

organizations which place high priority on the protection
of their leadership so that it might continue to command

and to be obeyed.

In the process of maintaining these

positions of power, any but token efforts to involve the
masses in meaningful participation are put down.

It is

startling to note the direct parallel between this contemporary bureaucratic approach to leadership and the sixteenth century advice Machiavelli offered his princes
"A wise prince,

therefore, will steadily pursue such a
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course that the citizens of his state will always
and under
all circumstances feel the need of his authority,
and will

therefore always prove faithful to him." 2if
In light of our conclusions with respect to the

several preceding conflicting views of man, it is only

consistent that we reject the "rabble hypothesis" philosophy in favor of the belief that each man possesses intrinsic value, and any organization seeking to capitalize on

the worth of its members must exist in such a fashion that
the individual's capabilities can be meaningfully employed

in efforts designed to enhance the individual and the

group's worth.

In essence, the organization must be so

designed that the creative role of the individual can
flourish.

Immaturity-Maturity

maturity

v/ill

.

Argyris suggests that one's level of

have direct bearing on the kinds of needs his

personality desires to have satisfied in order to maintain
its equilibrium.

He has commended to us seven developmenta

trends describing the growth of an individual from a state
of immaturity to one of maturity:
1.

2.

Tend to develop from a state of passivity as
infants to a state of increasing activity as
adults.
Tend to develop from a state of dependence
upon others as infants to a state of relative
characterized by
independence as adults
the liberation of the individual from his
childhood determiners of behavior (e.g.
family) and developing his own set of
behavioral determiners.
.

.

.
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3.

Tend to develop from being capable of
behaving
only
a few ways as an infant to being capable of behaving in many different ways as
an
adult.
develop from having erratic, casual,
shallow, quickly-dropped interests as an infant to having deeper interests as an
adult.
The tendency is to analyze and
study phenomena in their full-blown wholeness,
complexity, and depth.
Tend^to develop from having a short time perspec oive
as an infant to a much longer
time perspective as an adult.
Tend to develop from being in a subordinate
position in the family and society as an infant to aspiring to occupy an equal and/or
superordinate position relative to their
peers.
Tend to develop from a lack of awareness of
sblf as an infant to an av/areness of and control over self as an adult
one of the
most important needs of workers is to enlarge those areas of their lives in which
their own decisions determine the outcome of
their efforts. 2 5

m

,

5.

6.

?.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Note that each of the above represents a continuum

beginning at the left with infancy and proceeding to adulthood at the right.

Though men grow from left to right

with respect to the development of their maturity, no one
reaches the far right (highly mature) on all seven dimensions.

Cultural norms and social institutions (e.g.

schools, churches, parents, etc.) inhibit the individual

from fully maximizing himself.

Instead, the personality,

seeking its equilibrium (in order to satisfy its

o wn

agenda

of needs), is compelled to invoke numerous defense mechanisms.

This impedes each individual’s maturity to one

extent or another, depending on how successful the person
is in satisfying lower order needs and maintaining
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equilibrium.

An awareness of the level of maturity of

various individuals will permit the administrator to
better
diagnose some of their salient needs which will in turn

allow him to better accommodate them in his own administration of the school organization.

Argyris, for example,

has underscored the thought that the more mature the staff

members are, the more intense will be needs which will be
best satisfied by an organization which permits healthy

adults to:
Be more active than passive.
Be more independent than dependent.
Have longer than shorter time perspectives.
Occupy higher position than their peers.
Be able to express many of their deeper,

more important abilities 20
.

Obviously, people who tend toward the more mature end of
each of the immature-mature dimensions will behave with a

more favorable disposition toward an organization which in
fact permits a relatively high degree of membership activity,

independence, etc.

On the other hand,

institutions

which covet policies and procedures that inevitably inhibit

mature people from exercising their prerogatives can expect
less supportive types of role behavior from their more

mature members.
Perhaps this is the same notion to which John
Gardner, a leading proponent of organizational renewal,

was referring when he affirmed that "We must discover how
to design organizations and technological systems in such
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a way that individual talents are used to the
maximum and

human satisfaction and dignity preserved.

And until

"

leaders deal effectively with the concern for the satis-

faction and dignity of each of its members, maximum

utilization of human talents cannot be assured.
As must be abundantly clear by this time, organ-

izations and administrators must change dramatically in
such a way that school teachers will be able to enjoy a

significant increase in self-actualizing types of behavior.
This just cannot occur within organizations which treat

their members as if most of them reside at the immature
end of most or all of Argyris' seven continua.

Still, it is relatively safe to say that adminis-

trators too frequently behave in a way that implies that
their staffs generally are immature, lazy, selfish,

passive and submissive.

If this were not a prevalent

attitude, then why are faculty handbooks, staff meetings
and the like saturated with rigid rules and procedures

which imply that teachers, like students, can't be trusted
to make important decisions for themselves?

Why is it

that staff traditionally are not significantly involved in

important problem-solving (or decision-making) processes
of the school?

The illustrations of the unwholesome

regard for teachers implied by traditional organizational

structure and administrative style are practically
limitless.
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To compound the problem, too many teachers
behave
in the manner for which they have been conditioned.

As

described before, they crawl daily into their classroom
shells, trying to avoid any outside intrusion which
might

upset their routine and their own personality equilibrium.
I

d prefer to know before-hand v/hich day you plan to

observe my class," teachers often tell their supervisors.

"How can the principal appreciate my problems?

He doesn’t

have to face the kids every day," is another typical com-

ment reflecting the general attitude of a good proportion
of the nation’s classroom teachers.

Compelling teachers

to fill out countless forms or lengthy narratives justi-

fying requests for new pieces of equipment or field trips
are examples of distrust administrators frequently have
for staff.

Structuring curriculum days with administrator

selected objectives and procedures, checking teacher

attendance at professional conventions, and requiring staff
to submit lesson plans to the office on a weekly basis

further demonstrate reservations administrators typically
have about teachers’ maturity.

Is it any wonder,

then,

that teachers often try to beat the system by taking

extended lunch hours, playing hooky from out of town

teacher conventions, or skimping on the actual time they
devote to actually carrying out the lessons indicated on
the principal's office file copy of their weekly plans?

6l

The nature of the problem is clear;
viz.

,

teachers

too often have been treated in a childish
manner by their
adminis orators and as a result they have responded
in
,

kind.

//hat's more,

in too many cases principals themselves

have also been conditioned not to look to staff for
much
0

in the establishment of educational reforms.

*3-

Rather, too many administrators have fallen victim
to the

stereotyped view of teachers as being dependent on their

principals to give whaoever direction for program adjust menus that might be forthcoming.

"Tes.chers just aren't

interested in the broad view," "They don't want to get
involved in anything outside their own classroom," or

"They're concerned only about their own selfish interests,"
are opinions about teachers commonly held by some building

principals.

Consequently, often this is exactly the case.

It is like a self-fulfilling prophecy;

i.e., administrators

get what they expect.
The more central problem which should receive our

attention seems to be the reasons why administrators
generally are unwilling to release some of their controls,
why they will not shift more responsibility to their
staffs.

In response to this, it is contended that adminis-

trators behave in this way because they do not really

believe that large numbers of teachers can be trusted very
much.

It is admitted that one would be hard-pressed to

find administrators who would admit to this feeling of
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distrust, yet if an outside observer applied Argyris'

defense mechanism guidelines to the behavior of many administrators, it is believed that a good proportion of their

defensive behavior would reflect deep-seated attitudes of
distrust of staff.

Finally, until these feelings of

distrust can be routed out, it is reasonable to expect
that management is not going to be too willing to pass

much more responsibility on to the teaching staff than
they already have.

Theory X

-

Theory Y

.

Douglas McGregor has presented a most

helpful way by which we can summarize many of the conflicting assumptions about man to which we have been alluding.

His method of presentation

known as Theory X
3.

-

Theory

Y,

is as follows:

Theory X

Theory Y

1.

Work is inherently
distasteful to most
people

1.

Work is as natural as
play, if the conditions
are favorable.

2.

Most people are not
ambitious, have little desire for
responsibility and
thus prefer to be
directed.

2.

Self-control is often
indispensable in
achieving organizational goals.

3.

Most people have
little capacity for
creativity in solving organizational
problems

The capacity for creativity in solving
organizational problems
is widely distributed
in the population.
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Theory X continued
4.

Motivation occurs
only at the physiological and
security levels.

5.

Most people must be
closely controlled
and often coerced
to achieve organizational objectives.

Theory Y continued
4.

Motivation occurs at
the affiliation, esteem,
and self-actualization
levels, as well as
physiological and
security levels.

5.

People can be selfdirected and creative
at work if properly
motivated. 28

Hopefully, the reader will quickly note that

Theory Y better coincides with the profile of human nature
we have bfeen advancing throughout this text.

In short,

Theory X holds that man is typically irresponsible, lazy,
and in need of close supervision; Theory Y man, on the other
hand, possesses self-control, wants more from the organiza-

tion than merely a paycheck, and is capable of selfdirection.
Those of us well acquainted with school organiza-

tions are painfully aware that they tend to operate more on
the basis of Theory X rather than Theory Y assumptions

about man.

The unfortunate result is the denial of the

satisfaction of the individual's esteem and self-

actualization needs (motivators) as well as a hindrance to
a mature level of functioning along the seven dimensions

listed by Argyris.
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Assumptions About Man in Organizations
Let us finally examine how assumptions
made about

man influence the way those in charge deal
with the members
of the organization.

A survey of the development of

administration presented by Edgar Schein is useful for
this purpose.

He has discussed four separate sets of

assumptions administrators have held about man:

rational-economic man;
man;

(4)

(2)

social man;

(3)

(1)

self-actualizing

complex man. 29

ftll^iPrcal-.^conomi c

man

.

The rational-economic perspective

in essence contends that man acts in his own self-interest.
In keeping with this,

the following set of assumptions

would apply:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Man is primarily motivated by economic incentives and will do that which gets him the
greatest economic gain,
Since economic incentives are under the control of the organization, man is essentially
a passive agent to be manipulated, motivated,
and controlled by the organization.
Man’s feelings are essentially irrational and
must be prevented from interfering with his
rational calculation of self-interest.
Organizations can and must be designed in
such a way as to neutralize and control man's
feelings and therefore his unpredictable
traits.

e.
f.

g.

Man is inherently lazy and must therefore be
motivated by outside incentives.
Man's natural goals run counter to those of
the organization, hence man must be controlled
by external forces to insure his working
toward organizational goals.
Because of his irrational feelings, man is
basically incapable of self-discipline and
self-control.
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But, all men are divided roughly into two
groups those who fit the assumptions outlined above and those who are self-motivated,
self-controlled, and less dominated by their
feelings.
This latter group must assume the
management responsibilities for all the
others. 30

—

This rational-economic approach received its initial

impetus from the pioneering efforts of Frederick W. Taylor,

commonly referred to as the Father of Scientific Management, in the early part of this century.

Taylor introduced

thirteen key steps designed to lower unit costs of factory
production, and these "principles of scientific management"

gained wide acceptance in industry and other kinds of

organizations the next several decades.

Essentially,

Taylor's principles required time-and-motion studies, rigid

discipline of workers, and no interpersonal relationships
which might in any way detract from completion of specialized tasks.

Taylor himself described how he utilized his

scientific principles to get a pig iron handler named

Schmidt to increase the amount of pig iron he picked up,
carried and loaded from 12.5 tons per ten hour day to ^7.5
tons in the same period.

To get Schmidt to increase his

output so dramatically, the company for which he worked

ultimately increased his pay 60 per cent (from $ 1.15 to
$1.85 per day!).

Further, in keeping

v/ith

the rigid

specifications of Taylor's principles, Schmidt was closely
supervised.

Note Taylor's instructions to Schmidt:
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You will do exactly as this man tells you
tomorrow, from morning to night.
When he tells
you to pick up a pig and walk, you pick it up and
walk and when he tells you to sit down and rest,
you sit down.
You do that straight through the
day.
And what's more, no back talk. 31
.

,

During this time in our country's history, production workers were not provided with the security of elaborate fringe benefits, minimum wages, master contract

agreements and so forth

factors which permitted successful

application of economic incentives for motivating employees.
Schein points out that this economic exploitation of

workers has not continued to be so effective with the
advent of labor unions and the development of more complex
and competitive organizations which subsequently have had
to demand "judgment,

creative capacity, and loyalty of

the worker. "32
No longer can management regard its labor force as

indifferent, selfish, passive, irresponsible.

For,

in a

number of later studies of organizational workers, ample
evidence has shown that once Maslow's lower level hier-

archical needs (survival, safety, etc.) are relatively
well satisfied, human relations (affiliation, esteem) are
more important factors than economic incentives in influ-

encing worker productivity.

W.

F.

Whyte, in a study of

restaurant employees, found a direct correlation between
the interpersonal relations of waitresses and cooks and

absenteeism, quitting work, and quality of customer
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service.

In instances where workers were permitted
to

formulate a cohesive group, quality of work was good.

Yet,

when work requirements upset relations within the working
force, production fell.

For example, in cases studied by

Whyte where low-status waitresses were permitted to shout
orders to the male cooks, the cooks were slow, unpleasant
and frequently inaccurate in completing the orders.

How-

ever, when changes in ordering procedures required wait-

resses to submit their orders on written slips, the cooks'

productivity sharply improved.

They were now able to

accept orders at their own initiative and without being
subjected to humiliating verbal orders from lower-status

group members.

Improved interpersonal relations stimu-

lated increased productivity. 33

Interpersonal relations between assembly line
workers and management affected group cohesiveness and

productivity in a heavy machinery company studied by
S,

F.

Seashore.

In instances where the group was highly

cohesive and had high confidence in management

highly productive.

,

it was

However, in highly cohesive groups

which had low confidence in management, production tended
to be lower Seashore reported
A.

.

Zalesnik's study of fifty workers in a medium-

sized manufacturing plant revealed that group membership

influenced individual worker's satisfaction and produc-

tivity more than did ecnomic rewards or job status. 35
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Similarly, in observations of work groups as well
as in

interviewing and studying high and low productive workers,
Whyte found that only ten per cent of the workers were

primarily motivated by money and would ignore pressures
to restrict output. 36

Having observed the weaknesses of individual incentive schemes, Scanlon introduced a plan by which workers
could submit suggestions for operational improvement to a

committee composed of both management and labor.

Further,

if and when the ideas submitted resulted in reduction of

production costs for the company, these savings were
immediately passed on to all workers in the group in the
form of increased base pay. 37

This plan responds to the

needs of members who have good ideas to contribute but who
do not want to be singled out from the group.

By distrib-

uting the savings among the entire group rather than re-

warding the individual who generated the cost-saving idea
with a cash bonus, no one individual had to fear being the
focal point of group disdain.

Again, healthy group rela-

tionships were responsible for improving production.
Social man

.

There is an abundance of evidence to suggest

that the rational-economic man theory is no longer very

useful to managers of organizations.

For workers appear

to be more motivated by their needs for group acceptance.

This new perspective leads us into the second view of man
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which Schein refers to as the "social man"
theory.

particular perspective assumes in part
a.

b.

c.

d.

This

that:'

Man is basically motivated by social needs
and obtains his basic sense of identity
through relationships with others.
As a result of the industrial revolution and
the rationalization of work, meaning has gone
out of work and must therefore be sought in
the social relationships on the job.
Man is more responsive to the social forces
of the peer group than to the incentives and
controls of management.
Man is responsive to management to the extent
that a supervisor can meet a subordinate’s
social needs and needs for acceptance 38
.

The social man managerial strategy, suggests Schein,

requires management to give more attention to the social
needs of workers, particularly to their needs to belong
to and to be accepted by the work group.

Thus,

incentives

for higher production should be related to group needs

rather than to those of particular individuals within the
group as was the case with the rational-economic strategy
of management.

By way of further contrast, unlike the

rational-economic approach, the social man theory requires
the manager to function as facilitator and sympathetic

supporter of group efforts instead of as the motivator
and controller of individuals.

"Perhaps most important is

that the manager acknowledges the existence of needs other

than purely economic ones

...

he uses his authority to

specify for the group what the goals

should be, but then

leaves the group some leeway about how best to accomplish
the goals. "39
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The objective of, the manager of the social
man

perspective is to provide conditions which will allow
workers to receive a high degree of emotional need
satisfaction from their participation in reaching the goals of
the productive group.

In instances such as this, workers

will develop high degrees of commitment and loyalty to the
formal organization, whereas in situations where individuals feel threatened, alienated and left out, their primary

loyalties will be to the informal work groups.

It is fur-

ther argued by the social man theorists that these informal

groups will very likely establish norms counter-productive
to the goals of the formal organization.

Group members'

cooperation in work slow-down practices illustrates this
point well.^ 0
The difficulty one encounters in implementing a

managerial strategy commensurate with the social man
assumptions is the problem of diagnosing the group needs.
In one study cited by Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard,

workers and supervisors were asked to rank ten needs of
the workers in order of importance.
10,

1

Using numbers

1 to

equalling the highest and 10 equalling the lowest

in importance, the following were reported:
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What Do Workers Want From Their Jobs?^l

Good working conditions
Feeling "in" on things
Tactful disciplining
Full appreciation for work
done
Management loyalty to workers
Good wages
Promotion and growth with
company
Sympathetic understanding
of personal problems
Job security
Interesting work

Supervisors

Workers

4
10

9
2

7

10

8
6
1

1
5

3

7

9
2

4

5

6

8

3

It is interesting to note that whereas the super-

visors thought the workers’ three greatest needs would be
good wages, job security, and promotion and growth with the
company, in actual fact, the workers’ three most important

needs were for full appreciation for work done, feeling
"in" on things, and sympathetic understanding of personal

problems.

The purpose for presenting this particular

study is primarily to underscore the notion that the man-

ager must exercise caution in attempting to establish

organizational conditions for accommodating the needs of
his employees until he is certain he knows exactly what
these needs are.

The above survey only indicates how

drastically incorrect managers can be in their perceptions
of what individuals or groups do in fact value most highly.
To further complicate the manager's task, Schein

points out that not all employees possess identical needs;
or if they do, these same needs vary in terms of their
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intensity from person to person.
the "rate busters,"

He cites the contrast of

individuals who come from homes in

which economic individualism is highly prized as
opposed
to

restric ters

,

"

persons who come from urban working-class

homes v/hich value cooperation and getting along with
others.

^

V.

H.

Vroom reported that workers' individual

personalities determine
desire.

v/hat

kind of supervision they

Dependent, authoritarian types studied by Vroom

desired xhat same type of supervision and worked best under
it in contrast to highly independent individuals who worked

better under supervisors who allowed them to participate
in setting goals and procedural practices. ^3
In summary, the social man perspective is most

appealing, yet its transfer to an appropriate management
style is exceedingly difficult unless the organizational

leaders know what the needs of individuals whithin the

group as well as the entire group's needs actually are.

To

ascertain only group needs, as suggested by the social man
perspective, is not enough.
Se3 f-actualizina men

.

The third view of the nature of man,

"self-actualizing man," has received greatest support from
those who contend that the real issue is not fulfillment
of man's social needs as much as "whether he can find in

his work meaning v/hich gives him a sense of pride and self-

esteem."^

Man wants to use his skills and capacities in
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a mature and productive manner, yet many jobs within the

formal organizational bureaucracy tend to require task

specialization which obviates individual workers from

applying more than a few specialized skills.

The most

routine tasks workers perform on the assembly line (pasting
labels, tightening a set of bolts, soldering a half dozen

wires, etc.) best illustrates this in industry.

In school

organizations an "assembly line mentality" is implied by
the management style of too many administrators

v/ho

con-

tinue to.insist that teachers must stick to their classroom

concerns while the top personnel assume full responsibility
for making the important decisions for the institution.

Consequently, school administrators and boards of education

often encounter significant resistance to any major changes

proposed for the formal organization in which the teachers
share only limited feelings of vested interest.

As might

be expected, teacher resistance is intensified when these

changes threaten to disrupt the individual's own classroom
procedures, for of course he has invested heavily in this
single enterprise.

In other words, "I don't care what

changes they propose as long as they don't bother me."
The problem v/hich should be apparent to alert school admin-

istrators is how to increase staff concern for the needs
of the entire formal organization, including those sub-

parts more directly related to each of them.

It would seem

logical to expect that such concerns cannot and will not be

?4

perceived as vital by the teaching staff
until the "assembly
line mentality" management style yields
to more complete
involvement of all instructional staff in the
school organization's entire decision-making process.
In Schein's self-actualizing view of man,
he refers
to Mas low who as we recall suggests that
man's motives fall

into five classes of needs;
(3)

affiliation;

(4)

(1)

physiological;

self-esteem;

(5)

the maximum use of all his resources.

(2)

security;

self-actualization in
Schein states that

as each man is able to satisfy his first order needs (e.g,

physiological), the next level of needs (e.g., affiliation,
esteem) will exert more press. ^5

As mentioned before, with

the advent of labor unions, contracts to better protect the

security of laborers have been designed.

Thus, the satis-

faction of security needs has permitted other needs further

along on the Maslow hierarchy to assume predominance.

One

is reminded of the trend in teacher contract negotiations

over the past ten years, which seems to illustrate the

self-actualizing man view of the nature of man.

Contracts

negotiated years ago largely reflected a concern for higher
wages.

Certainly this is still a primary concern when

master contracts are negotiated, but administrators should
note that most contemporary contracts are beginning to

reflect increased desire on the part of classroom teachers
to acquire a greater share in the decision-making respon-

sibilities of the school as well.

To put it another way,
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teachers want to participate in the affairs of the
school

organization in a manner that will permit them to be more
satisfied with their jobs.

The assumptions associated with

the self-actualizing man theory indicate what some
of the

needs of self-actualizing man are:
a.

b.

c.

Man seeks to be mature on the job and is capable of being so.
Thus, he needs a certain
amount of autonomy and independence.
Man is primarily self-motivated and selfcontrolled.
Extensive controls and incentives which threaten self-regulation will
stifle maturity.
There is no inherent conflict between selfactualization and more effective organizational performance.
If given a chance, man
will integrate his personal goals with
those of the organization. ^6
This particular theory has application to education

as v/ell as to industry.

Granted, teachers do not focus on

as highly routine tasks as do factory workers on the

assembly line, but as has been pointed out, teachers are
frequently the victims of an "assembly line mentality"
caliber of school administration.

Teachers are lectured

to in childish fashion via faculty memoranda,

staff hand-

books or in regularly scheduled (whether they need them or
not) after-school faculty meetings.

The reader is reminded

of Bell Kaufman’s Up the Down Staircase elaboration of

inanities with which teachers are bombarded practically
every day.

Any teacher or sensitive administrator can

create his own list of similar illustrations to serve our

purposes here.

The important thing is that too many
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teachers suffer a wide range of externally
imposed controls, some of value, some not, but most
all of which the

teachers have traditionally perceived as
unnecessarily
annoying, time consuming, irrelevant and even
demeaning.
One wonders,

for example, how 1,000 teachers in a large

city school system can feel other than that they
are

regarded as immature by their board of education when
it

actually has voted to include in its policy handbook
a
requirement that restricts teachers to the specific number
of potted plants each can place in his classroom!
It is submitted that organizational policies and

procedures are desirable in schools; however, self-

actualizing man advocates would argue that teachers in
general are a mature lot who seek more control over the

determination of -the rules and regulations of their organizations.

Allowing them to behave maturely, to motivate

and control themselves, to be much more autonomous

"releases a greater potential for commitment to organization goals and creative effort in the pursuit of those
goals.

.

.

.

the manager must give up certain of his tradi-

tional prerogatives, particularly in the area of control. "^7

Needless to say, typical administrators as a rule are not

planning to give up any more control in the schools than
they have to.

In fact, the tenor of a number of adminis-

trative conferences, professional journal articles, and

informal conversations between school management officials
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reflect considerable consternation at the
growing power of
teachers and a commensurate regard for ways
by which admin-

istrators can behave to retain the degree of
control over
their staffs to which they have been accustomed.
The

sharing of controls between principal and teacher
will be
a major focus of later portions of this text.
For

the time

being, let it suffice to say that the self-actualizing
man

theory of the nature of man and the associated managerial

strategy cannot be realized in schools until administrators
are able to give up some of their controls.

By wa y of summary of the entire discussion thus far

both the rational-economic and the social man theories suggest that economic or social rewards would stimulate

improved performance.

In the self-actualizing man view,

individuals would become better and more creative performer
in their work if they were at the same time able to enjoy

greater self-satisfaction in the accomplishment of the
tasks. ^8

Complex man

.

The fourth and final theory of the nature of

man, "complex man," serves as a response to these first

three.

In a word of caution, Schein states that

Man is a more complex individual than rationaleconomic, social, or self-actualizing man.
It has always been difficult to generalize about
man, and it is becoming more difficult as society
and organizations within society arc themselves
becoming more complex and differentiated. ^9
,

.

.
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The complex man theory assumes that:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Mantis not only complex, but also highly
variable.
Each man's hierarchy of needs
is somewhat different depending on what's
important to him.
The hierarchy fluctuates
from situation to situation.
For some
people, for example, economic success is
self- actualization.
Organizational experiences interact with
each man's needs, uniquely altering his
needs.
Thus, man is capable of acquiring
new motives, dependent upon his unique
organizational situation.
Man's needs differ even within various
situations in the same organization.
For
example, perhaps his self-actualization
needs are best met in the informal organization rather than the more formal one.
F©r others, the situation very possibly
could be the reverse.
Job satisfaction depends only in part on
satisfaction of needs by the organization
itself.
The experiences, variety of people,
job. locale, etc., all may influence worker
satisfaction.
A person can be poorly
motivated yet quite effective on the job.
There is no correct managerial strategy
that will work for all men at all times.
Man can respond to a variety of strategies;
yet much depends on his skills, nature of
the task, and current needs. 50
By way of supporting this fourth view, Schein cites

a study by V. H.

Yroom and

F.

C.

Mann which showed that the

nature of the job the workers performed influenced their

preference for type of supervision.
Package handlers whose work was highly interde pend ont showed a preference for employee-centered
supervision; truck drivers and dispatchers v/hose
work was highly individual and Independent preferred a more production-centered, authoritarian
approach by dispatchers which maximized efficiency
of communication. 51
Likewise, the Whyte study also mentioned earlier reported
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that "rate-busters"

(who. produce above the norms of the

group) are more individualistic, whereas

"

restricters"

(who work at the level of the group norms) value coopera-

tion and getting along in the group. 52

Schein carefully points out that the complex man

perspective does not imply that any of the other three
views and their related managerial strategies are "wrong."

Rather, he does suggest that if one agrees with this last

perspective, it must be concluded that "any one of these

approaches may be wrong in some situations and with some
people. "53

At times the administrator may need to be

highly directive; on other occasions the nature of the
task and/or needs of particular individuals will require
the same manager to utilize group-centered leadership

strategy.

The successful leader

must have the sensitivity and diagnostic ability
to be able to sense and appreciate differences.
he must also learn to value difference and
to value the diagnostic process which reveals
differences. ... he must have the personal
flexibility and the range of skills necessary
to vary his own behavior. 5*+
.

.

.

At this point it is to be recalled that Schein has
suggested that how the administrator views man will influence his managerial style.

Therefore, after a review of

the four general styles presented, it still remains the

principal's responsibility to establish his own personal
perspective toward his staff which in turn will influence
his managerial behavior.

Though this is a profoundly
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demanding

“task

ion

"the

principal, it is worth remembering

that every administrator does embrace one philosophical

view or another with respect to the nature of the human

beings with whom he works.

And it is this philosophical

framework which influences his administrative behavior in
the school.

It is for this reason that we have devoted as

much attention as we have to the individual principal’s

understanding of the nature of man

our earnest hope being

that a broader awareness would encourage him to re-examine

his philosophical orientation and subsequently his style
of behavior.

Summary of Assumptions
On the basis of our exploration of the nature of
man, we would suggest that the principal construct a

philosophical framework similar to that posed in Schein's
complex man theory.

We advance this particular approach

inasmuch as it is especially consistent with our earlier

discussions about individual needs, values, and philosophy
of man.

Relating earlier conclusions with the complex man

theory, we reaffirm that:
1.

Man is not only complex, but also highly vari able.
Every man's hierarchy of needs is
different
People's needs revolve around the personality's all-encompassing need to maintain its
equilibrium a level which is determined by
One's cultural
each individual for himself.
values also influence what individual personalities consider to be normal or acceptable
.
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levels of being.
Thus, because needs and
values vary from person to person, the focus
of their interests and energy will vary
correspondingly.
Further, the^ individual
level of maturity will affect types and intensity of various needs. All of these
factors must be considered when a principal
attempts to determine what v/ill motivate
particular teachers to behave in the best
interests of the organization.
.

•

2

*

Or ganizational experiences interact with each
man's needs, uniquely altering his needs
Once each man has satisfied his first order
needs--survival and safety--he will seek
satisfaction of the next level order of
needs--af filiation and esteem--which v/ill
require him to seek new working relationships
with his colleagues.
If interesting, challenging experiences related to organizational
goals can be utilized to permit the development of new, satisfying personal relationships, so much the better for everyone.
Also,
v/e have indicated we believe man wants to be
good and, if given the opportunity, will try
to make worthwhile contributions to the group.
.

3*

Man's needs differ even within various
situations in the same organization
.

Though this is true, we also have contended
that man will tend to subordinate his own
needs in order to assure survival of the
group's needs as various situations warrant
if he has been able to make the decision himself.
For, a characteristic of the more
mature individual is one who is able to
develop his own set of behavioral determiners.
4.

Job satisfaction depends only in part on
satisfaction of needs by the organization it self.
The experiences, variety of people
etc.
can also influence worker satisfaction
,

.

i

More mature people become more self-directed
less passive.
The Maslow-type hierarchical
needs change for most during their lifetime.
On the other hand, some people are less mature, requiring a great deal of direction
from management as well as more attention to
unlimited need for personality equilibrium.
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Some people's values dictate the need
for
group type tasks; still others prefer to
work
alone.
The principal, once more sensitized
to the needs of each of his staff can
facilitate their involvement accordingly.
-5 •

There is no co rrect managerial strategy that
will work for all men at all times.
Thp
st rategy must vary ac cording to the needs of
individual people
We have discussed the discrepancy in cultural
value systems and the obvious fact that they
often conflict. We have pointed out that
people vary widely in their maturity levels,
thereby causing a wide discrepancy in needs
of organizational members.
Consequently,
there is no one style of management.
Rather,
the principal must maintain a posture which
will permit both him and the entire staff,
i.e.
the organization, to be as accommodating of one another's needs as is possible.
.

In short, we are advancing a managerial style that

recognizes the profound complexity of the nature of man as
we have described it in this chapter, but one which is

dedicated to the assumption that most all men, if given
the opportunity to behave maturely In their organizational

lives, will together find ways to improve the lot of the

educational system while at the same time enriching their
own lives.
It is imperative that any organizational system

reflect consideration of man as we have presented him in
this chapter.

We next want to turn to an examination of

the structure of organization and then to its leadership in

order to ascertain how responsive each is to what we now

know about the nature of human beings.
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CHAPTER

HI

THE NATURE OF ORGANIZATIONS

A comprehensive understanding of the nature
of organizations, particularly school organizations
is
,

tive for the school administrator.

impera-

His entire professional

environment, consisting of organizations of parents,
students, teachers, school board members, etc.,
is

one large

all-encompassing organization.

A good share of the respon-

sibility for the effectiveness of each of these groups
rests with the school administrator; thus, it is logical
that he should want to appropriate some of his time to

analyzing the nature of organizations.

Hopefully, such an

analysis would provide him with the insight necessary to

help him to determine appropriate styles of leadership
behavior required to facilitate maximum organizational
effectiveness.

Organizational Effectiveness

When referring to organizational effectiveness, we
find Warren Bennis' two imperatives of an effective organ-

ization most helpful.

He has suggested organizations must

be evaluated as to their usefulness in terms of two systems,
the internal and the external:
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—inter nal

system i.e.
"the organizaopera cions must; be kepi functioning
and a balance of needs and satisfactions
of participants, on the one hand, and of the
organization on the other reciprocity
must be maintained.
—exter nal system i.e. the organization must conform to pressures and changes
of its environment adaptability 1

tion

*-•

,

,

s

,

,

.

Consequently, throughout the remainder of our study, we
shall be scrutinizing the school organization in terms of

how well the needs of the school system are being met and
how satisfactorily the needs of the instructional staff
v/ho

are contributors to the organization’s effort are being

met in the process (reciprocity).
In addition, we will be simultaneously concerned

with how well the school organization (again, with particular regard for the teacher component in the system) is

adapting to the press of its environment (factors such as
funding, availability of new knowledge about teaching and

learning, expectations of the community, changing needs of
the student clientele,

etc.).

We will continue to maintain

that how adaptable the organization is will depend on the

degree of reciprocity the membership enjoys.

It is our

contention that once reciprocity is established at a high
level, the resources of the staff can be directed toward
the issue of organizational adaptability.

In essence, it

is our conviction that internal improvements must be

realized before external reforms of any substantial

consequence can occur.
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By way of analyzing school organizations in
terms
of the two imperatives Bennis has offered, we shall
first

examine the characteristics of the bureaucratic form of
organization, and then more particularly the problems

inherent in school bureaucracies which distinguish it from
other types of bureaucratic organizations.

The limitations

of the bureaucratic profile in terms of Bennis' two impera-

tives of reciprocity and adaptability as well as suggestions
for their improvement by attending to organizational health

will be presented.
Finally, because the mainstay of any organization
is its membership,

our current discussion will continually

refer to those concepts regarding the nature of man introduced in the previous chapter.

In effect, the nature of

organization and the nature of man cannot be considered
apart from one another.

Bureaucratic Organization
To begin, it should be helpful to get an overview

of the trends in the way administrators have perceived

organizations.

Robert Owens' summary of the three prin-

cipal periods of the development of organizations 2 coincides with the Edgar Schein survey of the four managerial

perspectives of the nature of man with which we dealt
earlier.

Briefly, Owens' three periods are:
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1.

The era of scientific management I910-I935,
It was theorised, that man could be motivated
to produce by the offer of money in exchange
for services performed.
Frederick Taylor was
the most notable proponent of this theory.
It was further theorized that the producer's
output. could be increased by application of
scientific principles of management (i.e.,
Taylor's time and motion, span of control,
rigid discipline, etc.); that bureaucracies
(Weber's organizational hierarchy, task
specialization, span of control, strong
central. control orderly channels of communication, etc.
would maximize efficiency
of large organizations eliminating irrational personal and emotional factors contributed by the whims of authoritarian
industrialists.
Governmental organizations,
including schools, borrowed heavily from this
bureaucratic approach.
Of course, it is
still very much in evidence in many of these
organizations today.
.

.

,

,

2.

The human relations era, 1935-1950.
The
famous Hawthorne studies conducted by Elton
Mayo and others in the late 1920 's drew
attention to the notion that organizational
workers are motivated not only by money, but
perhaps even more importantly by other personal needs including approval by fellow
members of the work group.
In response to
this new emphasis, sometimes referred to as
"group-ness " some administrators in schools
have attempted to use a democratic approach to
the administering of the schools.
A chief
problem v/ith this approach has been that
many teachers have felt manipulated within
a so-called "democratic framework, one which
too often has really amounted to the teachers
being asked to agree to decisions which
administrators have predetermined.
,

3.

New conThe behavioral approach 1950 on.
cern for the role of the informal organization, the cooperation of which is essential
to the successful functioning of the formal
organization; sensitivity to the fact that
hierarchical activity depends heavily on the
satisfactory interaction between the people
v/ho are the role-incumbents as well as between the roles themselves; regard for the
,
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fact that interaction between role-incumbents

is related to a number of factors including

the perceptions and expectations people have
for one another in their roles; consideration
of two dimensions of evaluation of organizations:
performance (profit, sales, etc.) and
human factors (group cohesiveness, motivation,
satisfaction of individual needs, etc.), with
focus on the organizational conditions that
must be present as a prior condition for
effective operations.

Advantages

.

Today’s typical school organizations are

bureaucratic in nature.

Their organizational charts specify

line and staff relationships

,

chain of command, channels

for formal communication flow, etc.

Policies and procedures

are carefully committed to writing.

As a result, on paper

the organization appears to be efficiently prepared to

fulfill its obligations to its clients.

As Max Weber, the

leading initiator of the bureaucratic form, and others
have pointed out, properly functioning bureaucracies can
be efficient, predictable, impersonal and fast.^

Robert Presthus has suggested that bureaucracies

typically reflect the following five characteristics in
the organizational charts:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Fixed and official jurisdictional areas,
regularly ordered by rules, policies,
regulations, and by-laws.
Principles of hierarchy and levels of graded
authority that ensure a firmly ordered system
of super- and subordination in which those in
higher offices supervise those in lower ones.
Administration based upon written documents.
Administration run by full-time, trained
officials.
Administration planned according to^stable
•and comprehensive general policies.
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Limitations

Despite these apparent advantages of the

.

bureaucratic form, we are familiar with the fact that
most individuals in a typical modern day school bureaucracy

would bolt at being labelled as bureaucrats.

Generally,

people in schools associate bureaucracy with red tape,

impersonalization and inefficiency.

As ideal as bureauc-

racy might be in theory, too many participants within such
a system have been subjected to bureaucrats more interested

in protecting their hierarchical status than in serving

Frequently, rules become more important

their clients.

Often there are

than the problems they are to solve.

lengthy delays in decision-making owing to the shuttling
of problems from department to department, with bureaucrats

haggling over which rule is to apply to a given situation

.

0

In his later years, even Max Weber, whose theoriz-

ing about bureaucracies played a major role in its adoption

by many manufacturing and governmental organizations in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

commented
It is horrible to think that the world could

one day be filled with nothing but those little
cogs, little men clinging to little jobs and
This passion
striving toward bigger ones.
for bureaucracy is enough to drive one to
and the great question is theredespair
can promote and hasten it, but
v/e
how
not
fore
to this machinery in order to
oppose
what can we
free from this parcelmankind
of
keep a portion
ling-out of the soul from this supreme mastery
of the bureaucratic way of life??
.

.

.

_

.

.

.
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Weber seemed to be implying in his
statement that
although bureaucracy is appealing because of
its emphasis
on efficiency, its tragic flaw would
appear to
be its

reliance on the assumption that roles in a
hierarchy rather
than people each _with individual personal
needs to be
,

satisfied, interact.

Bureaucratic structure, with its

rigid hierarchy designed to function in terms of
fixed
sets of policies, is unable to accommodate the
personal

satisfaction needs to v/hich we referred in Chapter Two.
In snort, bureaucracies do not tend to operate
with the

best interests of human nature as we have described it
in
mind.

Similarly, John Gardner has taken the tact that
there is rarely a shortage of good, new ideas for bureau-

cratic organizations

hearing for them.

,

but that "the problem is to get a

And that means breaking through the

crusty rigidity and stubborn complacency of the status
quo."

O

Of particular concern, suggests Gardner, is the

preoccupation of so many in the school hierarchy with
attempting to maintain the rigidity of the school bureaucracy.

Thus, each member of the organization conforms to

the norms, traditions and values espoused by the educa-

tional institution "because it seems like the sensible way
to keep the organization running smoothly. "9
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Inadequate channels for satisfactory
two-way communication; inappropriate leadership styles;
lack of concern
for the personal needs of* the organization's
members;

limited individual participation in important
decision-

making procedures, and a host of other similar
inadequacies
have contributed to the conditions which have
typically
limited each teacher's feelings of self-worth in
terms of

his contribution to the school organization.

Yet, people

want to feel a sense of self-worth in their roles as
members of the organization.
in its operation.

They want to share meaningfully

In the words of Gardner:

Man is in his very nature a seeker of meanHe cannot help being so any more than he
can help breathing or maintaining a certain body
temperature.
The meanings in any life are
multiple and varied.
each kind of meaning
implies a relationship between the person and
some larger system of ideas or values, a relationship involving obligations as well as
rewards
’./hen a man succeeds in the search for
identity he has found the answer not only to the
question "V/ho am I?" but to a lot of other
questions too:
"What must I live up to? What
are my obligations? To what must I commit
myself?" 13
ings.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Owens, too,

is concerned about the personal aspects

of the school organization.

Its bureaucratic nature tends

to subvert some of the basic needs of people, particularly

the need for self-actualization:
1.

2.

Bureaucracy encourages overconformity,
inducing "group think."
In time, bureaucracy modifies the very personality of bureaucrats such that they become
drab, colorless, routinized " organization men."
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3

.

Innovative ideas Wilt from the distortion
and
long delays which result from communication
overloading as attempts are made to transmit
ideas through the hierarchical layers of
the
organization.
Bureaucracy does not take into account the
presence of informal organizations, including
the primary g oup to which role-incumbents
belong.
.

4

.

r-

All of these, most particularly the latter criticism which refers to negligence with respect to
informal
groups, rei ^era

ue

the necessity of school organizations

being able to satisfy the needs of their individual members
while in the process of attempting to fulfill their own
formal organizational goals.

Chris Argyris seems to hint

at the same source of concern when he states that "the

people must be loyal to the formal organization if it is
to work effectively.

"

!5

Yet, genuine loyalty to a formal

organization v/hich thwarts communication, stifles individ-

uality of thought, and ignores the existence of informal
groups can hardly be expected.
Perhaps the best known research underscoring the

importance of the human element in the functioning of the

organization is the Hawthorne Studies done under the

direction of Elton Mayo of Harvard in the early part of
this century.

It will be recalled that as Mayo and his

colleagues experimented with the lighting and eventually
several other working conditions affecting both control
and experimental work groups in a Chicago based electrical

plant, the productivity of both the experimental and the
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control groups went up.

Later, when Mayo revoked certain

conditions designed to make conditions for the
experimental
groups more conducive to higher productivity, their
output

still went up, to a new all-time high in fact.
Eventually, Mayo and his associates were able to

determine that the workers in the various groups being
experimented with (including those involved in the control
groups) began feeling more cohesive.

Feelings of group

kinship and importance had developed due to all of the
attention they were receiving from management in the form
of the research teams.

Mayo also discovered that in instances where these

informal groups came into conflict with management, pro-

ductivity declined substantially.

His researchers observed

that this low level of performance occurred most frequently
in situations where workers were closely supervised and

given little responsibility for determining their own work
activities.
These important studies, which are still heralded

by students of organizational management

,

reveal the power

of the informal groups v/ithin the organization.

Their

support can be invaluable to the productivity of the

formal organization if the goals of all groups are rela-

tively congruent.

Whether or not this condition exists

depends in large measure on how

v/ell the

organizational

leadership goes about enlisting the help of organizational
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members.

And, as we have learned, the leader's
success will

depend on how aware he is of the needs of human
beings and
how they can best be accommodated in the life

of the organ-

ization.

It is to these concerns that we wish to
continue

to focus our attention. 18

_Som,e

organizational assu m ptions

.

Argyris has examined

underlying assumptions which the structure of most organizations, including schools, currently in existence imply.
In essence, he has suggested that these types of organi-

zation discourage the tendency of man to strive toward
maturity, favoring instead a modus ooerandi "more congruent
v/ith the

needs of infants in our culture. "17

in

his dis-

cussion of the ways in which organizations typically stifle
maturity, Argyris obviously relies heavily on his indus-

trial organization frame of reference.

However, it is our

observation that there is practical application of his
analysis of assumptions of industrial organizational structures to school organizations.
Task specialization, he comments, limits the number
of abilities the healthy personality can exercise.
is contrary to its self-actualizing desires.

This

"...

plac-

ing a great emphasis on ability makes 'who you are' become

much less important than 'what you can do. '"18

p 00 often

teachers work under the assumption that they are expected
to stay in their classroom and do the best job of teaching
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possible while administrators and members of the
board of

education "run the school," i.e., determine policies and
procedures.

In this respect, teachers are task specialists

regarded for "what they can do" more than for "what they
are."

This narrowing of focus has resulted in subject

matter specialization in secondary schools at the expense
of teacher concern for the welfare and development of the

total child; that is, not only academic achievement in
specific disciplines, but also the child's growth with

respect to his sense of social responsibility and his
se lf“ conc ept

.

All of us are familiar with the universal

criticisms of teachers who fail to attend school social

activities sponsored by various student organizations,
consult

v/ith

parents about the problems of children (the

"I don't care what he does outside my class" syndrome),

hold individual student conferences, or in other ways

demonstrate their concern for the whole student.

The in-

house complaining between teachers conditioned to the

specialization of the disciplines is further evidence of
the unhealthy atmosphere which has resulted because of

school emphasis on task specialization; e.g.

,

complaints

such as "Why don't those English teachers teach these kids

how to read and write?

That certainly isn't my job!"

or

"These kids should have learned their mathematics tables
in the lower grades.

But

I

always have to start my classes

out in the fall assuming most of them haven't been taught
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the basics."

With reference to the teachers, victims of

task specialization also, "Task specialization therefore

requires a healthy adult to behave in a less mature

manner

19

"
.

.

.

The chain of command characteristic of bureauc-

racies assumes that people must be placed in hierarchical
levels of organization so that one individual above a group
of others in the structure can control those subordinate
to him.

This,

too,

is incongruent with the development of

the healthy personality talked about in the nature of man

section.

That is to say, chain of command is designed "to

make the individuals dependent upon, passive toward, and

subordinate to the leader.

As a result the individuals

have little control over their working environment ." 20
The reader is asked to recall our earlier illustrations of
the unassuming, passive classroom teachers who in the

after-school hours became enthusiastic, creative, responsible participants in faculty bowling leagues, teacher

associations, community organizations, etc.

This reminds

us that individuals do tend toward more mature behavior
(

independence

,

active rather than passive, etc.) and will

seek groups which will permit them to behave accordingly.

What Argyris calls unity of direction, the assump-

tion that the organization can be most efficient if the
leader plans the activities to which a given unit will

address itself, also is incongruent with the development
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of healthy personalities.

For, if the goals and procedures

for attaining them do not help satisfy the
personality

needs of the individual participants, conditions
for

psychological failure exist.

"Psychological success is

achieved when each individual is able to define his
own
goals, in relation to his inner needs and the strength
of
the barriers to be overcome in order to reach these
goals." 2 !
Is it any wonder, we might ask, that teachers often
resist,

at least covertly, many of the planned changes handed down

from the top because the relationship between organiza-

tional go als and the individual's personal inner needs has

been ignored?

How many times, for example, have we ob-

served system-wide developed curriculum guides gathering

dust in classroom closets while the teachers work from

their own personally developed courses of study?
The span of control characteristic of formal organ-

izations, if carried to extremes, also requires immature

rather than mature participants.

Span of control is a

principle which calls for administrative control of a
limited number of subordinates so that they can be closely

supervised and directed.

The natural outgrowth of such a

situation is that the greater the number of smaller units
there are within the organization, the more layers of redtape result since more levels must be dealt with until a

common superior can be found who can make a decision on a

problem of mutual concern to several administrative units 22
.
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Of course, the problems of adequate communication
increase
in proportion to the number of hierarchical layers
through

which information must pass before reaching the final
decision-maker.

Anyone with experience in working in a

bureaucracy with a high span of control profile is familiar
with how discouraged people at the lower end of the hier-

archy become trying to elicit a satisfactory decision from
the people at the top of the chart.

"They never listen to

me down at central office," and "It takes so long to get
a requisition approved to buy my supplies that

even bother asking anymore;

I

I

don't

just charge each of the kids

a small lab fee and go ahead and buy what

I

need myself,"

are typical of the disgruntled mutterings of teachers who

have been continually victimized by bureaucratic span of

control problems/

Affects of bureaucracy on membership

.

As has been seen,

bureaucratic structures discourage healthy personalities
from attaining maturity.

Rather, organizations charac-

terized by a high degree of emphasis on task specialization, chain of command, unity of direction, and span of

control encourage immature behavior; i.e., submissive,
passive, dependent, subordinate personalities which are

more "congruent with the needs of infants."
Regardless, schools with rigid hierarchies continue
to exist, and the members of these organizations are
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compelled to accept their "low-reciprocity" situation
or
select an alternative plan of action.

Argyris has sug-

gested that a more mature adult in an organization similar
to the type we have been discussing will behave in one
of

the following ways
!•
2.

3.

4.

He may leave the organization.
He may work hard to climb the ladder and become president.
He may defend his self-concept and adapt
through the use of defense mechanisms (discussed in the previous chapter).
He may "pressure" himself to stay, and in
spite of the conflict, simultaneously adapt
as much as possible by lowering his work
standards and becoming apathetic and
uninterested. 23
.

As stated earlier, Argyris' writings reflecting

his intimate concern for industrial organizations have
equal application to schools, and the above adaptive type

behaviors fit what some of the more mature individuals in
schools do quite aptly

though some teachers may work hard

to become principals or superintendents rather than

presidents
For those who decide to stay on as classroom

teachers (how many times have we heard someone comment
that "anyone who really has anything on the ball goes into

administration or private business"?) the sanctions of the
informal group are sought out for support.

For much group

approval is needed by individuals who lower their formal

group work standards, become apathetic, lose selfconfidence, fear new tasks, refuse to accept new methods,

io4

tend to blame others for their own sense of inadequacy,
and generally become dissatisfied.^

These support groups

become organized and "the individual adaptive acts now
become sanctioned by the group.

Acceptance into the

group allows the individual who forces himself to

continue in the formal organization to maintain his

psychological equilibrium.

Mary Ellen Goodman emphasizes

the importance of satisfying group relations when she

states that

Interpersonal relations are basic among the
mechanisms through which the individual learns
his culture, achieves his goals, and attains his
security and satisfaction in living.
We
need one another for self-fulfillment as well as
for survival; it is a law of human life. 2 °
.

.

.

It should not surprise or dismay the administrator, then,

to observe a preponderant amount of use of the faculty

lounge by the chief faculty malcontents, for the informal

group which typically thrives there is helping some of
these people to acquire the security and support to which

Argyris and Goodman refer.

Obviously, the informal

group’s norms and codes become of paramount importance to
those who come to depend on them for sustenance.
It should also be evident to the school adminis-

trator in charge that it will be most difficult for the
formal organization to function successfully without the

general cooperation of the informal groups within the
school.

Gold-bricking, slow-downs, lack of company pride,
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rate setting, and unionism which are all
manifestations of
the power of the informal group in industrial
settings,
have their less distinguishable but nevertheless
equally-

damaging counterparts in schools.

V/e

are reminded, for

example, of the teaching staff which failed to
respond to

administrative requests to volunteer for lunchroom supervision even v/hen additional compensation was offered.
Eventually, one of the staff let an administrator know
that teachers objected to the low pay but more particu-

larly the fact that since those who supervised would be
paid extra money for working during what was declared as
the official school day, they'd in effect be receiving

double compensation, and therefore would have to make uo
the time lost supervising the lunchroom by working the

equivalent amount of time beyond the normal school closing
hours.

One of the major concerns of the school adminis-

trator, we must conclude, is to find ways to rally the

support and good will of the informal groups behind the
efforts of the more formal organization.

Recommended

procedures for doing this will be discussed in our next
chapter.

School Bureaucracies
Schools, bureaucratic or not, have other features

which clearly distinguish them from other types of organizations.

Some of these elements which set schools
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apart in a class of their own must
be understood by the
school's leadership.

Distinguishing characterise ns

.

Matthew

B.

Miles has

listed seven properties peculiar to school
organizations
which, because of 'their existence, make
organizational

adaptability to the environment difficult if not
impossible
Goal ambiguity.
Input variability.
Role performance invisibility.
Low interdependence
Vulnerability.
Lay-professional control problems.
Low technological investment 27

1.
2.
3.

.

S'.

5*.

6,
7*

.

By way of background for examining Miles' seven

specific properties, we should note some general asoects
of school organizations.

There are currently about 30,000

school districts in the United States with a work force of

approximately 1.9 million teachers and 100,000 administrators available to serve an estimated 48 million children,

grades K-12.

Like the church, clinic, or Scout Troop, the

school's emphasis is on bringing about desirable change in
children.

School attendance is compulsory, which has

certain negative affects on student behavior and teacher
attitude.

Though locally administered, schools are not

genuinely locally controlled.

The press of federal funds,

direction from national curriculum groups, and response to

nationally common problems (Sputnik, court orders for

10 ?

non-discriminatory bussing, etc.

)

are evidence of this.

The typical American school is disconnected
from other

institutions designed to help children (churches,
families,
employers), though each is tacitly United vertically
to

other institutions in the larger society; viz., colleges,

universities, accreditation agencies, state departments of
public instruction, national curriculum organizations, etc.
Thus,

each school has a large number of publics for which

it must be concerned and a factor which makes it difficult

for the school to know to whom it is most accountable.^’

At least in part because of its many publics,

schools typically do not devote their energies and resources
to clearly stated goals.

Rather, goals are often vaguely

elaborated, multiple in nature (in order to try to satisfy
the wishes of its many publics) and sometimes conflicting

(for sometimes publics want conflicting things).

Another

reason this lack of goal clarification persists, suggests
Miles, is that "product evaluation is technically difficult
in schools," that is, "other than teacher marks for class-

room behavior, measures of socialization outcomes

.

.

.

are

practically nonexistent, except in terms of the incidence
of deviant behavior (fighting, truancy, and the like)." 2 9

And of course, teacher marks are highly criticized because

they tend to emphasize factual recall rather than student
inquiry, problem-solving, critical thinking

process

mastery vital to life-long living and learning.
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Since goals are vague

,

.

students

'

progress through

the school is determined by age-grading; the
non-graded

classroom trend is becoming more prevalent, however,
and
this is compelling school systems to review their
funda-

mental goals with more scrutiny.

Teachers generally are

evaluated in terms of the number of formal courses they
have oaken and the years of classroom teaching experience

they've acquired.

A low degree of role differentiation

in the ins oruc oional process has created a role-expectation

for teachers telling information to students and then

eliciting recitation from them; thus, teachers typically
do about eighty per cent of the talking in the classrooms

in this country.

Limited use of technology, of research

and development approaches, of learning psychology, of

sociological information about the community, and of

social-psychology all contribute to a low knowledge base
for schools and a consequent reliance on traditional

rituals (e.g.

"The three R's were good enough for me, and

so they're good enough for my son!"

"Independent study

is unwise for students that age; they're not ready for
it.

I

course.

don’t plan to let them have any free time in my
"

)

The children themselves are not invited to give

feedback regarding their schooling.

As very young students

they expend most of their talent and time trying to "learn
the teacher" and what he wants ("How many pages long would
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you like the essay to be?-

subject matter.

)

rather than learning the

In the later grades, the older
children

become keenly aware of the wide range
of variabilities in
teacher competencies.
In response, they quit
learning,

rebel, or play the game of school,
learning what the

teacher expects in order to get a good
grade. 30
Further, membership effort to work toward
commonly

agreed upon goals is limited by the fact
that low interdependence exists between faculty members ("He’s
all the

way down at the other end of the building in
the math
area.

I

haven't the slightest idea how he handles the

teaching of fractions.

All

I

know is that when the boys

come to the shop they can’t measure lumber and so

teaching uhem math."

I

end up

Also, teachers do not follow an

).

upwardly mobile career.

Since they hold relatively stable,

secure positions, there is practically no organizational

incentive for changing their behavior.

Coupled with this

lack of mobility is the fact that teachers and adminis-

trators know that regardless of its performance, the school

will continue to exist in the years following irrespective
of past performance.

A third barrier obviating coordination

of school goal setting is the fact that teachers have

little "free" time to work with colleagues, read profes-

sional journals, etc., because they are burdened down with

custodial responsibilities which require them to spend
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most of their time looking after
children compelled by
law to be in school all day long. 31

Limitations of school organization

.

Because of these

limitations of school organizations as well
as their
bureaucratic nature, we have serious reservations
about
schools meeting the internal reciprocity and
external

adaptability imperatives established for organizations
by
Bennis,

In short, we wonder if school organizations,
as

they currently exist, can ever realize a satisfied
profes
sional membership committed to working in a joint effort
to establish

uhe kinds of educational goals and practices

which would minister effectively to the needs of their
student clientele.
The spiralling amount of student and faculty unrest, the well documented demonstrations of the failure

school to meet the particular needs of a reasonable oro-

portion of its clients, and the continually onerous
demands being placed on the school to solve the problems
of an increasingly troubled society all suggest that the

typical current organizational structure is unable to
respond adequately.

Owens echoes Bennis' concern for

internal reciprocity and external adaptability in

commenting that:

Although the impersonal, unemotional nature of
the bureaucratic system has advantages for the
organization, it tends to be insufficient to meet
the various personal and social needs of

o

Ill

participants.
and externally the bureaucratic organization faces a world characterized
y rapid, significant change, an increasingly
educated society and more mobile and career
oriented people.
It is a world of technological
changes and new pressures, and the organization
cannot predict where the next significant breakthrougn will emerge.
We only know that
significant change will come and that those
organizations which can adeauately adaot will
be adjudged the most satisfactory 32
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

A New Organizational Approach
Fortunately, within the last few years larger

numbers of educators have been indicating earnest concern
about the ability of school bureaucracies to respond to

rapidly changing and more demanding needs of society.
More_ in v o 1 vem ent

.

A recently completed survey of 27 0 high

schools under the auspices of the Massachusetts Advisory

Council on Education

(I.IACE)

urgency of this concern.

serves to underscore the

In part, this survey, which

recommended "Greater faculty involvement in the development
and implementation of school policies," and "Greater

student involvement in planning their own education," is
in effect focusing attention on the need for increased

internal reciprocity.

A further recommendation calling

for "Better communications between the schools and the

public," can be related to the need for greatly enhanced

external adaptability as well. 33

Surveys and commission

reports of this sort are drawing more and more attention
to the need to re-examine school organizational structures.
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There also have been some promising
advances made in
organizational reform on other fronts, and
it is hopeful
that as school administrators and others
become more aware
of the needs for commensurate changes
in the schools, they
may follow suit. Most notably Sears Roebuck
has been
striving to minimize hierarchical layers in
order to more
intimately involve lower levels in the decision-making
process. 3^

Still, even dramatic structural reform will

not be sufficient unless the needs of individuals
are in
fact adequately met by the organization while
it

is at the

same time responding satisfactorily to the needs of
its

clientele.

In other words, as Bennis would remind us, the

organization which hopes to be effective over a long period
of time must be able to function in such a way that
it is

able to satisfy both the reciprocity and adaptability
conditions.

It is hoped this is indicative of a new trend

away from bureaucratic forms of organizations as we now

know them.
Ideal characteristics

.

Whatever new organizational pro-

files do appear, it is expected that the most promising

will reflect a system of values such as those which have

been recommended by Bennis:
1.
2.

Full and free communication, regardless of
rank and power.
Reliance on consensus, rather than on the more
customary forms of coercion or compromise, to
resolve conflict.
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4,

5»

The idea that influence is based on technical
competence and knowledge, rather than on the
vagaries of personal whim or prerogatives of
power.
An atmosphere that permits and even encourages emotional expression, as well as taskoriented acts.
A basically human bias, one which accepts the
inevitability of conflict between the organization and the individual, but which is at
the same time willing to consider such
conflicts on rational grounds. 35
It is important to note that Bennis* guidelines do

not suggest that the bureaucratic form of organization has
to be abolished; rather, they imply that current bureau-

cratic structures should be refined in such a way that all

members of the organization can participate more meaningfully in steering the course the organization is to take.
The core of his system of organizational values is his

call for personal involvement of members in resolving all

conflicts on the basis of individual competencies rather
than on the basis of their holding a power position in the

system’s hierarchy.

In essence, he is prescribing a need

for the involvement of capable staff in the decision-

making tasks of the school.
The literature is replete with illustrations of
the importance of this concept.

Jerrold Novotney, for

one, has reported that

Change frequently moves school personnel from a
situation that is known and comfortable into one
which is ambiguous and threatening. The only
real antidotes are individual commitment and the
spirit of cooperation through staff involvement
.

G

Quality of individual involvement

.

.

Unfortunately, teachers,

students and parents have become conditioned to
the idea
that their contributions to their schools are not
important.
Too often they feel as if they are only cogs
in the bureau-

cratic machine, "not participating in any significant
way
but simply being carried along like grains of sand in
a

bucket ." 10

How many times have we heard teachers or others

connected with scnools remark "What’s the use of suggesting

anything?

They'd never listen to me anyway."?

For those interested in educational reform of any

major impact, it is of interest to note that Gardner suggests that organizations first have to be completely
revitalized.
We must examine the conditions under which
organization is a threat to the individual, the
kinds of organizational patterns that are the
greatest threat and the safe-guards that can be
built into the organizations to minimize threat.
We must discover how to design organizations and
technological systems in such a way that individual talents are used to the maximum and human
satisfaction and dignity preserved 11
.

By and large, organizational structures as they

exist in most school districts today definitely discourage
free and open, enthusiastic, creative participation of staff

and students.

Rather, the accent seems to be on conformity

to established norms.

And, of course, not only is this con-

ducive to less than satisfactory teacher and student morale,
but "this stability, seemingly inherent in all organizations,

constitutes a powerful force against change ." 12
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In like manner, John Parsey and Francis
Chase's study

involving 1,800 teachers across the country
has indicated
that "teachers who report opportunity to
participate

regu-

larly and actively in making policies are more
likely to be
enthusiastic about, their school systems than those
who
report limited opportunity to participate. " 37
c.

L.

Scharma's study of 500 teachers reported that
teacher

satisfaction and their participation in the school decision'

making process were directly related. 3^

Edwin Bridges

reported that teachers preferred principals who shared

decision-making with the staff. 39

it is clearly implied

by these studies that a high degree of membership reciprocity will be more likely to blossom and flourish in organ-

izations which encourage a high level of individual staff

participation in their decision-making processes.
On the basis of a survey and analysis of nearly

6,000 articles, lectures and research studies dealing with
change, researcher Louis Maguire summarized the literature

by affirming that "efforts to enhance or improve change

capability of school districts as a prerequisite for taking
on discrete changes become of signal importance."^ 0

Addi-

tional commentators yield clues to the direction in which
educators should go in order to enhance or improve the
system's change capability.

Reflecting Bennis' concern

for the organization’s membership satisfaction, Kenneth

Hansen has stated that "planning for educational
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—although
outlooks — is

change

it involves changing people and
society

and

essentially a matter of planning for

organizational changes. "^1

Douglas McGregor has presented

this same concept in a similar way.

He suggests that the

arranging of organizational conditions and
methods of
operations so that people can achieve their own

goals best

by directing their efforts tov/ard organizational
objectives
is the central task of management.^

This spotlights the

charge to which those interested in educational reform

must respond.

But, as obvious as this is, the normal

question he might ask is how might this be done?
Organizational Health
In response to such a question, anthropologist Art

Gallaher

,

Jr.

,

has reported that research supports the

fact that people will more readily accept innovations that

they have had a hand in planning.

To better assure these

conditions, he has suggested that the change leader adopt
a "pragmatic advocate" role,

one in which his chief concern

is for creating an organizational climate conducive to the

acceptance of change. ^3

Priority one

.

As discussed in the opening chapter "atten-

tion to organization health ought to be priority one for
any administrator seriously concerned with innovativeness
in today's educational environment.

To justify this

position, Miles borrows from Gestalt psychology to refer
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education as "figure"
and to the organization in which these
changes have been

introduced as the "ground."

Schools have been concen-

trating their efforts on the "figure" aspect
rather than
on the "ground," which according to
Miles
is both practically and theoretically
unfortunate.
1S tlme I0r us to rec °gnize that
successful
4
eilorts
at planned change must take as a primary
target the improvement of organizational health
the school system’s ability not only to
function”
effectively, but to develop and grow into a more
fully- functioning system. -5
1

^

.

Too many well intentioned changes, representing
short term

goals, have failed; too many resources have been used to

introduce one or two changes at such a cost that there has

been little time, effort, or funds left to create and
follow through even additionally needed changes.

Miles

has commented that people in school organizations have

over-emphasized "thingness" (i.e., innovations) and have
failed to concentrate on the receiving organization (i.e.,
the school organization membership itself).

Miles' consideration of an organization' s health
is expressed in terms of ten health dimensions described

as follows:
1.

2.

Goal I? ocu s--Goals must be clear achievable
and appropriate (more or less congruent with
the demands of the environment washing hands
250 times per day is not congruent).
Communication Adequacy - -This implies that
there is relatively distortion-free communication vertically, horizontally and across
the boundary of the system to and from the
environment; i.e., information travels
,
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3

.

reasonably well with a minimum of repression,
distortion, etc.
In a healthy organization,
there is good and prompt sensing of
internal
S
ns; there Is enough data about
problems
K?r
oi the system to insure that
a good
of system difficulties can be made. diagnosis
People
ni ormation they need without undue
^
effort.
Optimal Power Eaualization --Tn a healthy
organization, the distribution of influence
is relatively equitable.
Subordinates can
influence upward and they perceive that
their boss can do likewise with his boss.
Basic stance oi persons in such organizations
is one of collaboration, not one of rule by
virtue of position.
B-Qsource Utilization The system's inputs
(especially personnel) are being used'
effectively, being neither overloaded or
idling.
There is minimal sense of strain.
People may feel they are working very hard,
bu c do not feel they are working against
themselves or the organization. The fit
between people's own dispositions and the
role demands of the system is good.
Further,
people feel reasonably " self-actualized",,
they ieel good in their jobs, having a genuine
sense of .learning, growing and developing as
persons in the process of making their organizational contribution.
Cohesivcness --The organization knows who it is.
Its members feel attracted to membership in
the organization.
They want to stay with it,
be influenced by it, and exert influence over
it in a collaborative manner.
I.Iorale --A summated set of individual sentiments, centering around feelings of wellbeing, satisfaction, and pleasure, as
opposed to feelings of discomfort, unwished
for strain and dissatisfaction.
Innovativeness --A healthy system would tend
to invent new procedures, move toward new
goals, produce new kinds of products,
diversify itself, and become more rather
than less differentiated over time.
Autonomy - -A healthy organization would not
respond passively to demands from the outside, feeling itself the tool of the environment, and it would not respond destructively
or rebelliously to perceived demands either.
^

4

5

.

.

—

.

6.

7

.

8

.
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Adaptation A healthy organization is in
realistic, effective contact with the surroundings.
The organization has ability to
bring about corrective change (to meet needs
of environment) faster than the change cycle
in the environment (which also must change
if organization has not been meeting needs
of environment
Problem- so lving Adeauacv --In a healthy organization, problems are solved v/ith minimal
energy, remain solved, and the problemsolving mechanism is not weakened. The
adequate organization has well-developed
structures and procedures for sensing' the
existence of problems, for inventing possible solutions, for deciding on the solutions, for implementing them, and for
evaluating them.^o
)

10

*

In summary, "Organizational health, then, is a

broadly descriptive term which refers to the processes
through which the organization approaches problems," Owens
has stated

He further indicates that each descriptive

.

dimension exists as a continuum, one far end representing
the healthy end while the other represents the unhealthy
pole.

No organization, suggests he, can always be in peak

health; it will vary from time to time and event to event.
The primary concern of the practicing administrator, it

would seem, would be to continually maintain the organi-

zation in a state which would assure maximum chances for

staying healthy, even during crisis periods.
A synthesis

.

Hopefully, the reader is struck by the mani-

fold number of similarities between Miles' ten dimensions
for organizational health and some of the concerns which

have been expressed earlier about organizations by Argyris,
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Watson, Bennis, Presthus and Owens.

For example, Bennis'

reciprocity matches splendidly with Miles' categories
of
resource utilization, cohesiveness and morale.
Adaptability as defined by Bennis is congruent with Miles'

description of autonomy, adaptation and problem-solving
adequacy.

Bennis has called for "full and free communi-

cation" while Miles refers to it as

"

distortion- free

communication vertically, horizontally and across the

boundary of the system to and from the environment.
Owens has warned against "communicating overloading" in

bureaucratic organizations, while Miles states that in a

healthy group people get information without "undue
effort."

Argyris cites the barriers to effective decision-

making due to span of control abuses in formal organizations.

Miles calls for optimal power equalization, col-

laboration and problem-solving adequacy.

Watson criti-

cizes schools for failing to have clearly stated goals;

Miles suggests a healthy organization's goals will be
clear, achievable and appropriate.

Additional similari-

ties could be pointed out between Miles' health dimen-

sions and various commentaries in the literature.

The

pertinent observation to be made at this point is that
these ten health dimensions would appear to be of immeas-

urable value to those school administrators concerned with
the contemporary problems of bureaucratic school

organizations
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We have been discussing organizational
conditions

desirable for fostering as complete staff
involvement as
possible.
Miles' ten health dimensions suggest

that this

involvement revolves around the decision-making or
problemsolving activities, of the organization.
It is relatively
clear, then, what is required in order for an
organization
to assure a high degree of internal reciprocity,
and we

are confident that this will in turn enhance the organiza-

tion's chances for being a highly adaptable system.
To this point we have discussed the characteristics

of the people and the organizations in which they must

function.

By no w we have a fuller awareness that these

characteristics in some cases conflict with one another.
We are also aware that these sources of conflict ultimately

put the smooth functioning of the organization in jeopardy.

With Miles' help, we can pursue the resolution of some or

these conflicts between people and their organiza-

tions by establishing and maintaining healthy type organizations.

This cannot be accomplished, however, without

the support of capable leadership in the school system

itself.

Consequently

,

no discussion of organizational

change is complete without an analysis of the leadership

factors involved.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP AND

ADMINISTRATION IN SCHOOLS
The word "organization" denotes a state of
being
and a process in which two or more people coordinate
their

efforts and their resources to achieve agreed upon
purposes.

In the process of working toward a group purpose,

individuals

v/ill

frequently have to submit to certain

regulations (laws and customs) which will in turn modify
some of their own personal objectives and consequent

behavior.

Appropriately, we would ask how a typical school

organization establishes purpose, a coordinated effort,
and regulated behavior.

With respect to this, John A.

Bartky has written that "There must be a power or force
which gets the organization set up; a force that defines
the jobs to be done and assigns them; a force finally to

direct and co-ordinate the individual efforts."-*there must be somebody "in charge"

In short,

and in each secondary

school this responsibility has traditionally fallen to the

building principal.
Of course, as any member of the school community

recognizes, the principal's being in charge by virtue of

•

$
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his title and position does not always mean
that he is
effectively in control of the organization in terms

of the

school's best in terest

.

He may be head of the school in

terms of title only, with actual control emanating
from
the superintendent, a handful of teachers, an administra-

tive assistant, etc.

Or, he may in fact be in autocratic

control, imposing his will on the organization irrespective

of its actual best interests.

Still again, he may be in

charge by virtue of his leadership abilities, skillfully

directing and coordinating the organization in such a way
that its purposes are being achieved in a manner which is

mutually satisfactory to all those (students, teachers,
parents, community members, etc.) who belong to it.

The

ingredients of this latter type of organizational leadership, the ideal, is the primary consideration of our entire

analysis in Chapters Four and Five.
We have devoted the preceding chapters to an analy-

sis of the nature of people and organizations because, as

Bartky and others have stated, the leader's success is
contingent upon his knowing how personalities of teachers
v/ork and

how organizations and their individual members

behave.

In similar vein, Harlan L. Hagman and Alfred

Schwartz have stated:
The school executive needs to (l) acquire
an understanding of the manner in which individuals and groups perform; (2) develop skills
for working with and through individuals and
groups; (3) develop an appreciation of the
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significant influence the group has upon the
individual and the organization; and (4) think
critically about the v/ays individual and group
activity can foster organizational growth.
Group action survives best in an atmosphere
amicable to. such activities. The executive has
the responsibility for conditioning the environment so that. constructive group process can
survive, and this is best accomplished when the
administrator is an active participant in the
process. 2
Samuel Goldman,

And,

summarizing recent research on the

principal’s leadership, has indicated similar concerns:
the principal must be able to place into
some meaningful perspective the organizational
goals of the institution,
the unique personal
needs of each staff member, and his own personality traits. He must work to establish a climate v/ithin which all three can mesh together
into some productive entity.
The variations in
the leadership provided by principals, are in
large measure, a function of the climate which
each principal is able to mold.
.

.

.

Bartky also mentions that the principal's knowing

how to administer an organization and to determine and

manipulate forces that stimulate behavior, are require-

ments for leadership success.

Goldman, it is noted above,

more broadly suggests that the administrator "must work to

establish climate" within which organizational, staff and
the principal's needs can be meshed in order to achieve

mutually agreeable purposes.
recall,

Ragman and Schwartz, we

called for the administrator to "think critically

about the ways individual and group activity can foster

organizational grov/th.

"

All of these statements reflect

a concern for the principal's being able to bring staff
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together to work in a coordinated manner to achieve
organizational goals.
It is to this concern which we wish to
turn our attention in these last chapters of this
text.
We will be examining specific strategies for effective

secondary school leadership

leadership which ultimately

can be employed to initiate desired educational reform at
the secondary school level.

The form our strategy takes will reflect continual

concern for fundamental concepts about man and organizations introduced in the preceding two chapters.

Specifi-

cally, our leadership strategy will reflect concern for
the major factor individual needs and values play in

determining members’ behavior within the organization,
for the structure of organization necessary for facilitating

more faculty involvement, and for Warren Bennis’ organiza-

tional imperatives, reciprocity and adaptability.

In

short, we will be addressing the question as to how the

school leader goes about involving the faculty in coopera-

tively working together to achieve organizational goals,
but in such a way that it is also personally satisfying to

those who are involved.
Our discussion of leadership strategy will require
a two-part consideration in Chapters Four and Five respec-

tively.

First, we wish to examine the role of the high

school principalship as it currently exists, but with an
eye for how it might be re-conceptualized.

This will
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include an examination of the role's
importance with
respect to the entire school operation,
traditional

administrative practices, the dichotomy betv/een the
functions of administration and leadership,
determination
of task areas requiring a need for leadership,
appropriate

leadership style, leadership for group decision-making,
and the principal's self perspective.

The fifth chapter

suggest specific steps a principal might take in

order to implement, organizational health in a modern day

high scnool so that group problem-solving activity, which
we see as central, can flourish.

Principal--The Key Man
"No other single person does as much to set the

tone and basic direction of a school or school system as
the administrator," we are reminded by Everett M. Rodgers.^

In a study of the principal's relationship to teacher

innovativeness by Mark Chesler, David Schmuck and Ronald
Lippitt, it was reported that
Our data substantiates the assumption that
the principal plays an important role in stimulating creative classroom teaching. There is a
high and significant correlation between the
amount of staff inventiveness, as measured by
the mean number of new practices developed by
each teacher, and the staff's perception of
the principal's support for innovative teaching.
There is an even higher correlation between the
teacher's perception of his principal's support
and his perception of his colleagues' support of
innovation.
The first finding substantiates the
notion that the principal can have a direct
The second finding
influence upon his staff.
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substantiates the notion of an indirect
role the
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innovativeness.

^

,

.

Henry Brickell, too, in his survey of
innovative
practices in the public school systems of
New York state
has reported that the principal is the
key person in
determining whether major changes affecting
the total

school organization will succeeds

"Rearrangements of the

structural elements of the institution depend
almost
exclus ively upon administrative initiative." 6

Without

this initiative, teachers can make only three
kinds of

instructional change according to Brickell; viz.,
change
in classroom practices, relocation of existing
curriculum

content, and/or introduction of single special courses
at
the high school level.'

7

Consequently, it is our contention that the onus
of responsibility for the school organization’s ultimate

healthiness and subsequent effectiveness rests primarily
on the building principal.

failures of schools to which

More pointedly, the general
v/e

have alluded in earlier

chapters must De largely attributed to unsatisfactory

organizational leadership.
The lag between what we know about how students
learn and what we do in most high school programs
is glaringly apparent.
Yet in the conduct of the
high school enterprise, practices are amazingly
resistant to experimentation and innovation. The
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behavior of high school administrators can be the
greatest obstacle to long overdue change, 8

—-

1 ^1

c 11 ^ ^

Na

X

No doubt, the conscientious principal

balk at sucn a severe indictment
good reason.
cult task.

,

and for apparently

School administration is an extremely diffi-

Peter

F,

Drucker has underscored the com-

plexities of the principalship in today's schools:
.1 know of no job that has so many publics to
satisfy, so many bosses to answer to.
There is
the. superintendent and the school board and
behind them the local governments, and the
voters and the taxpayers.
There is the community
at large with its interest in the schools
informed or otherwise.
There is the faculty and
the nonprofessional staff.
And of course, there
are the youngsters for whose benefit all this
supposedly is going on.
I know of no job, moreover, that has so many
different if not conflicting demands made on it.
The school administrator is expected to be an
educational leader and a leader in his community.
But he is also expected to be a manager, working
out budgets and staying within them, hiring,
placing and managing people, both faculty and
staff, bringing the parents close to the school-but not so close that they can interfere; and,
satisfying a host of professional bodies, each
v/ith a different idea of what, the school
administrator’s job should be and how it should
be appraised.
To an outsider like myself, who
is more used to the comparative simplicity of
the job of the executive and administrator in
business or in government, this appears an almost
impossible assignment in its complexity, in the
demands it has to satisfy and in the groups,
interests and constituents each of whom consider
the school "their" school and the school administrator their representative and agent. 9
,
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A d ministration pre - em pts

.l

eadership

.

The earlier discussion

of the complex man perspective reinforces the
typical prin-

cipal's deeply ingrained philosophy that working with

individuals

as.

individuals is a very perplexing, difficult

type of venture.

And, of course, as Drucker has just

reminded us, the conflicting demands and expectations of

many external forces (e.g.
et.

)

,

parents, school board members,

contribute to the complex situation with which the

principal must deal.

Consequently, too often the principal

has elected to seek refuge in the relatively innocuous

administrative routine of the school, thereby operating

within a margin of relative safety and security.

It is

the opinion of many that the principal functions as the

chief record-keeper for the school district, as well as
the paternal image to teachers and students.

Not a very

handsome compliment for those at the principalship level
who would like to think of themselves as respected leaders.
Yet,

it is this very typical preoccupation with office

routine which deludes the secondary administrator into

honestly believing that he is an industrious, conscientious, and often over-v/orked member of the school organ-

ization.

Most likely, he is; however, we would submit

that he is busy going about the wrong business.

Hagman

and Schwartz describe this misdirection best:

School administration in and of itself has no
It acquires value as it performs a servic
The
function to the educational undertaking.

value.

es
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separate activities of administration, which
sometimes of themselves seem to loom so lar
-e
the administrator's working day, are of
worth
only. as they share in the performance of
this
service function.
There is then evident a hierarchy of purposes and activities v/ith lesser
purposes animat ing administrative activities in
the service of -somewhat; larger purposes,
which
turn animate the greater activities in the
service of still larger purposes.
No purpose
is mean or an activity unworthy of attention
if
it contri Dut es toward the accomplishment of
objectives of first importance." But when
schedules and budgets and administrative busywork become ends in themselves, the adminis-"
trator.has lost his way, and as a pilot of the
educational ship he is sailing without taking
his bearings. 10

m

r

.

m

.

In a revealing study of how Oregon principals

actually spent their time on the job in contrast to how
much time they and a panel of nationally known experts in
the field of school administration thought they actually

should spend attending to various administrative functions,
some significant discrepancies were uncovered.

For exam-

ple, the Oregon principals indicated they thought they

should appropriate 27 per cent of their time to office
routine; experts thought 21.5 per cent to be desirable.

Observations and cataloguing of administrative functioning
on the job revealed that these principals actually were

spending 53 per cent of their time in completing routine
office tasks.

And, although these same administrators

indicated it would be desirable to spend 22

per-

cent of

their time in supervisory and improvement of instruction
type tasks (authorities stated that 31 per cent allocation
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of time would be desirable), when
observed at work, they
actually allowed only 12 per cent of their
time in this
11
area.
Further, school administrators generally
work long,
hard hours
performing their duties.
In a national survey
of secondary principals, it was found
that the median number
of hours put in on the job each week
amounted to 54 per
principal. 12 A study of 500 Pennsylvania
principals reported by Glen Ovard indicated that a
principal spends 521.66
hours a year (equivalent to
3s months) over and above the

m

regular 4 0 hour work week performing his functions.
It is understandable,

13

then, that school adminis-

trators who work these long hours would become quite

defensive when informed that a good share of the failure
of the school organization is related to their lack of

leadership.

Regardless, there is every indication that

too much of the principal's time and energy is devoted to
the more innocuous aspects of the school organization and

at the expense of providing leadership in educational

reform.

Robert Owens has concluded that "the remarkable

resistance that schools have shown toward change raises
the question as to how effective principals can be as

leaders." 1 ^

As the nature of the ensuing discussion will

indicate, though we question the general leadership effec-

tiveness of most principals in the nation's schools today,
we reject Robert Owen's implication that principals can

never really be effective leaders.
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C onsequence . of l eade rship
failure

.

The failure of the

schools to function responsively to
the continually changing environment, Warren Bennis'
adaptability
criterion,

is reiterated by Herbert Thelen, who
commented:

Comparing classrooms now with classrooms
of
years ago, one notes that at both times
there
were numbers of students not much
interested in
what was being. done; the typical teacher
still
presents material and quizzes the kids to
see
if they. understand it; the amount of
creativity
and excitement is probably no greater now
than
then,
The development of new materials and
techniques has enabled us to spin our wheels in
one place, to conduct business as usual in
the
face of dramatic changes in society and in the
clientele of the school.
The operation of the
educational enterprise has encountered what only
can be thought of as a very large number of increasingly serious obstacles and the new devices
sustain the forlorn hope of protecting and maintaining, rather tnan changing, the old orthodoxy
the face of the most important revolution in
the history of mankind. 1 ^
10

.

.

m

It is abundantly clear that if schools are going

to change in response to the "most important revolution"
to which Thelen has referred,

principals are going to have

to exert far more leadership for change than they have to

this point.

It is also evident that unless the school

administrator re-conceptualizes the traditional role of
the principalship and then commits himself to it, this

much needed leadership probably will fail to emerge.

"If

the principalship is to be vitalized, the definition of the

principal's role cannot be bound by past practice and current vogue.

Boldness and daring are needed, but not with-

out guides or delineating framework

.

.

.
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It is to these guides and framework
to which we

now wish to turn.

Hopefully, this exercise will prove

useful to the practicing administrator who is able
to

maintain his decorum during critical times and has faith
in the future potential of the principalship.

Rather than

to become defensive, we appeal to school administrators
to

sense the urgent need for them to adopt dynamic, new lead-

ership behaviors.

already

,

For, as we have perhaps overstated

the principal is the key man in determining how

responsive the school will be able to become.

Its effec-

tiveness depends on his effectiveness.

Dichotomy Between Administration
and Leadership
To this point we have established that the prin-

cipalship plays the key role in the functioning of the
organization, and that if the school is going to direct

concerted efforts toward major educational improvements
there must first be a re-conceptualization of his role so
that the school executive might function in more of a

leadership rather than a purely administrative capacity.
First, let us examine the differences in these two concepts

Administration is concerned with the smooth
operation of an organization, here, the school.
In his role as administrator, the principal
facilitates the use of established procedures and
structures to help the organization achieve its
goals.
Administrators are properly concerned with
maintaining the organization, with keeping its
interrelated parts functioning smoothly, and with
monitoring the orderly processes that have been
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stablished to get things accomplished.
When
they are wearing their "administrative
"
hats
principals tend to view themselves
as executivemanagers
the tradition of corporation
execu!
tives.
As such, they coordinate and
regulate the
e iall ?d tasks which
together "make up
the total
totn? operation
o
?
of the school.

m

Administration, then, involves the orocesses
1P tke ° r S anization operate its mechanisms
for achieving
aoh?
its goals.
The administrator is
a
izing P°-cce in the school, who clarifies a
+
^ ° als an
g
? hel P s People in the school clay
tit
effective roles
achieving these goals.* Leaders have quite a different role
to play.
C

-

,

•

m

Leaders initiate changes in the organization:
changes in either its goals or in the way
the
organization tries to achieve its goals.
The
emphasis here is upon change, as differentiated
from the administrator's emphasis on
maintaining
In other words, leaders tend to be
disruptive of
the existing state of affairs 17
.

It will be our intention throughout the
remainder

of this text to use the term administrator when
referring
to the principal's maintenance function and the term
leader

when discussing his role as a change agent.

James Lipham

has suggested that a comlict exists between administration, v/hicn strives to maintain the organization in a

state of equilibrium, and leadership, which focuses efforts
on the disruption of this equilibrium. 18

Thus, one of the

major problems the principal who plans to change his

behavior to a more leadership oriented style will have to
deal with is the achievement of a harmonious relationship

between these possibly conflicting roles.
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Seekin^^

Conrad Briner has approached
resolu-

tion of this problem by calling for
an increase in the
number of personnel to handle the
responsibilities normally assumed by one building principal
and perhaps one
or two assistants.
Specifically, he has outlined three
cooperative dimensions of the principalship to
be staffed
by two or more individuals depending on
the
_

size of the

school organization:

(1)

technical dimension to perform

testing, measuring, interviev/ing, disciplining,
coaching,

scheduling, accounting, spending, operating,
maintenance;

dimension to coordinate resources (technical
skills

an<3

physical resources), to evaluate effectiveness

of people, to make decisions on scheduling, budgeting,

accounting, and to plan new facility operations;

(3)

conceptual dimension to be concerned for the entire school
program.

Tne las

o

component would function as the leader-

ship dimension, while the other two would serve as the

supporting administrative dimensions. 19
This is not to suggest an inferior place for the
managerial and technical aspects of the principalship.
On the contrary, these two dimensions
are crucial, for ideas for experimentation and
innovation can be translated into action only
with the help of good management and technical
skills. 20
.

Briner'

s

plan is presented here, not because we

are attempting to promote his particular approach to the

problem of re-conceptualizing the principalship, but
because it illustrates well the dichotomy which exists
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between leadership and administration
and also shows that
the two can blend and function well
together.

Mministrative

t asks an d -processes

.

In order for the prin-

cipal to seek an appropriate balance between
his administrative and leadership efforts, he must first
identify the
scope of each.

Once this is done, he can set priorities

as to which task areas within each sphere
are to receive

his personal attention, can be delegated to others,
or can
be eliminated entirely.
With respect to the administration
of the school, it is generally accepted that
there are

seven task areas (school-community relationships, curric-

ulum development, pupil personnel, staff personnel,

physical facilities, linance and business management, and
organization and structure
must be concerned.

with v/hich the principal

Further, it is also generally recog-

nized that there are seven administrative processes the

principal employs to deal with each of these task areas:

planning

,

organizing, staffing, directing, co-ordinating,

reporting and budgeting.

Combining this list of processes,

originally created by Luther Culick, with a careful examination of principals at work in schools, Russell Gregg

eventually composed a more comprehensive list of processes
in which school administrators find themselves engaged:

Decision-making
Planning
Organizing
Communicating

Influencing
Coordinating
Evaluating22
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It is to be noted that Gregg
positioned a newly

identified component, decision-making, at
the top of the
list
order to call attention to the idea that
it is the

m

most central of the seven processes, and
in fact encompasses all the others.
In other words, planning,

organ-

izing, evaluating, etc., are all thought of
as part of

decision-making activities.

In fact, Roald Campbell

finally summarized Gregg's list by concluding that
"We

might define the administrative process as the

v/ay

by

which an organization makes decisions and takes action
to

achieve its goals.
R.

V/.

23

Dill has reinforced this contention

v/ith

respect to the decision-making process:
The decision-making approach highlights the
goals, the tasks, and the choices that determine
activities in* organizations. What administrators
do and how they allocate their time is a product
of what they want to achieve and how they decide
to proceed.
The decisions which individuals make
to join, support, or to o_uit an organization and
the decisions which they make as participants to
solve problems confronting it largely determine
the organization's chances for survival and
growth 24
.

And in a recently disseminated monograph published
by the Research Division of the Institute for Development
of Educational Activities (/I/D/E/A/) which has involved

eighteen elementary schools participating in a concerted
effort to foster a number of educational changes, prelim-

inary findings have revealed that:
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The principal can be a. key agent for
However, even the best principals as ratedchange.
by^
superintendents need a whole new set of skills
in order to be effective change agents.
Principals themselves recognize this.
These skills
include such things as
managing decisionmaking
implementing scientific problemsolving procedures
25
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

By way of summary of our focus on administrative

concerns of the principal, there are seven generally

accepted

_na.sk

areas, for which the principal-administrator

must be concerned:

school-community relationships, cur-

riculum development, pupil personnel, staff personnel,
physical facilities, finance and business management,

organization and structure.

Seven processes, decision-

making, planning, organizing, communicating, influencing,

coordinating, and evaluating, but with decision-making

functioning as the core around which the others revolve,
describe the administrator's activity areas.

Consequent!

it is evident that possession of decision-making skills

are of paramount importance to the school administrator

who wishes to be as effective as possible.

Leadership Processes

.

Once the principal has a complete

understanding of the scope of his administrative responsibilities, both tasks and processes, he will next want
to address the leadership aspects of his role.

In very

general terms, we have already stated that whereas adrnini
tration implies a concern for the maintenance of the
status quo, leadership involves activities which would
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upset that equilibrium.

However, it is our judgment that

these two roles need not conflict if staff would
come to

recognize leadership for school improvement as part
of the
normal maintenance of the school.
In fact, Gregg's

decision-making administrative process implies a dynamic,
ever-changing kind of activity which requires leadership
to make it work.

Consequently, as we continue to consider organi-

zational leadership, we will be thinking of it as a

behavioral process which
is an. act which affects others.
Leadership
behavior gets into the mixture of behaviors
already present in the group. This interaction results in new activity activity that
would not have been possible without an act
of leadership. 26

Campbell has qualified this statement further by the attach-

ment of several riders; viz., leadership is not necessarily

related to status or position; some people who perform

leadership functions in one situation may not do so in a
different situation; people who exhibit leadership behavior
in several kinds of situations, and are so perceived by

others, generally become known as leaders.

The Campbell definition of what the leadership role
is emphasizes the leadership act rather than certain qual-

ities that a particular person possesses.

Hagman and

Schv/artz have written that

leadership is not something possessed. Leader ship is a •process through which one person or a
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group affects the behavior of other
persons or
o
er groups.
As a process, leadership may be
used well or badly, effectively or
ineffectivelv
by individuals or by groups.
Leadership as*
a process may involve various ways
and means
according to the situation as the leader
senses
.

.

.

.

Many years ago Ralph Stogdill examined 124
studies
dealing with identification of personality
traits
and

their relationship to leadership.
that

It was his conclusion

s

A person does not become a leader by virtue
of some combination of traits, but the
pattern of
personal characteristics of the leader must bear
some relationship to the characteristics, activities, and goals of the followers.
Thus, leadership must be conceived in terms of interactions of
variables which are in constant flux and change. 29
.

A similar type study of 200 leadership studies by Robert

Myers prompted him to conclude much as Stogdill had.

He

suggested that th’ough leaders appeared slightly higher in

intelligence than the rest of the group, and that such
traits as ambition, insight, knowledge
inality, emotional stability,

,

initiative, orig-

judgment, popularity, per-

sistence, knowledge, cooperation, and good communication

skills seemed to be significant to leaders, "these char-

acteristics denote qualities of an interactional nature,"
and "no single characteristic is a possession of all
leaders.

"

3°

Because of the obvious difficulty in pinpointing

certain personality traits which can be found to exist

universally in all leaders, scholars in the field have
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turned their attention to how leaders behave in
an effort
to identify them.

On the basis of his assessment of 124

leadership studies, Stogdill himself concluded that
"It is
primarily by virtue of participating in group activities
and demonstrating his capacity for expediting the
work of
a group that a person becomes endowed with leadership

status. "31

The literature impresses upon us, then, that

leadership is a way of acting to assist people to move
toward goals which are mutually acceptable.
the next question

v/e

Logically,

would ask is what acts, or processes,

are associated with effective leadership.

What is it the

principal should do in order to lead staff toward mutually
agreed upon desirable school goals?

Situational Leadership Behavior

When we ponder the question as to what the school
leader is to do to move his charges toward mutually agreed

upon goals,

v/e

are concerning ourselves with what the

leader is to do, when he is going to do it, and in

manner he is going to behave.

v/hat

In short, we are concerning

ourselves with leadership style.
Hov/ever,

before we can deal with the question of

style any further, we must pause to reflect about the

people and the organizations with whom the leader is going
to be interacting.

For, as indicated before, the
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assumptions one makes about mankind will
influence his
leadership oehavior. We would like to reiterate

that it

is our contention individuals naturally
strive toward

maturity (i.e.

from passive to active behavior, from

,

dependence to independence, from narrow to broader interests, from irresponsible to more responsible behavior,
etc.).

nature

We have maintained that man is cooperative Dy
,

and that he will choose to subordinate his own

personal interests in the interest of the welfare of the
group if given the opportunity to exercise this choice
himself.

Still, we have seen that the leadership of most

organizations

,

schools included, persists in maintaining

bureaucratic structures which favor close supervision
(span of control), formal channels of communication (chain
of command), etc.

Unfortunately, this type of structuring

has implied that the majority of the membership is lazy,

distrustful, indifferent, and generally immature.

We have

attempted to show, utilizing the theories and research of
Chris Argyris, Frederick Herzberg, Abraham Maslov/, Elton

Mayo and Douglas McGregor in particular, that this "rabble
hypothesis" approach to organizational management is as

archaic as the methods Taylor employed to triple the

amount of pig iron Schmidt hauled every day.

Leadership style

.

To further clarify our concern and to

support our earlier contention that leaders behave in
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accordance with the assumptions they make
about human
nature, we commend the reader to "Likert's
Prevailing

Management Styles of Organization" in Appendix

This

D.

suggests four systems of management, with System

1

being

highly task oriented and authoritarian as
opposed to
System 4, which is characterized by a good share

of trust

and confidence in the organizational membership.

reader

v/ill

note that System

2

The

and 3 are transitional

levels, reflecting increasing amounts of respect
and con-

fidence in the people on whom the prevailing styles are
imposed.

As should be evident from a careful review of

the Likert profile, System 4 represents the level of man-

agement to which we think all secondary school principals
should aspire.

In fact, it is difficult for us to imagine

that any readers who concur with even the general tone of
our Nature of Man and Nature of Organizations presentations

could remain comfortable with any but the System 4 pre-

vailing style of management.
No one best style

.

Vast amounts of literature dealing

with leadership style have dealt with leadership in terms
of autocratic, laissez-faire and democratic types of

behavior.

The implication has been that leadership is an

either/or affair and that the leader could move along a
single continuum from autocratic to democratic leadership
behavior.

In more recent years,

the awareness that leaders,
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particularly school principals and superintendents,
are
confronted with such a variety of situations in
their
day to day encounters has compelled students of
leadership
to conclude that "there is no single all-purpose
leader-

ship style.

Successful leaders are those who can adapt

their leader behavior to meet the demands of their own

unique environment

32

Thus, to ascertain what type of

behavior is most appropriate, the leader has to diagnose
the situation and then draw upon the appropriate types of

behavior available to him in order to cope with
Separate studies of leadership style by A.

K.

it.

Korman33

and Fred E. Fiedler3^ have presented convincing evidence

that there is no one best leadership style to accommodate

all situations.

Rather, they conclude that different

situations will require appropriately different leadership
styles.

We refer to this as situational leadership.
In order to pursue this concept of situational

leadership further, we will next need to review characteristics of some universally recognized styles of leadership

which might be utilized situationally

,

and then we will

want to examine the question as to how we can determine

when to use any one of these styles at our disposal to
satisfy the particular situation at hand.

Leadership styles

.

Styles of leader behavior to be reviewed

include autocratic, laissez-faire, democratic, initiating
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structure, and consideration.

In their famous leadership

studies of ten-year-old boys in hobby clubs, Kurt Lewin,

Ronald Lippitt and Ralph

K.

White reported on autocratic,

democratic and laissez-faire leadership styles.

Leaders

of each club, consisting of five members apiece, were re-

quired to change styles when directed by the investigators.
The change in behavior of the club members as the leader-

ship styles changed was observed.

On the basis of these

observations, it was concluded that boys in the hobby
clubs responded best when in a democratic leadership situation.

The club morale was higher and achievement was

greater under democratic leadership than under autocratic
style, which was marked by considerable resistance and

aggressive behavior, or laissez-faire style, which was

characterized by frustration, lack of purpose, and indecision. 35

This important study has influenced many educa-

tors as well as professors of school administration for

thirty years.

On the basis of these hobby club leadership

studies, autocratic and laissez-faire styles have generally

been eschewed, while efforts to function democratically
have received popular support.

University of California researchers
Else Frankel-Brunswick

,

D.

J.

Levinson and

R.

T.

W.

N.

Adorno,

Sanford

did an extensive study of the authoritarian personality

which is presented here for the reader's edification.
Such a listing helps one to better assess his own
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tendencies toward authoritarianism, and with this increased
self-awareness, he may be in a better position to maintain
a check on them:
1.

Compulsively follows rules and regulations to
the point of irrationality.
Believes that obedience and respect are
crucial and the first characteristic to teach
.

2.

3.

4.

5.

10.
6.

?.
8.

9.

children.
Believes that business and the manufacturer
rather than the artist or professor are more
important to society.
Believes that a leader is someone who has
power, is capable of being submissive towards
his superiors and dominating towards those
below him.
Believes that others, as well as he, should
not express aggression and hostility toward
authority.
Releases his pent-up feelings by projecting
his hostility toward a scapegoat (e.g. unions,
lazy workers, minority groups, and workers).
Tends to think in rigid dichotomies. He
thinks in "black or white" terms.
Tends to be more concrete in his thinking.
Ambiguity threatens him. He sticks close to
the everyday details of life.
Tends to be more narrow-minded about change.
Overcomes any feelings of guilt about his own
aggressiveness toward his subordinates by
being "paternalistic," granting personal
favors and thereby increasing the subordinates’
feelings of indebtedness. 36

Chris Argyris notes the difficulty in dealing with

anyone who is predominantly an authoritarian type of

individual
Thus, an authoritarian leader respects power
He is willing to submit and expects
and needs it.
his subordinates to submit. He tends to feel the
people on top are smarter than the people below.
He dislikes changes, especially those that imply
Helping the authorhe may lose any of his power.
itarian directive leader to become more aware of
himself and his impact upon others will not be
easy. 37
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Laissez-faire style and the permissiveness it
implies involves risk, too, for as A. John Barkley has
stated, "The claim that permissive leadership leads to

productivity can be challenged and disoroved. " 38
As for democratic leadership style, too frequently

principals who claim to be democratic leaders actually are
not.

In his New York study, Brickell found this to be

true in schools across the state, a fact which led him to

conclude that "The participation patterns in widespread
use are very often little more than enabling arrangements,

organized after an administrator has decided the general

direction (and in some cases the actual details) of an
instructional change. "39
In an analysis of the problems administrators and

others in the school have working in an organization

favored with a democratic style of leadership, Francis

Griffith has suggested six mistaken meanings people have

associated with

it.

These errors "need to be swept away

so that the true meaning of democratic administration can

be perceived."

These false assumptions and counter-

balancing corrective statements include:
Error 1: Democratic administration is a laissezfaire procedure.
Teachers and principals can't do as they
Policy needs to be established and adplease.
hered to.
Teachers respect a principal who makes
and announces clean-cut decisions even when they
disagree with them.
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Error 2: Democratic administration means
guidin®persons to accept an administrator's viewpoint.
The gentle guidance of others into
acceptance
ol a predetermined course of action
is a perversion of democracy.
People must be able to help
determine course of action in democratic discussions, not sit around being persuaded by the
principal to move to his way of thinking.
.

Error J: Democratic administration avoids the
firm exercise of authority and insistence on
obedience
Some administrators confuse firmness with
authoritarianism.
indecisiveness is not an
essential.of democratic administration from above
and compliance from below.
Reasoned and reasonable use of power is a far cry from authoritarianism.
The higher an authority is, the fewer
orders -he should have to issue.
Also, he should
expect compliance, and he must permit expression
of dissent and never interpret opposition to a
policy as disrespect or a personal affront.
.

.

.

Error 4s Democratic administration means
majority rule.
Voting is an essential part of political
democracy, but not educational democracy.
Educational problems can't be solved by majority rule.
A minority's opposition may be based on fear of
change, lack of knowledge of the elements of the
situation, etc.
Principal can call for a show of
hands for advisory purposes. An administrator
who determines his actions by the votes of his
faculty substitutes their judgment for his own.
He abdicates his responsibility by following
rather than leading.
Error 5
Democratic administration is a means of
avoiding unpleasant decisions.
•*

Administrator shouldn't turn tough problems
over to committee to get off hook himself.
Error 6: Democratic administration means the
absence of formality.

Democratic administration is not a matter of
externals.
It is characterized by a professional
attitude, a spirit of mutual concern and helpfulness, and a willingness to work together toward
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clearly perceived and valued goals.
Formality
informality have nothing to do with it.
Summary:
Democracy dpes not mean abdicating
authority, steering attitudes into a predetermined mold, or evading responsibility. Watch out
for democracy's trappings:
voting, committee
procedure, informality.
Democracy's essence:
a respect for every individual. ^0
In more recent years, leadership studies conducted
at Ohio State University revealed that successful leaders

appeared to engage in one or both of two behavioral categories:

"initiating structure" and/or "consideration."

These were defined as:

—

Initiating Structure The extent to which a
leader is likely to organize and define the
relationships between himself and the members of
his group (followers); characterized by a tendency to define the role which he expects each
member of the group to assume endeavoring to
establish well-drafted patterns of organization,
channels of communication and ways of getting
,

,

jobs done.

Consi d eration - -The extent to which a leader is
likely to maintain personal relationships between
himself and the members of his group (followers)
in terms of socio-emotional support; characterized by friendship, mutual trust, and respect for
followers' ideas. 41
It is worthy of repeating that by definition initiating

structure is concerned with the task aspects characteristic
of our earlier definition of administration while the con-

sideration dimension reflects concern for the interpersonal
relationships of people within the organization, including
the group leader.
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Utilizing studies involving airforce
bombing crews,
superintendents of schools, university
department
chair-

men, etc.

,

a high correlation was reported to
exist between

both the degree of initiating structure and
consideration

practiced by the group leaders and their effectiveness
as
perceived by their subordinates. However, it has
also

been found that the leader who overemphasizes either

dimension is perceived by some in a less favorable light.
For example, it was learned that there is a tendency
for

airforce commanders who use a high degree of consideration
to be rated more effective leaders by their crews but
less
so by their superior officers.

Likewise, their superiors

tend to rate them as more effective leaders if they are

high on initiating structure v/hereas their crews rate them
as less effective in the same instances

Goldman reports a study of forty principals done

employing the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire

(

LBDQ

)

,

by which these two dimensions of leadership

can be measured.

It was found among other things that:

Whereas only 13 principals (of the 40) are
described by their teaching staffs as being both
high in Consideration and high in Initiating
Structure, 37 of the 40 staffs believed that
these dimensions characterize the leadership behavior of an ideal principal. Conversely, though
12 of the principals are described as low in Consideration and low in Initiating Structure, the
staffs unanimously agreed that an ideal principal
v/ould not behave in this fashion. ^3
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Even so, we must recall on the basis of research
surveys by Korman, Fiedler, and others which we have

already noted, that one is persuaded to conclude that
there is no one best, or normative style of leadership

behavior v/hich can be applied to the wide variety of
groups and situations which the principal will have to
face.

As a result, Paul Mersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard

have introduced the Tri-Dimensional Effectiveness Model,
which suggests that a leader’s style can be evaluated by
its appropriateness in a given environment.

This appro-

priateness can be measured in terms of the Effectiveness

dimension in the Mersey and Blanchard model:
Effectiveness - -The extent to which the leader
and/or manager has accomplished his own and/or the
goals and objectives of the organization taking
into consideration both output variables (productivity) and intervening variables (the condition
of the internal state of the organization) as well
as short range goals and long range goals.
,

Consequently, how effective the leader's behavior
is can be evaluated in terms not only of how productive

the organization is, but how healthy the state of the

organization is in terms of certain intervening variables;
i.e.,

communication, decision-making, cohesiveness, etc.

In the next chapter of this text we will be discussing

these intervening variables in terms of organizational

health dimensions.

The point that needs to be underscored

at this juncture, however, is that when we evaluate lead-

ership style effectiveness,

v/e

want to do so not only in
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terms of organizational output or productivity, but
with

respect to organizational health, or intervening
variables
as well.

This adds an entirely fresh, new dimension to

our consideration of leadership effectiveness.

Life Cycle Theory.

We have talked about the ideal manage-

ment system, Likert's System 4, and have spent considerable time reviewing the arsenal of leadership styles at
the principal's disposal.

The problem which still remains

is how to determine which behaviors to draw upon for the

many different situations the leader will encounter in
his day to day routine.

To help approach this very real-

istic problem, Hersey and Blanchard have introduced the

Life Cycle Theory of Leadership.

This theory holds that

various groups grow from immature to mature behavior very
much like humans do as they grow from infancy to adulthood.

Utilizing the initiating structure and consideration behaviors leaders are known to most frequently
engage in, Hersey and Blanchard have depicted the Life

Cycle Theory accordingly:
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Figure

1.

Life Cycle Theory of Leadership^

Mature

<

4

Immature

The reader will note that in the group'

s

most immature

state (quadrant one) high task and low relationship lead-

ership behavior is appropriate.

Similarly, when dealing

with an immature child, greater proportions of task
oriented behavior will be required of the parent.

Then,

as the group continues to grow toward maturity, other

combinations of the two leadership behaviors can be
employed as reflected in the figure above.

Eventually,

able
if behavior has been effective, the leader should be
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to apply low task and low relationship behavior (quadrant

four) to the group inasmuch as it has achieved a mature

state

A second figure in which an effectiveness dimen-

sion is added is presented below:

Figure

Adding an Effectiveness Dimension ^
1

2.

Dimension

The reader will recall that this suggests that as the

leader brings appropriate behavior into play, he must
the producassess its effectiveness not only in terms of

of the
tivity of the organization, but also in terms
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group's health with respect to communication adequacy,
goal-focus, morale, etc.

All of these health dimensions

(or intervening variables) will be considered in far more

detail in the next chapter.
It is hoped this theory will provide the secondary

principal with a useful framework by which he can move
from a System
4,

1,

or highly autocratic style, to a System

or highly democratic level of leadership more congruent

with the characteristics of human nature as we have

presented them earlier in the chapter on the nature of man.

Decision-Making Leadership
From our survey of the literature, it is readily

apparent that any leadership process will have to be

primarily concerned with the decision-making activities
of the school organization.

For, decision-making, as we

have noted previously, is the key activity underlying all
other organizational functions.

Comments Daniel Griffiths:

"The criteria by which an organization can be judged is the

quality of the decisions which the organization makes plus
the efficiency v/ith which it puts the decision into

effect "^7
.

Owens, too, adds that "the school organization

is viev/ed here as a decision making tool which probably

does not engage in any more significant activity than

choosing from among the educational alternatives within
its jurisdiction.

Owens goes one step further and
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states that "a more generally accepted notion is
that

decision making is the key function or activity of
administrators ," ^9 to which Daniel

E.

Griffiths adds that "The

behavior of the administrator as it relates to the decision

making process is important" for he usually determines the
limits within which a group can function in making
decisions 50
.

Supporting studies

.

Most importantly, we learn from Paul

Buchanan's survey of ten case studies dealing with organizational change that the amount and quality of the total
staff's participation in the most central activitiy,

decision-making, determined the success or failure of the
ten organizations' change efforts.

On the basis of his

review of these ten cases (seven of

v/hich

actually enjoyed

experiencing successful changes), Buchanan noted the
following similarities in the approaches of each organization:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The top manager of the target system was
actively involved in the project.
The change agent introduced a model for collecting data and for diagnosing the system's
needs so that members could determine goals
for improvements.
All change models concerned the problemsolving phase.
All models resulted in changes in the power
structure of the target system in three ways:
(a) Gathered information rather than mere
authority was utilized in the decisionmaking process.
(b) Influence was more widely distributed between members of management (increased influence was acquired by lower levels), and
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Amount of influence appeared to be
exerted by the total system rather than
merely by chance.
Collaboration between all personnel was more
prevalent.
The change agents all came from outside the
organization, so they were new to the
situation. 51
(c)

5.
6.

Similarly, a number of studies outside the field
of education would suggest that involvement of those ex-

pected to implement changes which are the outgrowth of the

problem-solving process is the most essential factor for
their success.

Two well known experiments reported by

Ronald Lippitt, et. al.

group decision-making.
meats

v/ere

,

dramatize the powerfulness of

During postwar years when popular

scarce, women who decided together as a group

to cook and serve unpopular cuts such as heart, liver,

and pigs feet, actually followed through and did so
v/hereas women who were approached individually in their

own homes and who indicated they would also do the same

generally did not follow through and prepare them.^ 2
Lester Coch and John French experimented with the

introduction of new working procedures in

the

Manufacturing Company, a pajama manufacturer.

Harwood
The exper-

iment was set up to try to measure relative effectiveness
of different methods of introducing change.

were used.

Four groups

The first group, the control group, was intro-

duced to the change in the traditional manner, the selling
approach.

Group members were given the opportunity to ask
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questions.

The first experimental group used participation

by representation.

Representatives chosen from the group

designed the changes to be made in the job and set the new
piece rate.

The representatives then went back to the

group, told them of the changes, and helped the others to

adopt the new methods.

The second and third experimental

groups used total participation.

All members participated

in the change design, setting the piece rate, and learning
the new methods.

Prior to the change all four groups produced about

sixty units per hours.

After the changes were introduced,

the control group's production fell to somewhat below

fifty units, thereafter climbed to fifty units and maintained that level for the duration of the experiment,

thirty days.

Interviews conducted with members of the

group clearly indicated antagonism toward management
(seventeen per cent quit their jobs).

In the first exper-

imental group (representation group), production fell to

forty units, but quickly rose to sixty units on the fourteenth day, and finally rose to an ultimate sixty-five
units.

The other two experimental groups (complete group

involvement) fell down in production the first day (below
standard sixty units), but quickly rose back to sixty and

ultimately reached a level of fourteen per cent above the
standard level prior to the induction of the change.

Also,
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there was definite evidence of less aggression toward
man-

agement and no turnover among these people in the last two

experimental groups. 53
Later efforts to replicate the Coch and French

research in a Norwegian manufacturing plant failed.

Some

have attributed this failure to the differences in cultures, with Norwegians being much more accustomed to

receiving directives from above.

This discrepancy in the

research is one more verification of the complex man
approach to management which we advanced earlier.

That is

to say, we cannot totally rely on any normative approach
to the management of the organizational membership inasmuch
as

v/e

are working with human beings whose hierarchy of

needs vary tremendously from person to person due to their

individual differences in terms of values, past experiences,
innate abilities, etc.

Thus, as we have stated before, we

will continue to search for fundamental patterns of human
needs and subsequent behavior so that this understanding

might be employed by the school leader when he confronts
the membership in his own unique situation.

Along the same lines as the Harwood research,
President Robert Hood, experimenting with a large branch
plant of The Ansul Chemical Company, established decision-

making participation of all members by reducing the hierarchical levels and by encouraging a spirit of cooperation.

Hood contended that "people, not products, are the real
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competitive difference between companies," and "people
support what they help create."

Further, this particular

branch reported a definite increase in production, a

decrease in costs, a healthier climate conducive to freer,
more creative communication, and a greater degree of individual self-involvement
Owens has claimed that similar experiences occur
in school organizations.

He reminds us also that

research on the participation of teachers in
decision making suggests that the extent and nature of participation affects (a) the satisfaction gained from teaching as a profession, (b)
the enthusiasm of the teacher for his particular
school, and (c) the attitude the teacher has
toward his principal. 55
The message is particularly clear; viz.

,

meaningful staff

involvement will more likely yield decisions v/hich will
be enthusiastically endorsed and capably supported in the

school.

Staff involvement

.

Robert Sinclair has suggested that

group decision-making is of central concern to the leadership efforts of the school.

He has emphasized "the im-

portance of subordinate involvement and participation in

decision-making,"^^ also cautioning that "the need for
including teachers in decision-making in order to promote
change does not mean that a principal’s behavior must

always approach permissiveness. "55

His emphasis on the

decision-making activities of the school organization is
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in harmony with Gregg, Griffiths and others
who we have

already noted called attention to the fact that
this is
the central activity of the school.

Hov/ever,

Sinclair

and others clearly place the accent on more complete
staff

involvement in this process.

"Understanding and effec-

tiveness in an organization is most satisfactorily obtained

when the group have had an opportunity to participate in
the decision-making process," confirm Hagman and Schwartz. 58

Consequently, as we continue to probe for acceptable guidelines for effective leadership, we will want to
focus on a framev/ork which can be employed to involve staff
in the decision-making processes of the school.

This, it

would appear, must be the central consideration of the

principal interested in performing effectively in a leadership capacity.
This approach is consistent, too, with our earlier

considerations of the nature of man.

As it will be

recalled, it was suggested that individuals persistently
seek personality equilibrium, and therefore employ any

number of defense mechanisms to avoid changes which might
upset their status quo.

Therefore, if school organiza-

tions are to change for the better, such proposed changes
could very well pose a personal threat to some or all

staff unless they have had the opportunity to participate
in the decision-making processes used to determine the

course of the organizational effort.

Further, it will
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also be recalled that the emergent
set of values becoming
more prevalent in our present
culture tends to emphasize

group as opposed to individual
decision-making.

Finally,
our analysis of the nature of
man we learned that as
people mature they seek increased
control over their own
destiny and that if an organization
thwarts this struggle
for maturity, the individual will
seek satisfaction of his
needs outside the organization.
In conclusion, leadership
for staff involvement in decision-making,
the central

m

activity of the organization, is a
pre-requisite for any
school which wants staff cooperation in
working toward
mutually desirable goals.
It has become readily apparent,

discussions

01

too,

in our

the nature of organizations that existing

bureaucratic structures characterizing most of
today's
schools are not conducive to the sort of group
decision-

making to which we are alluding.

Consequently

,

the prin-

cipal who would be a leader must address himself both to
his abilities to meaningfully involve staff in a process
of decision-making

,

and he must also work to establish

the organizational atmosphere in which this staff involve-

ment can take place.
of these concerns when

We will continue to think of both
v/e

address the decision-making

process in our next chapter dealing
health

v/ith

organizational
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The Principal’s Self
Perspective
The principal’s personal
orientation with respect
his staff, his organization,
and himself, will signifi-

cantly influence how well he
will accept and implement
any leadership process recommended
here or elsewhere.
V iew of th ,e_schopI^ organizat
ion.

First, the principal

must examine the beliefs he holds
about the school organization.
Owens has suggested that he
might perceive an
organization in either a rationality^
or behavi

way.

ral

hIH n

The essential difference between
the two is that

the rationalistic view perceives
the organization as a
single entity which behaves as one
organism, operating

within a framework of set rules designed
to control and
direct the people who make up the
organization.
Clearly
defined hierarchical roles (Weber) and
time and motion
studies (Taylor) are manifestations of the
rationalistic
approach.
The emphasis is on organizational
relationships
(line and staff, span of control, interaction
between

roles,

etc.)

and on controlling behavior in accordance with

the organization's goal-achievement. 59

On the other hand,

the oehavi oralis tic view holds that the behavior of
indiv-

iduals, determined by individual personality needs, value

systems and interaction with other human beings, is the

heart of organizational behavior.

How the organization

functions, what it does, depends on the interaction between
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the human beings who make up the organization
rather than
on the interaction bet ween roles defined by
an organiza-

tional chart.

Behavioralists believe that organizational

directions can be changed only after the behavior of
individuals are chjanged.
The behavi oral! st also views the school organiza-

tion as an open system, that is, one which is part of

larger systems (the school district, the community)

suprasystems

with which it continually interacts.

Furtner, the school itself contains a number of internal

systems:
etc.

,

individuals, groups of students and teachers,

all of which interact within the school proper, and

in so doing, give the school organization its direction.
Thus, the behavioralistically oriented principal must be

concerned with both internal and external relationships
bet ween various systems, each of which would be analyzed
in terms of the behavior of the individuals involved as

well as the behavior of the formal and informal groups to
which they belong.
This involves problems such as meeting higher
motivational needs (a' la Maslov/ or Herzberg);
developing authentic open relationships in which
problems such as conflict, communication difficulties, and interpersonal friction can be faced
and attended to; and adapting supervisory style
to the realities of the situation. 60
There are a number of basic premises related to
the behavioralistic perception of organization which
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are congruent with the assumptions made about
man and

organizations earlier:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Individuals are important.
Individuals are members of many and varied
groups.
Groups strongly influence the individual.
Individuals take on the characteristics of the
group and the group is a composite of all the
individuals who are its members.
Groups are organized or unorganized, formal
or informal.
Groups are capable of reaching and implementing decisions.
Group thinking can be more effective than
individual thinking.
Groups are motivated by the self-interests of
their members.
Groups are conditioned by the situations in
which they operate. 61
.

5.
6.
7

.

8.
9.

Each of these is quite consistent with the basic ideas

introduced in preceding pages of this text; viz., that

individual personalities which make up the organization
are the heart of 'the system and that decision-making, which
is the central activity of the system, must involve those

who are expected to participate in its implementation.

Kagman and Schwartz also write that "Since leadership is a
phenomenon cf social groups, its exercise is through
people.

The administrator's skill in handling people may

be the measure of his administrative ability."^ 2

Luther

Urwick concurs:
The degree to which he can elicit the constructive qualities in the personnel of all
grades and stimulate them to a spontaneous and
ordered and co-operative effort to carry out both
the immediate and wider purposes of the undertaking is the test of the administrator ^3
.
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Consequently, emphasis on the cooperative behavior
of many
individuals in working toward mutually established
organ-

izational goals remains our ideal.
.Under best conditions of group functioning,
individual group members lend their strength to
the group enterprise because they enjoy working
with others, accept the purposes of the enterprise as their own, feel that their own direct
contri Dutions to the enterprise are important to
it, and identify their own successes or failures
with the successes or failures of the enterprise
as a whole. 64

V iew of group processes

.

That this calls for a new

orientation to the leadership role of both himself and
the teacher groups in the school is best described by

Thomas Gordon, a group-centered leadership advocate.

He

urges the principal to accept the following premises as
part of his working philosophy:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Most effective group is one in which each
member can contribute his maximum potential.
Spontaneous and creative behavior of members
will in the long run be of most help to the
group.
Group has the capacity for making sound
decisions and reaching effective solutions to
its problems.
Group can best learn to utilize potential of
each member when it is free from dependence on
a formal leader or some other authority.
New group has the skills and capacities for
self-determined, self-responsible behavior,
but is afraid to use them.
Goals set by the group will in the long run
be most beneficial to the group.
Change that is significant and enduring must
be self-initiated change.
Resistance to
change will often result from bringing to
bear outside forces and pressures.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

The,,

Democratic ends do not- justify undemocratic
means.
Democratic behavior cannot be taught
by undemocratic methods but only by experiencing democracy in action.
Change that is self-initiated will take place
most effectively in a nonthreatening, accepting psychological atmosphere.
Leadership of a group is not the property or
sole function of any one person, but is conferred by the group on that member v/ho can
best meet its needs by leading it in a
certain direction.
Structuring of a group situation to contain
"a leader" simply provides the group with an
additional task, namely, either to assimilate
the limits imposed by the leader or to depose
the leader (physically or psychologically ). 65

fusion process

.

In urging the principal to adopt a

behavioralistic perspective, we would also offer a reminder
that by virtue of the authority vested in him by the board
of education, he is charged with the responsibility to

make certain that the school organization (consisting of
the interaction between individuals and groups of individ-

uals) direct its efforts toward acceptable educational

outcomes.

In other words, the collective productivity of

the total organization, the ends, must be of as equal

concern to the building principal as is the interaction of
the people, the means, of the school.

Argyris couches

this concern for the needs of both the individuals and
the organization in terms of "reality-centered leadership."

He states that "knowing that both will always strive for

self-actualization, it follows that effective leadership is

l?o

'fusing' the individual and the organization in such
a

way that both simultaneously obtain optimum selfactualization. " 66
Goldman, in a summary of leadership research, has

underscored the importance of being concerned with the

satisfaction of both individual and organizational needs

j

To be effective in eliciting the cooperation
of his staff, the principal must have an understanding of the personal and professional needs
of all who v/ork with him.
The principal who is
insensitive to the needs which are unique to each
individual will find it difficult to understand
why certain members of his staff behave as they
do.
Without such an understanding, and without
some strategies for coping with individual differences, the principal will find it difficult to
assist each member of his staff to achieve his
highest professional potential.

And, as we quoted from Goldman earlier:

Finally, the principal must be able to place
into some meaningful perspective the organizational goals of the institution, the unique personal needs of each staff member, and his own
personality traits. He must work to establish a
climate within which all three can mesh together
into some productive entity 67
.

Consequently, in returning to leadership as a
process, it is submitted that the principal should next
ask how he might proceed in such a way that both the

individual members and the organization of which they are
an integral part might be directed toward mutual optimum

self-actualization

i.e., as Hagman and Schwartz have put

it, how might he bring the members to the point where memso

bers "accept the purposes of the enterprise as their own"?
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In summary, we have drawn several conclusions

about the nature of leadership in terms of its composition
and its function:
1.

2.

Characteristics common to organizations are
purpose, coordinated effort, and regulated
behavior.
There must be a person or force
which causes the organization to define its
purposes, coordinate its efforts and regulate
its behavior accordingly.
In order to acquire individual support for
group goals and subsequent implementation efforts, individuals must be able to identify
the needs of the organization with those of
their own.
To fuse the needs of both, the
school leadership must involve staff members
in making the decisions which chart the
course of the organization. Hopefully, organizational objectives then become identified
as the members' objectives.
Whether or not the principal will desire to
completely involve staff in organizational
decision-making depends on his own philosophical views of the nature of man.
If he is to
involve teachers, he must first believe that
man is innately good, is willing to compromise
his own desires if in the best interests of
the group, and that group decisions can be
better than individual ones.
The building principal is the key individual
in establishing appropriate climate and
structure for facilitating group decisionmaking. How much effort he is willing and
able to give to this facilitation depends in
part on his ability to determine a proper
balance between his administrative responsibilities (designed to preserve organizational
equilibrium) and leadership responsibilities
(designed to upset organizational equilibrium)
Leadership is a process by which members of an
organization are cooperatively involved in
working toward mutually defined goals. "Process" connotates leadership acts or behavior.
Thus, leaders are best identified in terms of
how they behave rather than in terms of personality traits.
.

3.

4.

.

5.
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6.

The System 4 management style with its democratic features is the most appropriate for
dealing with mature human beings. The more
autocratic System 1 is an ineffective approach except for the most immature groups.
To utilize an inappropriate style of management will result in loss of productivity. And,
of course tne intervening variables suffer
accordingly as well.
The leader most frequently engages in initiating structure (task) and/or consideration
(human relations) types of behavior though no
one style is appropriate for all situations.
To better determine which style will be of
most value at any particular time in a specific situation, the leader can employ the
Life Cycle Theory and the Effectiveness
dimension.
Thus, the leader's behavior must
be evaluated for its appropriateness in terms
of the level of maturity of the group and its
impact on the intervening variables of the
organization.
,

7

.

It is to these intervening variables,

or v/hat we

will refer to as organizational health dimensions, which
we wish to turn our attention in the next chapter.

For,

as indicated by Kersey and Blanchard, the leader's

effectiveness must be considered not only in terms of
output (productivity) but in terms of the organization'

communication adequacy, decision-making capabilities,
goal-focus, etc.
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CHAPTER

V

A MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
LEADERSHIP IN THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL

Before a specific model for problem-solving
leadership is introduced, let us first examine
certain prereq-

uisites with which such a model must be concerned
based on
the underlying ideas introduced in the preceding
chapters

of this text.

By way of summary, the following concepts

have been identified:
!•

2.

Secondary school educational programs need to
become more responsive to the" rapidly changing needs of their students and of society.
Before lasting educational improvements can
take place, there must be changes made in the
organizational structure itself.
In other
words, educational reform requires focus on
the organization in which change is to take
place before changes in program are considered.
In the words of Louis Maguire:
efforts to enhance or improve
the change capability of school districts as a prerequisite for taking
on discrete changes become of signal
importance.
In addition to, and possibly more important than urging
school districts to adopt team teaching, programmed instruction, nongradedness, modular scheduling, etc.
efforts should be directed at enabling a school district to determine
where change is desirable and necessary; to define its problems; to
assess and utilize the resources both
.

.

.

within and outside its boundaries for
solving its problems; to invent,
adapt or^adopt solutions to its prob-

lems; and to plan, introduce, install
and manage the solutions in an effective efficient and further changeinducing manner.
.

,

In essence, the structure of today's school
organization must be significantly altered in
such a way that it is able to function expressly as a problem-solving institution.
(Decision-making and problem-solving are
terms used interchangeably throughout this
text
Components of the organization's decisionmaking mechanism includes
a.
Interaction of the people involved in the
decision-making activities.
b.
Leadership for involving decision-makers
in productive efforts.
A framework of clearly defined, logical,
c.
orderly steps required for completing the
)

d.

decision-making act.
An organizational structure which will

permit the decision-makers (including the
leader) to interact in such ways that the
decision-making steps can be completed
efficiently and effectively that is, to
the mutual satisfaction of the individuals
involved and to the organization which
they collectively represent.
In the secondary school the principal is the
key person who can initiate the action needed
to establish a decision-making mechanism consisting of the components presented in j.*
To initiate such action requires a leadership
strategy for the development of a decisionmaking mechanism in the school. Such a
strategy requires that the principal first
acquire an understanding of the:
a.
Manner in which individuals perform.
b.
Manner in which effective leadership
functions.
c.
Decision-making process.
d.
Organizational structure most conducive to
the involvement of staff in performing its
decision-making tasks.
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A Problem-Solving Approach

Drawing upon the fundamental understandings regarding the nature of people, organizations and leadership
in
the three earlier cnapters, the principal is next ready
to

establish a specific working strategy for staff decisionis anticipated that the school's goals for

reform as well as appropriate supportive activities will
emerge from staff who employ the decision-making model we

will be proposing.
The decision-making model we shall advance will

incorporate those characteristics inherent in a healthy

organization as suggested by Matthew
focus,

3.

Miles:

goal

communication adequacy, optimal power equalization,

resource utilization, cohesiveness, morale, innovativeness,
autonomy, adaptation and problem-solving adequacy.

And,

as already noted, Robert Owens has described these ten

dimensions as an elaboration of a process for an organization’s solving its problems.

^

The higher an organiza-

tion ranks on each of the ten health dimensions, the more
capable of adequately solving its problems it will become
assert Miles and Owens.

Or,

put another way, the more

capable it becomes in recognizing the need for and intro-

ducing educational reforms.
These ten dimensions, which Miles refers to as

health characteristics, deal

v/ith the

organization'

ability to cope with its decision-making responsibilities.
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Thus, the central feature of our model
for decision-making
is the attention given by the principal
and his staff to
the quality of each of these ten
health dimensions.
It
is our assumption that the organization
which ranks high

on each of these will enjoy full participation
of the

staff in effective decision-making and subsequent
implementation, and that to the contrary, the organization

which fails to acquire peak ratings in each of miles'
ten
areas will experience decision-mailing inadequacies
which
in turn will inhibit the effectiveness of that particular

group in whatever areas of endeavor it becomes engaged.
As we proceed to examine each of these health

characteristics in terms of its most ideal state, we will
at the same time be dealing with the principal’s leader-

ship role in bringing each to peak form.

And, in light

of our entire discussion throughout this text, the prin-

cipal's leadership for decision-making will emerge as a

process of involving the entire staff in creating and

maintaining a healthy organization within which profitable
decision-making can transpire.
The Model Described

Problen-solvinm adequacy

.

Turning our attention to the

first of these ten dimensions, oroblem-so.lvinx adequacy

Miles describes it in the following way:

.
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a. healthy organization,
oroblems are
solved with minimal energy, remain solved,
and
the problem solving mechanism is not
weakened,
ihe adequate organization has well developed
structures and procedures for sensing the* existence o± problems, for inventing possible solutions, lor deciding on the solutions, for
implementing them, and for evaluating them.
.

Precisely how the key man, the principal, goes about
en-

gaging his staff in an effective problem-solving process
will depend on his leadership abilities in establishing
and maintaining a healthy organization conducive to the

full involvement of staff.

Problem-solving steps are

typically ‘described as including identification of the
problem, definition of the problem, data gathering, formu-

lation of hypotheses, selection of a solution, implementation and closure.'

7'

Others, referring to the same phenom-

enon as decision-making, include similar steps:

definition

of the problem, identification of alternative solutions,

prediction of the consequences of each, selection of one
alternative

,

alternative

.

3

implementation and evaluation of the

Goodwin Watson suggests that the problem-solving
activities consist of sensing, screening, diagnosing,
inventing, weighing, deciding, introducing, operating,

evaluating and revising.

In examining each, we note

activities which closely parallel the problem-solving
steps previously introduced.

However, Watson relates them

specifically to the way they ought to function in schools.
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Sensing refers to becoming aware of an organizational
problem.

In a self-renewing school the entire group is

involved in that an atmosphere exists which recognizes

criticism as constructive and helpful to the better functioning of the organization.
Screening,

stage two of Watson’s model, involves

staff's determining priorities in terms of the problems

with which it has the resources to deal.

For,

of course,

no organization can possibly deal immediately with all of
the problems it senses.

Diagnosing requires the organization not only to
deal with the fact that there is a problem, but that its

causes must be ferreted out before any meaningful approach
to its solution can begin.

Thus,

diagnosing involves the

defining of the underlying causes of the problem.

Once

completed, the group can then move to the inventing step,
the development of plans for the solution to the problem

defined.
Next,

the organization must weigh,

the merits of each solution proposed.

or evaluate,

This is done in

terms of perceived consequences of each and the reality
of available resources.

On the basis of the weighing of

each solution proposed, the organization will decide which
to use.

The deciding process should involve as many or

all of those people expected to become involved in its

implementation.

Hopefully, decision will be reached on
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the basis of compromise and eventual consensus.

Forcing

the membership to accept a particular decision
as its own,

no matter how subtly done, will not generate
dedicated

effort in the implementation phase.
The implementation of the decision involves an

introducing stage at which time plans for who, when,
where, and how types of decisions are made.

Following

this will come the operating, or trial, period.

The plan

will be put into effect for a pre-determined trial period

during which other stages of the problem-solving model,
evaluating and revising, will occur.

As implied, these

stages include measuring the effectiveness of the solution

being implemented to resolve the problem at hand as well
as arjplying necessary refinements to it in order to increase

its impact.
V/atson has suggested that the school leadership

should devote its major focus to the creation of mechanisms

which will provide the organization's membership the means
to participate in problem-solving along the lines of these

activities described as the V/atson model.

Harlan

L.

Ragman and Alfred Schwartz suggest that

to engage in problem-solving is to engage in action

research.

^

Action research is research undertaken by those

working right in the schools in attempting to solve their
practical problems employing the methods of science.
define their own problems; accumulate data, much of it

They
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based on their own first-hand experiences
in the day to
day routine of working in the school; they
test out

promising alternatives on the job, and, in some
instances
other of their colleagues borrow those
practices which
prove most effective. Most significantly the
very
,

people

who are doing the action research to seek
educational

improvements are those who will be implementing and
evalu-

ating the selected alternative actions resulting from
the
research.

Hagman and Schwartz also note that the more

people who are involved in the research, the better problem definition, data accumulation, hypotheses and evalua-

tion will result.

people involved

,

Further, the greater the number of
the wider will oe the base of implementa-

tion of improved practices which emerge from the action

research efforts.
V/e

are also reminded that cooperative staff effort

in performing action research requires cooperative group

effort in a setting of mutual trust and open exchange of

differing points of view.

whether or not conditions favorable to
action research will be established, depends
largely on the status leaders. They must take
the initiative in making it possible for teachers
to admit and discuss their professional limitation, to hypothesize creatively, to have the
resources and consultative help they need, to
obtain the best possible evidence of the consequences of changes, and to derive from this
evidence generalizations that are sound and
helpful guides to future behavior.
.

.

.
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Attending to the development of a
healthy organization

m

terms of the ten health dimensions
offered by
Miles is an effective way for the school
principal to take
the initiative to foster these
conditions. As he ponders
the conditions for problem-solving
adequacy, the building
principal is confronted with the question as
to what his
leadership responsibilities are for involving
staff in

group problem-solving activities.

In response to this

concern, the remainder of our discussion will
assume the

posture that the principal should act as a problem-solving
process monitor whose functions include:
when, ho. v and

oo

a process _acili ^ator

ohe problem,

m

determining

what extent to involve staff in the

problem-solving activities of the school;

gi oup ej.j.orts

(1)

,

(2)

serving as

providing technical assistance in

completing each of the steps (defining

gathering data, formulating hypotheses, im-

plementing selected alternative solutions, evaluating the
consequences of these actions);

(3)

fostering and maintain-

ing a healthy organization (in terms of all ten of Miles'

health dimensions) so that conditions arc conducive to the
involvement of staff in the problem-solving activities of
stafi

.

It is to each of these three areas that we now

wish to turn as we continue to develop our model of leadership for problem- solving for educational reform.
Y/ith

respect to the leader's first concern as to

when to involve staff and to what extent, Donald Myers has
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urged that the teaching staff should be
included in any
decision-making processes in which educational issues

are

of primary concern:

All instructional decisions should be made by
teachers^ because they are the persons in the
school who know enough about themselves and the
learners to make the most intelligent judgments.
Since instruction is the main activity in schools,
most of the significant decisions include not
only the decisions that teachers make in the
classroom while directing learning activities, but
also decisions concerning how to group children
most effectively for a particular activity, and
how to most effectively organize the staff.
Teachers should be permitted to decide the manner
in which they are going to work together whether
in teams, in self-contained classrooms, and so
forth__be cause the method of organization affects
decisions about learning activities, often to a
marked extent. -0

An even more precise set of criteria to help the
practitioner to determine who to involve is suggested by
Robert Owens' tests for relevance, expertise and
jurisdiction:
1.

2.

3.

The test of relevance --V/hen the teachers'
personal stakes in the decision are high
their interest in participation should also
be high.
Problems which meet this test concern teaching methods and materials, discipline, curriculum, and organizing for
instruction.
The test of ex~ocrti se--The teacher must be
competent in the area being addressed in
order to participate in a meaningful and significant way.
It is doubtful that the mathematics teachers would feel adequate to help
the music department plan its spring solo and
ensemble contest regulations, for example.
The test of .iurisdiction --Dach school and
staff have jurisdiction only over those decision making areas that remain either by
Participation in the
design or by omission.
making of decisions which the group cannot
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implement can^ lead to frustration at
as great as simple non-participation. least

At the same time, Owens also cautions
that teacher involvement can be overdone: "Excessive involvement
of teachers
can produce resentment and resistance;
teachers want the
administrator to settle his own problems and they
do not

want

be excessively tied up with committee
work. "^2

oo

Chester Barnard has referred to areas in which
employees
will accept the administrator’s decision without
question
as

zones Oi inaiiference. " ^3

Thus, deciding what format

to use for the students' permanent records, the
scheduling:

of buses, or the hiring of a new cook would probably
be

regarded as zones of indifference by the teaching staff.
In iact

,

for the principal to confront them with these

administrative types of problems would most likely foster
staff irritation and resentment.

Even with these indicators, the experienced high
school principal is more than aware that he will at times

have to further limit the numbers and types of people
involved simply because of time constraints within which
all staff must operate.

Logistically it will not be pos-

sible to elicit the time and energy of staff members to

work on every problem of particular interest to then.
Thus, we have established that it is probably only certain

segments of a staff which will participate in particular

problem-solving efforts, depending on what the nature of
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each is.

We are suggesting that teachers will
often work

on problems in teams.

Not only does the team approach

require fewer numbers of people to work on each
problem,

but it also can stimulate better decisions.

That is,

several separate task forces could be assigned to
work on
the same problem, but separately.

Then, at a mutually

agreeable time, each of the groups could present its proposals for resolution to a third party which would be

charged with determining which set of suggestions to

actually implement.

Or,

some parts of several grouns*

ideas might eventually be incorporated in the final solution selected.

If handled in the proper manner, the snirit

of competition might generate considerable enthusiasm and

concommitant energy and skill for attacking the problem.
Of course care must be taken to assure that those who are
on a team whose recommendations are not accepted will

still be willing to cooperate in implementing their competitors' version.

A talented principal will be able to

set the tone of spirited, but friendly competition which

will assure good natured acceptance of one another's

points of view.
Also, as mentioned several times, the personality

needs and subsequent motivation of each teacher should be
important factors for determining who might serve on
specific problem-solving teams.

The personality variable

of each staff member, as our discussion of complex man in
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a preceding chapter indicated, are so
difficult to monitor

that the principal will be hard pressed to
single-handedly

determine which people will be most suited for each

problem-solving venture.

Therefore, although the principal

probably want to establish some problem-solving teams
of his

ov/n

(e.g.

,

department chairmen may function as a

problem-solving screening committee), he is going to have
to adopt a style which will permit staff members either
to

suggest colleagues who would be qualified to serve on par-

ticular problem-solving task forces, select one another
for particular efforts, or even provide a means by which

individuals could self-select

that is, volunteer to par-

ticipate because of their own personal motivation.

The

principal thing to remember is that he will want to involve
people in such a V/ay that they become committed to the

nature of the task, including its eventual implementation.
This can only be done when people really want to give time
and talent to the particular item being considered.

Whether

they want to participate or not, as we have stated repeatedly, hinges largely on their personal needs.

These needs can often best be observed by fellow
teachers, who interact with their colleagues in informal

groups as well as in the formal organization.

The princi-

pal cannot possibly know each of his teachers and their

personal needs as well as can some of the other staff
members.

The principal, then, must encourage other staff
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members to help develop problem-solving
groups.
of involving others is to ask for volunteers

One way

to serve on

a particular problem-solving task force.

Or,

the princi-

pal could appoint a group chairman and authorize
him to
select the other members.

Still another way is to ask for

nominations of people for particular problem-solving
groups.

Perhaps the most effective way to go about it is

for the principal (and/or the group chairman) to
ask other

colleagues for recommendations of people who they think

might be good to serve on a particular group.

Then the

principal or the chairman could approach each of these
persons informally recommended by others, inviting them to
serve.

There are several advantages to utilizing this

procedure:

(1)

the person asked to join the committee is

often flattered by the thought that another colleague had

considered him qualified for the task and the principal
also has agreed.

This serves to increase the new partici-

pant's sense of self-worth, especially as it related to
the needs of the organization;

(2)

also, by accepting the

nominator's recommendation, the principal has implied that
the nominating teacher's judgment is also of substantial

value, which enhances this person's sense of self-worth
and loyalty to the organization as well;

(3)

the nominator

will want the person he has recommended to succeed, so
will probably be more inclined to support his group's

problem-solving efforts;

(4) more

appropriate people will
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be named to the particular
problem-solving committees, and
(5) the principal has had opportunity to
indicate the general nature of the problem area involved
as he has been

making his individual contacts to solicit
participants.
Occasionally, the principal may deem it most
feasible to involve certain segments or all of
the staff
in only a portion of the total process of
resolving
par-

ticular problems.

This can be done in accordance with

the following procedures recommended by Edwin
Bridges:

^

•

Pis cuss ion- -This is to make teachers aware of
a -problem and. indicate a decision needs to be
made.
The principal makes the decision but
he announces the problem to the staff prior to
making the decision in hopes of gaining their
cooperation.
This is more desirable than
springing a oecision on them without any warning or opportunity for faculty discussion.
.i ni orma oion- secxinx
In this type of approach,
the principal is seeking additional pieces of
information from staff in hopes of his arriving at a better decision. Also, again, the
staff is thus made aware of the problem and
the fact that a decision is imminent before
the actual decision is announced.

—

The above two approaches are used in areas falling within
the teachers' zone of indifference.

Or,

on occasion, the

teachers' competencies and interest are just partially

related to the area of concern so their help is called

upon to the extent they are willing or able to provide

it.

Then too, on occasion a particular problem might be outside
the teachers' area of jurisdiction, but another party

charged with making the decision (e.g.

the school board)

may ask for the counsel of the principal and his staff in
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the process of gathering data on which
to base its decision.
It is important to underscore the fact
that by

involving the staff to the extent indicated,
it is hoped
that better information can thus be acquired to
make the
final decision, and it is also hoped that the
staff, having
been at least partially involved, will more readily
accept
it.

For those problem areas outside the teachers' zone

of indifference and for which they have jurisdiction,
there
are tnree other alternative approaches to solving problems

recommended by Bridges:
3»

D emocratic centralist

— This

is the most com-

monly used procedure. The administrator oresents the proolem to the staff and asks for
suggestions, reactions and ideas.
Because he
legally must, the principal makes the decision, but he tries to reflect the staff's
participation in the problem-solving process.
Parliamentary --V/hen" the teachers are to
actually make a decision, but it does not
appear that unanimity or even consensus will
prevail, the parliamentarian technique is
often used.
It allows the minority opinion
to be heard, provides for fair resolution of
conflict, and permits alterations as times
and values change.
Participant-determinin'? - -Consensus is required,
though it is usually difficult to get.
Once
it is obtained, it is a powerful decision
making procedure. This approach should be
used (1) when the issues are very important
to the teachers, and (2) when it appears consensus can be reached. 14
.

5.

Once the leader is able to establish guidelines
for determining the extent to which staff is to be involved
in school-wide problem-solving, he will next want to
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prepare himself to provide assistance to those
who become
involved
order to facilitate top quality intellectual

m

interaction.

With respect to this dimension of the leader's

problem-solving process monitoring and facilitating role,
he will want to be* concerned with at least five
pertinent
areas:
(2)

(1)

preparation of participants for discussion;

the facing of problem-solving obstacles;

of problems and fostering creative solutions;

(3)
(4)

discovery
the

utilization of reasoning and awareness of its fallacies;
(5)

structuring of patterns for discussion.
"A pooling of ignorance cannot result in anything

more than a decision that reflects ignorance m1 5

Respond-

ing to this need for groups to be well informed prior to

plunging into problem-solving, William
N.

M.

Sattler and

Edd Miller suggest certain preparatory steps for each

of the participants.

Very simply they suggest that before

the initial meeting to discuss the problem for the first
time,

each member prepare himself by listing information

about the scope of the problem, probable underlying reasons
for it, and possible ways for resolving it.

Once this is

completed, members should individually try to acquire addi-

tional information they feel is lacking as revealed by

their lists.

Once all data available is collected, each

person should try to categorize it in terms of importance.
In instances where controversial issues are involved,

might list their information in pro and con columns.

they
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The Force-Field Analysis
technique, developed by David
H.
Jenkins and reproduced in Appendix
A, would be helpful
in
this respect.
Once these steps have been
completed, Sattler and
Miller suggest each member prepare
a discussion outline
to be used in the group's
problem-solving effort which

incorporates the following outline:

definition of the

problem,

effect-cause relationships, possible
solutions,
evaluation of solutions and selection of
the best one,
and a plan of action.
Obviously, these activities are time-consuming,

and require help for participants in learning
how to
employ these skills. This, we would suggest,
is part of
the principal's role as problem-solving
facilitator.
It
is up to him to clear the way,
V/atson has talked about,

to provide the mechanisms

in order to assure participation

in these vital problem-solving activities.
Next,

the principal will need to be aware that

certain obstacles traditionally have stood in the way of
effective problem-solving.

Mechanized thinking, for exam-

ple has dictated an approach by which all problems, irre-

spective of their diversity, have been resolved by routine
means.

Funneling all instructional problems to the

faculty cabinet might serve as such an illustration if
this diminishes the possibility of alternative groups being

involved as the occasion warrants.

Mechanized, routine
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handling of all problems eventually
leads to similarly
routine, sterile ways of dealing
with them in terms of
the solutions and plans of action
which evolve.

Recently

increased involvement of students on
various education
committees is seen as one encouraging
response to this
need to break away from mechanized
thinking about some of
education’s problems.
Individual attitudes, too, can serve as
barriers
to effective problem-solving if
individuals are not given
an opportunity to share their differing
psychological

dispositions with the group in a non- threatening
manner.
For,

once this type of sharing is done, individuals
may

be surprised to discover that they actually
agree on many

more points than they had thought.

However,

should they

immediately be put on the defense, they will apply any

number of the defense mechanisms such as those discussed
in Chapter Two,

in order to secure their own equilibrium.

In the process,

they will be placed in a position where

it is difficult if not impossible to work out their

attitudinal differences.

The end result will be unproduc-

tive problem-solving.

Two other barriers, conventional wisdom (i.e., the

relying upon out-of-date ideas), and conformity to the
status quo, will also discourage the kind of bold, imagi-

native problem-solving which schools so desperately
need.- -?
1
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The third area for the principal's concern in

facilitating the problem-solving activities of his staff
relates to discovery and creativity.

To enhance discovery

and creativity, the group membership needs to receive con-

tinual feedback in. order to verify its perceptions, that
is,

v/hat it knows.

It must be remembered that accuracy

of perception is influenced by the clarity, quality and

interest level of the information available.

Repeated

feedback helps to evaluate how well the information is

being assimilated.

It should also be remembered that non-

verbal cues such as smiles, yawns, and nods of the head
also will provide clues as to the quality of the members’

perceptions

Though systematic thinking is to be prized, certain
occasions will not warrant it due to lack of time, money,
energy,

etc.

In cases such as these,

educated guessing

can be an accepted substitute for fostering discovery and

creativity in problem-solving to a point.

Unfortunately,

this can lead to the involvement of too much emotion and
bias, which typically does not contribute to responsible

problem resolution.
On the other hand,

reflective thinking, which

employs the scientific method in problem-solving, assures
more objectivity.

If utilized properly,

it also can lead

to discovery and to creative approaches to the solution

of problems.

Its steps include problem formulation,
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review of knowledge, preliminary observation,
hypothesizing, and verification.
It requires suspended
judgment,

rigorousness

,

consistency and orderliness.

For those

v/ho

wish to add a creative element to

the reflective thinking type of approach,

certain allow-

ances for hunches, intuitions and even brainstorming
will
be permitted.

This allows those v/ith a more creative

orienoation to participate and to retain a feeling of
self-worth also.
The type of reasoning people use in problem-solving

groups must also receive the attention of the principal
who would be a problem-solving facilitator.

Sattler and

suggest that reasoning is the method of bridging
the gap between raw data or evidence and a useful state-

ment about this data.

Patterns of reasoning include in-

duction (moving from a particular to a general statement);

deduction (inferring particular matters from generalizations);

causal (moving from known to a claimed effect),

and analogy (the assumption that things alike in some

respects will be alike in others as well).

Utilizing any

or all of these patterns of reasoning consistently will

better assure intelligible presentation of evidence, which
in turn will generate more confidence and better discus-

sion by the membership.

Using ambiguous terminology (e.g.

"special

students"), ignoring questions, relying on passion or
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prejudice, appealing to tradition or
focusing an argument
toward a person rather than his ideas
are some of the ways
people can disrupt patterns of logical
reasoning 19
.

Finally, Sattler and Miller offer eight
patterns

from which the principal can choose to
involve staff groups
in problem-solving.
The first, reflective
thinking,

employs the scientific method utilizing five
stages:

recognition of the problem, description of it,
discovery
of possible solutions,

the best solution,

evaluation and then selection of

planning and implementing it.

The

reader should note that this is not unlike Y/atson's
steps
described earlier.
A second approach is what Sattler and Miller refer
to as "shortened problem-solving plans."

In effect this

is a procedure in which various groups are involved in

only discovering ansv/ers to problems posed by others.

Other short forms include the heuristic choice and testing
approach, which involves quick examination of several

alternative solutions, and the trial of one selected to
see if it works.

guessing.

V/e

might refer to this as educated

Still another short plan is the evaluation only

activity in which a group is invited to evaluate a previous
step of the problem-solving process completed by another
group.

Two other similar problem-solving patterns deal

with problems of value or problems of fact.

In the former
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the group attempts to assess the goodness
of something

which is difficult to measure quantitatively.

Facts and

then beliefs can be applied in an effort to
establish the
group posture with respect to the value concept
under
scrutiny.

This is an important activity, for until
such

clarification is achieved by the group, each member
will
continue to treat the value under question within his

own

private frame of referene only.

Problems of fact require the group to utilize the

reflective thinking approach in arriving at common understandings of certain facts.

These are necessary in order

that the group can then move on to other larger problems
which, without these facts, would not be possible.

Other patterns for problem-solving which the principal might share include use of the following:

(1)

fact

sheets--then pattern (i.e., the gathering of data and then
the group's deciding how they wish to proceed on the basis
of what they know about the problem);

(2)

group derived

pattern (i.e., the group decides its approach before it
gathers data;

(3)

divisions of the problem (i.e., several

different groups accept responsibility to complete the
same step of the problem-solving process, but each from

its own unique perspective);

(4)

two-column approach (i.e.,

both sides of the issue are discussed under headings such
as pro and con

disadvantages

,

,

merits and weaknesses
etc.). 20

,

advantages and
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In addition to the leader’s
responsibilities for

determining who to involve in various
problem-solving
processes of the school and for serving
as

a process facil-

itator, he is also charged with the
organization'

s

ableness

to encourage and sustain an auspicious
environment in

which problem-solving can function to the
extent that it
does,

in fact, have a viable impact on the
behavior of the

organization itself.

Phrased another way, the leader must

give unrelentless attention to the health of
the organiza-

tion in terms of the ten dimensions Miles has
prescribed.

For it is only in this sort of a setting that problem-

solving can be employed to foster educational improvements

needed to permit the school to function at more meaningful
levels.

Having addressed ourselves to the first of these
ten dimensions, problem-solving adequacy, in considerable
detail, we now wish to turn to the leader's concern for

Miles' nine other health dimensions.

Each is vital to the

sustenance of all the others and, when considered collectively,

represent the organization'

with decision-making tasks

s

capability for coping

the central activity of the

organization which determines the course it is to follow
with respect to any programs for instruction.
Goal focus

.

"The soul of an activity is its purpose. "^i

It dictates the direction of the activities of the
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organization, and ideally every activity
of the school
should be a step toward the fulfillment
of stated purposes
In keeping with v/hat has been said
earlier, organization
purposes must be accepted by the individuals
expected to
direct organizational efforts toward their
consummation;

otherwise

organizational purposes will exist in name only
Consequently, to arrive at group purposes
staff must be
involved in such a way that their "personal
purposes" are
,

identified with those of the group.

"Each person in a

group acts because of ’self-purposes’ though
a 'group
purpose' may seem to be served. "22

Hagman and Schwartz

also note that:
The difficulty is more a theoretical than
actual one for if the purposes of individuals in
a society. were not more alike than unlike, social
organization v/ould be impossible.
The forces of
social approval and disapproval, the traditions
and contemporary acceptances of the social groups
of which he is a part, shape the developing purposes of the individual, and condition his
responses in the social situation so that he
finds his purposes and activities much like those
of his fellows. 23

The school leadership cannot rest content that

appropriate purposes will naturally emerge from the inter-

action of members of the school organization.

Student

unrest and the barrage of criticism being heaped upon the
schools throughout the country are strong evidence of the
schools' failure to work for the achievement of purposes

mutually satisfactory to all those who belong to the
organization (students, parents, taxpayers, etc.).
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However, because the narrow focus
of this text is concerned
with mobilizing the teaching and
administrative staff for

educational reform, we shall pursue the
discussion of goal
focus from their perspective, ever
mindful of the need to
eventually include other interest groups
in determining
the course of the organization,

Returning to the leader'

s

role in attending to the

establishment of purposes for the organization,
it is
important to clarify the difference between
purpose

(which

some refer to as "aims") and goals as they
are used in the

following discussion,

Purposes of education are thought

general statements about the tasks of education?
e.g.,
of- the

the school should develop good citizens.

The goals

school consist of the more specific objectives

toward which learning activities are directed in support
of the organization'

stated purposes.

s

efforts to achieve the generally

Thus,

the goal of having students plan

their own productive use of independent study time is one
v/ay

by which the broader purpose of creating good citizens

might be partially fulfilled.

For illustrative purposes,

the reader is advised to consult Appendix B for a list of

educational purposes developed by the 1957 White House
Conference on Education.
Once the general purposes of education are defined

by staff, utilizing problem-solving procedures (and hope-

fully having involved other segments of the larger school
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organization such as parents and students),
the next item
for concern will be for the development
of more specific

supportive goals.

Miles refers to this as the goal
focus

dimension in his consideration of organizational
health.
He has indicated that in healthy
organizations

goals must

be clear, achieveable and appropriate. 2 ^

Kenneth Hansen

has indicated that educational reform must be
based on

clearly stated goals.

Zor if change is to have any real thrust, it must
H ave both force and direction
That is, the
change must come out of the constellation of forces that necessitate or demand change, but it
must be given the direction that only clear-cut
goals can provide. 25
!

Unanimity in goal setting in education, however,
is a difficult if not impossible task for a number of

reasons.

Miles has noted that

educational goals are usually (a) vaguely stated;
(b) multiple in nature, since the school is expected to do so many different things to meet the
wishes of its many publics; and (c) conflictual,
in the sense that different publics may want
mutually incompatible things*. 20
Art C-allaher, Jr.

,

has called attention to the problems

schools will naturally have in determining mutually agreeable,

clearly stated goals because of the wide differences

in values held by its clients as well as its publics.

He

also notes that much of what was considered local control
of school goal setting has been transferred from individual

communities to the state level

.

27

He might have pointed

out that national curriculum groups, the federal government,
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and universities and colleges are other
groups of a
national scope whose influences continue to

be felt in the

secondary schools.

The introduction of BSCS biology, NDEA

funds for reading instruction, and differentiated
staffing
are illustrations of this.

Many people in education are hesitant to make significant changes in goal setting because they feel
there
is insufficient research to support new goals for
schools.

Others fail to think seriously about new goals because
of
the unavailability of one universally agreed upon philo-

sophical framework.

Hansen has suggested that as desirable

as a complete research and philosophical framework for goal

setting might be, the possibility of its realization is
"

quite remote.

Y/aiting for the ultimate,

in data or goal -

agreement, is a sure way to boa down in Planning for educa tional,, change

.

"

he has commented.

Instead, he suggests

that the appropriate groups in the school should assemble
as much relevant information as is possible and pursue its

goal setting on that basis,
be incomplete,

"within a framework known to

both in terms of data and principle "29
.

And because of these limitations, the school's goals,

which we have repeatedly urged be established by the
teaching staff to the greatest extent possible, will be

established on the basis of what Hansen refers to as
consent

,

consensus and compromise

.

That is, people must

first consent to participating in problem-solving efforts

which they know will result

in-

decisions being made on the

basis of an incomplete data and philosophical
framework.
Then,

the group must be willing to use consensus
to achieve

agreement as to what goals will be established,
if only
temporarily.
Finally, to achieve consensus, some

degree

of compromise between teachers who possess
varying philoso-

phies and pieces of knowledge about education will
have to
take place.

Hansen bites hard when he knowingly cautions

that

Educational compromise which is timid, self-serving,
or backward-looking continues to deserve our professional scorn; compromise which is imaginative,
unselfish, and goal-oriented can serve as one of
the most effective ways known to bring to fruition
our ultimate educational purposes. 30
Obviously, an administrator who is able to create
the kind of open and non-threatening atmosphere to which

we referred earlier in the chapter will be doing much to

engender the kind of consent, consensus and compromise

Hansen calls for.

The alternative to Hansen's proposal;

viz., waiting to introduce change until a universally

acceptable philosophy and hard data to support it are made
available,

suggests an unrealistic approach.

we have mentioned before,

In fact,

as

society's needs and the mounting

pressures on schools to respond accordingly are not going
to permit school people to wait.

Thus,

the change-oriented principal's concern for

educational goal setting should reflect an awareness not
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only of the very real factors which
inhibit the establishment of goals, but of the possibility and
need to begin
setting them despite these inhibiting circumstances.
Further, he must convey this same awareness to
members of

his staff if he ever hopes to acquire its consent
to seriously address the question of goals at all.
Carl Briner, whose suggestions for a complete over-

haul of the traditional role of the high school principalship was introduced in our discussion about leadership in

Chapter Four, has indicated that in the staff's process of
dealing with goal setting problems the principal shall
function as a mediator and as a person.
In this task the administrator should perform
two functions:
first, he should act as the mediator or arbitrator among the many conflicting
proposals regarding the purposes of secondary education; second, he himself should hold a considered and defensible point of view with respect
to the legitimacy or appropriateness of the purposes that guide prevailing practices in his
school...
the secondary school principal must
equip himself with a broad educational foundation
on which to base his theories of secondary education.
Such a foundation should include a wellconceived personal philosophy of secondary education as well as an appreciation for all other
philosophical orientations.
It should include a
comprehensive concept of our social institutions
and the place of the high school among these institutions.
It should include an appreciation
for the great cultures of the world particularly
our own and a notion of the high school' s responsibility to transmit culture from generation
to generation.
Finally, it should include a
knowledge of the needs of young adults and an
idea of how the secondary school could and should
meet these needs. 31
.

.
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With the help

m

of. a

qualified leader well prepared

the foundations of education
suggested by Briner and in

the problem-solving processes introduced
earlier,

teachers

can be directed to asking direct,
pertinent, frequently

difficult questions relative to establishment
of purposes
and goal setting:
1

*

2.

3.

4.

5.

are the large purposes of education?
What do staff members hold in common with respect to. this question? Equally as important,
on. what items do they disagree?
It is from
this. base of commonly held beliefs that more
specific school goals will emerge.
What should.be the specific goals of this
school? This question v/ill have to be dealt
with in the context of both the established
purposes. and the particular demographic characteristics of the specific school involved.
What goals are presently acceptable in light
of available resources, priority of student
needs, etc.?
How shall the goals be met? With this, the
staff. is concerned with the problem-solving
activity 'of determining appropriate plans of
action for the organization.
How well are stated purposes and objectives
being met? Staff continually evaluates its
efforts in terms of goal achievement.
On the
basis of its evaluation, it re-addresses its
purposes, goals, and supporting efforts.

During the course of its consideration of the above,
the staff will also need to have considered a wide range of

philosophical questions for which the intellectual resourcefulness of the principal will be of paramount importance:

What does the staff really believe about teaching
and learning?
Can they teach more effectively if they plan
together?
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mportant Unction of schools to
aid
studpn tc!°+n
i
students
to become
responsible, perceiving selfdirecting, self-educating individuals
capa le of making decisions and value who are
judgments?
Are self-image, intrinsic motivation,
and student
g als more important than teacher goals?

What conditions affect the child’s desire
and
ability to learn?

How are concepts of inquiry, discovery,
and
memory related to teaching?32
In keeping with our definition of goal
focus (i.e.,

goals must be clear, achieveable and appropriate),
the

principal should also help his staff to consider
whether
the goals it sets for its students and itself
as well are

achieveable.

As is universally known,

success breeds

success, but this would imply that lack of success
will

yield more of the same as well.

Consequently, we caution

the problem-solving leader to assess the goals various

groups set,

It would be well for the principal to be

aware of some of the findings of David

C.

McClelland, who

has been studying achievement motivation for more than

twenty years.

individuals

v/ho

Of most interest are his findings that

are achievement motivated most often are

from families which tend to begin the child's developing
a taste for independence between the ages of six and eight.

These children are asked to find their own way to school,
to the neighbors,

parents for this.

etc,,

rather than to depend on their
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From his studies we learn also that
achievementmotivated people are typically not gamblers,
preferring
to work out a problem rather than leaving
it
to chance.

Further,

the staff leader should not be surprised
to

discover that achievement-motivated teachers
will respond
more favorably to praise of their problem-solving

efforts

than to monetary or other tangible rewards.
to the fact, McClelland has found,

This is due

that achievement-

motivated people get greater satisfaction from working
through the problem successfully than they do in receiving
a reward as a consequence of their efforts.

Finally, it

is also well to realize that problems which may be diffi-

cult to solve must still be within reach of mastery,

People with a high need to achieve will want to tackle

problems which are not too easy nor too difficult to
solve.

Others they will avoid.

The implication for the

principal here is, of course, that he must be certain
that problems presented to staff and subsequent goals set
as a result of staff deliberations must be within reach. 33
Or,

in the words of Miles,

they must be achieveable.

Naturally, it must also be recognized that all of

these goals will be regarded as temporary and subject to

change by the action of faculty problem-solving groups at
a later time.

The important matter which has happened is

that staff will have had opportunity to participate in the

goal setting and subsequent changes which will very likely
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emanate from the revised goals -agreed upon.
the viability,

The boldness,

the relevance of the goals and the conse-

quent changes in the educational practices of
the staff
will depend greatly on the health of the organization,

the

style of leadership the principal actually practices,
and
the talent, imagination and daring of the teaching
staff.
Co mmunication adequacy
f

--3-

.

Examining Miles' communication

cquac y dimension, we note that he describes it as

relatively distortion-free communication vertically, horizontally and across the boundary of
the system to and from the environment; i.e.,
information travels reasonably well with a minimum of repression, distortion, etc.
In a healthy
organization, there is good and prompt sensing of
internal strains; there is enough data about
problems of the system to insure that a good
diagnosis of system difficulties can be made.
People have information they need without undue
effort. 34
.

Hagman and Schwartz underscore the vital importance
of communication to the school organization by referring
to it as the "energizing substance that flows through the

structure

.

Effective communication is needed in a school
system to keep individuals informed of the plans,
goals, activities, and problems of the enterprise;
to insure that each person understands not only
his own functioning, but also the functions of
other individuals; to promote healthy morale; to
establish a coordinated endeavor; to facilitate
the decision-making process; and to provide the
means by which constructive action can be taken
to alleviate problems and dissatisfactions that
arise.
Communication is a means of informing, a
means of educating, a means of directing; it is
the energizing substance that flows through the
structure 35
.
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They also quickly indicate the
unfortunate results
which occur within the school when adequate
communication
is not enjoyed by the organization:
Failure to establish effective communication
in a school system has direct and detrimental
effects upon the educational process. When
poor
c ominuni cati on exists between teacher
and teacher
teacher and principal, principal and supervisor,
principal and superintendent supervisor and
superintendent, and superintendent and school
board, the consequences are felt in an inability
to secure a coordinated and integrated activity
of the components toward a common goal.
As individuals fail to understand one another because
adequate communication is nonexistent, they tend
to act independently and without regard for the
welfare of the entire system. The third grade
teacher belittles the efforts of the second grade
teacher and ignores the responsibility she has
toward the fourth grade teacher.
If ineffective
coordination is ignored and the communication
system falters, the result is a gradual rigidity
and resistance to change.
Since school systems
are created by society and must be sensitive reflectors of community need, the conditions described can only lead to a failure by the system
to serve the community.
When this happens school
crises are inevitable 3o
•

,

,

.

H.

G.

Barnett indicates that "Facility and extent

of communication influence the accumulation of ideas,

With well developed channels of communication there goes
a greater possibility of building up intellectual

resources

...

"37

If we v/ant to have an abundance of

adequate information for solving problems, we will first
have to be certain there are well established channels of

communication to secure it.
In perhaps the best capsule summary of the impor-

tance of communication to the school, Gordon has stated that
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Communication is the lifeblood of
every rroun
Groups depend upon communication in
order 'to'iieernune the needs of their members,
to
sions on the goals which will fulfill make decito establish procedures for reaching these needs
their .-"als
anc .0 coordinate the efforts of members
in oar-’
ou*t these procedures
,38
.

Owens, too,

,

has noted that "The amount of informa-

tion available to a decision mailing group
such as a
school's faculty has been shown to affect
the quality of
decisions that the group makes, "89
V/e

are convinced, then, that effective communica-

tions are absolutely vital to the health of the
school, and
the principal's attitudes and accompanying behavior
are

primary determinants of how effective a communication
net-

work a particular school will have.

What is more, a good

indication as to how important the principal'

s

role in the

establishing of effective communications in the organization actually is is revealed by the fact teachers evaluate the leadership effectiveness of their principal in

terms of his facility in communication.

This has been

demonstrated in the Whitman School Study, reported by
Owens,

In the original experiment 232 principals sat at

the simulation of a principal's desk in Whitman School,

charged with dealing with "in-basket" inputs representing
routine problems which typically cross the principal's
desk,

From the results of the experiment it was concluded

that "the principal who is seen as effective by his

superiors and his teachers will tend to emphasize frequent
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and full communication and will devote
careful attention
to his relationships to others in
the organization."^
We are reminded that this also coincides
with the research
we have already discussed which has indicated
principals

who display a high degree of initiation of
structure
(which includes establishing clearly defined
channels for

communication) are viewed as most effective by their
staffs

Why the staff places premium value on the way
their principal treats communication is quite understandable

.

.It is easy to subscribe to the idea that communication should be permitted to move up and
down through the established channels without
many restrictions. To develop free movement,
however, requires skill in establishing a permissive organizational climate that will encourage members of the hierarchy to express what they
really think, believe, or understand. The very
existence of status positions such as assistant
principal, principal, supervisor, and superintendent makes it difficult, although not impossible,
for accurate communication to be established
between teachers and administrators. The tendency exists for persons to keep their errors,
mis judgments, and failures hidden and to relate
only their successes.
Since one's superior may
be in a position to recommend or authorize promotions in position and salary, it is not surprising that individuals employ their own censoring
of information that is to move up through the
channels of communication.
Only in an atmosphere
which does not threaten the security of the individual can there exist undistorted two-way
communication. ^-1

Consequently, the school leader interested in

developing healthy communication throughout the
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organization must devote attention first
to his own communication style, and then to the other
essential elements
(informal networks, channels for communication,
shared
meanings, etc.) which will permit and encourage
an adequate
flow of communication.

Sattler and Miller have suggested that the
principal can adopt one of at least three communication
styles;
viz.,

authoritarian, group-centered or democratic. ^2

This

range of styles coincides with the autocratic-laissez-

faire-democratic spectrum of leadership behavior discussed
in Chapter Four.

A high degree of orderliness and effi-

ciency characterize the authoritarian communication style.

Meetings are begun by the leader promptly on time with no
allowance for informal banter before getting to the business at hand.

The agenda is well outlined by the leader

for the group,

chiefly so he can maintain control of the

direction of the discussion.

Questioning is generally

narrow in focus, often directed at only one person from
whom a desired response can be anticipated.

Any ambiva-

lence in the discussion is threatening to an authoritarian's

need to control the entire situation.
pauses,

Consequently, long

tangents, and errors upset his equilibrium.

And,

when he clarifies or summarizes a discussion, he verbalizes what he wants the group to decide, irrespective of

what's been said before.
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The nondirective or client centered
style of com-

munication is characterized by the underlying
assumption
that the group can understand and solve its
own problem
without the direction of a formal leader. This

calls for

no controls, directions, regulations or advice
from the

principal.

Expectations communicated to the group by the

principal also are unsuitable in this style.

Communica-

tion will flow best in an atmosphere completely unencum-

bered by expectations of authority figures.
The democratic (or "cooperative" or "participative")
style of communication will be marked by an atmosphere of

respect between the leader and the other grour members.

Favoritism toward certain individuals by the leader is
avoided; equitable treatment is given to all who wish to

communicate.

Tha't is,

ample time, encouragement as well

as tolerance for diverse points of view characterize

democratic communication.
as group achievement.

Group decisions are regarded

Credit is given all participants

rather than one or two people in the group.
portant.

Tone is im-

Favorable tone is enhanced by the use of "we"

and "our" rather than "I" and "mine."

Addressing people

by their first names, reinforcing people's comments,

taking time to laugh and enjoy one's sense of humor, and

especially careful listening all contribute to a tone
conducive to more cooperative communication.

Consensus

is relied upon to reach decisions whenever possible,
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though it is recognized this is not
always an easy accomplishment.
In cases where consensus is not
possible, the

leader can use parliamentary procedure, or
in some

instances he can take the problem under advisement
and
eventually make a difficult decision himself. ^3
A checklist of fifteen items for facilitating

adequate communication in a democratic group effort
is

presented in Appendix

C.

Hopefully, its utilization will

help the leader to check his communication style in
terms
of those behaviors to which we have just referred.
On the basis of our description of the leader's

style for advancing the most adequate communication possible,

it is evident that the democratic approach can be

most productive.

The group-centered tactic appears to be

the most ideal, and on occasion it might be the most

advantageous to particular groups.

However,

in light of

the limitations of time and the large number of groups of

people whose efforts must be coordinated in the typical
school organization, it is doubtful as to whether group-

centered leadership will often be practical.
We must add,

too,

that not all problem-solving

groups need include the principal as the designated leader
in the democratic group approach.

In many cases the prin-

cipal will want to select others from the staff to chair

various groups.

And,

of course,

the same concepts we have
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advanced for the principal in terms of
his problem-solving
and communication skills would apply to
those
leaders as

well.
In addition to his own style of
communication,

the principal must also be concerned with
the following

factors which affect the school's communications

the

informal group, available time for adequate
communication,
and coordination between groups.
Formal lines of

communi-

cation so typical of school bureaucracies ignore
what
Owens has suggested is the more important "interpersonal

relationships between people in informal communication

nets."^

In effect, v/hat people say in their relationships

to the formal organization and what they are saying
in

their informal groups might be substantially dissimilar.
Thus,

it behooved the school administrator interested in

bringing closer together the needs of the individual and
those of the formal organization so that one might comple-

ment the other, to also send and receive as much information as possible in the informal communications network
of the school,

To do this,

he will have to become aware

of and understand as many of the informal groups as possi-

ble

.

Typical findings show that (1) communications
nets center around certain "key" people; (2) there
are people who are members of more than one net
and serve to link nets together; (3) some people
are members of only one net and therefore are out
of communication v/ith people not in that net; and
(4) the membership and pattern of the nets v/ill
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shift according to what is- being
communicated.
The administrator who wants to send
and receive
as much information as possible will
be interested
identifying. and retaining a role in the
mal communications networks in the school. inforHowever, he should not be surprised at the
reluctance
of subordinates to be open, candid,
and free in
communicating with him. ^5

m

To enhance his social relationships around
which
the informal communications network is built,
the princi-

pal must eatablish what Hagman and Schv/artz have
referred
to as "primary relationships,

"

relationships marked by

friendliness and cooperation:
It becomes a major task of the executives,
then, to maintain attitudes of friendliness and
cooperation in these direct personal relationships
so that the informal communication system will
contribute to the efficient operation of the organization rather than hinder it. ^6
.

Hagman suggests that there are advantages and dis-

advantages of the informal communication systems,

The

"grapevine" is valuable as a barometer of public opinion_
the administration receives feedback as to what is of

genuine importance to members of the staff as well as to
how well particular programs may be faring so far as staff
is concerned.

Unfortunately, the chief disadvantage of

the "grapevine" mode of communication is that it is often

inaccurate

.

Another major concern should be the amount of time
allocated for communication by the problem-solving groups
of the school.

For,

no matter how v/ell intended the

leader may be with respect to opening up formal channels
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for communication in the school,
teachers are not going
to respond favorably "after four
o’clock." Don Glines
has suggested that "If teachers are
going to plan new
programs, they must have time to think
and create.
Giving
teachers time to dream is one of the best
supportive steps
that can be taken to implement and sell
new programs."^ 8
With a bit of imagination and technical
expertise the

principal should be able to plan novel ways by
which
teachers can be granted time, even during the
regular
school day, to work on problem-solving efforts.
Such

approaches as getting the board of education to
approve
excusing students at 1:00 P.M. every fourth Tuesday
so
staff can be free to address important school issues
is a
step in the right direction (if staff is involved
in
the

manner we have been suggesting), but not enough.
There are a number of other ways to encourage a
more frequent flow of communication.

For example,

speci-

fically set after school time might be reserved on a weekly

basis simply for the scheduling of any meetings problemsolving task forces wish to call.

Faculty members substi-

tuting for one another so that teachers can be free to
meet in committee sessions during the day is also a useful
device if teachers are agreeable to substitute for their

colleagues on occasion.

Teaming staff in large groups so

that some members of the team can be released from the

actual large group presentations to students provides
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another way to make staff available
for problem-solving
concerns..

Of course, releasing some
teachers from a full
teaching load so that they might devote
an extended period
of time to a problem-solving task
also is a suitable way
to give teachers needed time for
thinking and communicating.
The number of ways of finding time for
staff to dream and

plan during the normal school day is only
limited by one's
ingenuity and sense of importance of the
problem.

Not only time is essential of course.

communication must lead somewhere.

Results of

Nothing is more frus-

trating than to participate on a committee which
has
excellent membership interaction and wide-open
communication within its own circle, but is unable to bring
any
influence to bear upon the rest of the organization
because
of lack of good communication flow.

Thus,

staff must have

channels for communication which permit it to carry ideas
from one group to anotner in order that hearings can be
held,

decisions can be made, and organizational commitment

of resources can be acquired.

The principal can help

facilitate communications between parties who initiate
ideas and those persons who must decide v/hether to adopt
these proposals into the organization'

s

day to day operat-

ing procedures by limiting the number of hierarchical
layers through which communication of a proposal must pass

before the final decision is reached.

It is recommended

that the principal invite staff to help determine a method

£
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of operation for adoption of new
ideas which will permit
anyone who has a contribution to
make to be able to communicate it through a single problem-solving
task force
to a duly appointed (or elected)
faculty decision-making
council which possesses the authority
to approve or disapprove each recommendation.
Some forward looking schools
are already in the throes of establishing
constitutions

which prescribe faculty involvement in the
decision-making
procedures for the school. As teachers clamor
for more

authority in the decision-making processes of
school
systems across the land, we see the time when
constitutions
of this nature will become commonly accepted
institutions

within all schools.

Each principal will have to decide

for himself (while he still can) what his relationship

will be to this decision-making council we endorse here.
Hopefully, he will be able to retain a veto on any decision,

but it is also deemed appropriate that the constitu-

tion should provide for appeal procedures on the part of
the staff.

It is expected that these veto and appeal

mechanisms will be rarely exercised in healthy organizations.

Importantly, the council or similar type represent-

ative group is needed to receive the decisions of the

problem-solving task forces.

Not only must this receiving

body receive these decisions, but it must evaluate and
then,

if they are accepted,

assure their implementation.

see that steps are taken to

Parenthetically, different
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school constitutions will deal
with the entire matter
of
decision-making processing in varying
fashion.
Our discussion of one procedure here is
for illustrative purposes
only.

The principal will also need
to work with his
superiors in the central office to
determine what limitations will be placed on the school
faculty in its decisionmaking functions. Needless to say,
faculty will not participate in this type of operation long
if they do not
receive the satisfaction of having their
ideas accepted
and applied in the organization.
Therefore, before the

principal begins organizing for change in
the manner we
have been prescribing, it is advisable that

he find out

what both his and the school's limitations are
perceived
to be by the superintendent as well as
others in external
power positions.
If the external limitations
are severe

and not in keeping with our premise that mature
individuals
can be trusted

bo

make capable decisions which will in the

long-run serve the best interests of the school, the principal may wish to totally withdraw from the school system

and seek employment elsewhere, he may decide to present
this problem of "external realities" to his staff for its

deliberation, or, finally he may choose to return to the
school and do nothing but continue to function as he has
in the past.

Our posture in this text is that the more
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authority individual schools are given to determine
their
own goals and modus ooerandi the better.
.

These are but a few of the salient guidelines

which the administrator should be aware of if he
hopes to
encourage effective communication in the school. Many
texts dealing v/ith educational administration devote
entire

chapters or sections to this area of concern, attesting

further to its importance to the school operation,

Another

area implied by Miles' definition of communicationadequacy, which will not be discussed at this time, includes
the entire matter of information acquisition and retrieval.

An adequate library, consultants, data banks and so forth

would be elements of concern.

It is our primary interest

to suggest ways by which avenues for adequate communication

can be created; hopefully,

once the people resources al-

ready available as the most important source of information
can be utilized to their maximum potential in the problem-

solving procedures of the school, items such as how to
acquire,

store and retrieve information will receive the

faculty's attention.

Thus, we have relegated this aspect

of communication, along with the creation of two-way chan-

nels of communication for other groups outside the faculty
and even the school to secondary importance at this time.

Optimal rower equalization

.

We have already devoted con-

siderable attention to Miles' optimal power equalization
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dimension which concerns itself with the
distribution of
influence in the school organization.
In a healthy

situa-

tion,

the power is rather equally distributed.

Subordin-

ates can influence upward, and they perceive
that their
boss can do likewise to his boss.
Decisions

are made on

a collaborative basis rather than being
dictated by the

principal. ^9
It would be expected that optimal power-

equalization would be realized when the group reached
a
high enough level of maturity to permit the principal
to

employ the low task and low relationship style which
occurs
in quadrant four of the Hersey and Blanchard Life Cycle

model.

And,

as will be recalled,

this level of power-

equalization will permit more of the type activities represented in Likert's System 4 prevailing management style.
Rather than having all important decisions handed down
from the top, in System 4 they emerge from the problem-

solving groups themselves.

And,

as Hagman reminds us,

problem-centered groups "create more than efficiency.
They create satisfaction in employees as well as a more

democratic social structure "50
.

Drawing upon the analogy of healthy people and

healthy organ! zations, Hagman and Schwartz suggest that:
Problem-centered groups are "circles" within
a line organization.
They stimulate circulation.
Circulation is essential to health, vigor, alertness and adaptability to change, both in a human
body and in an organization of men and women.
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,

Consequently, with problem-solving activities

involving large numbers of staff a greater
interdependence
of organizational members and departments will evolve

something woefully lacking in most of today's rigid high
school organizations.

In his analysis of general charac-

teristics of schools, Miles has noted that:
Generally speaking, it seems accurate to say
that the different parts of school systems do not
lock together as closely as an industrial firm
built around the construction and marketing of
physical objects.
Schools, as they are now organized in America, maintain adults in relative isolation from each other during the working day.
... In some. school systems, the principal is a
central exhibit of noninterdependence he operates
his building as a king, avoiding or ignoring central office demands, ana spends little time working with teachers on the improvement of their role
performance 5
;

.

Miles also notes this low degree of interdependence

usually makes it much more difficult to alter the school
"since if changes occur in one part (e.g.

,

in one teacher's

practices), there are no meaningful channels or linkages
by which they can travel to other parts of the system. "53
This importance of interdependence among staff

applies to teacher-principal relationships as well.

For,

teachers will more likely want to be influenced by their
colleagues,

including the principal, if they perceive

themselves as genuine equals in their problem-solving
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quests.

This type of attitude is vital,
for as Edgar
Schein has noted, "The suggestion of
the need
for

change
image

.

.

.

.

.

.

implies some criticism of the person’s
"5^ and the
individual whose image is criti-

cized or is in danger of being criticized
is not going
to cooperatively plunge ahead unless
he perceives

"some

need for change in himself," is "able to
change," and
perceives "the influencing agent as one who can
facilitate
such change in a direction acceptable" to
himself. 55

Says

Schein
Once the target has become motivated to change
it. is an acknowledged fact that the process
is facilitated if the social distance and rank
difference between agent and target are not too
great.
The influence agent has to be close enough
to the target.to be seen as similar to the target,
yet must be himself committed to the attitudes he
is trying to inculcate. 56
.

.

.

It is strikingly clear that the principal who does

not cultivate more interdependent relationships between

himself and members of his staff, but prefers to make most
decisions from the throne in his office is not going to
have much success in helping staff to change.

Agreed,

teachers may seemingly comply with his mandate to team
teach, make large group presentations, v/rite behavioral

objectives,

or v/hatever,

but as we have noted before,

unless the change goals have been initiated by the persons
who must actually implement steps for achieving them, the

changes probably will not endure.

There is an ample
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history of half-hearted, short-lived
changes in schools
across the country to support this
contention.

Naturally,

there is an element of risk-taking
by

the principal in his efforts to
re-distribute the power base
in the organization.
Robert Chin has cautioned that as
more
and more people take a vital interest in
the affairs of the

school, as teacher groups become more
insistent upon obtain-

ing a greater share of the decision-making
authority, as

administrators become more fearful of losing the
power they
now enjoy by virtue of their position, and as
available
resources become less available, the struggle for power
will become more intense.

Also, notes Chin,

the introduc-

tion of innovations often creates more conflict by
threat-

ening the balance of power, which further impedes their
acceptance.

He states that "The concurrent strategy of

converting these types of conflicts into problem-solving
ones is one phase underway in educational circles. "57

Unfortunately, if the problem-solving approach is perceived
as a way of forcing some groups to yield power to another,
it will be difficult to get these same people to partici-

pate collaboratively

.

For this reason, principals who are

now in the position to stimulate the rational, cooperative

re-distribution of power ought to take advantage of the
situation in as unemotional, uneventful a manner as is
possible.

The principal who realizes the widespread advan-

tages of sharing his power with others will reap untold
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benefits for not only the students and faculty,
but in
terms of his own satisfaction as well.
As would be expected, suggesting that the
principal

really share his power with staff is more easily
said than
done.
For a checklist of attitudes and behaviors
required
of the principal who aspires to a more democratic
leader-

ship approach, the reader is referred once again to

"Likert's Prevailing Management Styles of Organization"
in Appendix D.

This checklist provides the principal a way

by which he can assess where he actually is in terms of his
own leadership behavior and in what direction he must head

if he genuinely wants to introduce democratic practices
in the school.

Should he decide to forge ahead in a democratic
spirit,

power equalization

v/ill be a

prerequisite for the

type of group participation to which we have been referring.

Benjamin Sachs has suggested that the democratic leader

believes that power belongs to the people whom the administrator

s erves

and that "to be of genuine service he must

recognize that the needs of these people constitute their
power over him and hence limit his own.

"-5 :

’

Consequently,

as the principal continues to function as process monitor

for the problem-solving activities of the school, he is of

value in terms of the technical resources he brings to the
groups.

In other words,

he is valued by staff for the

problem-solving services he performs, not the position of
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authority he holds,
a

power— v/ith

Thus,

he and the staff come to adopt

rather than a "power— over" relationship,

one which is in keeping with the democratic approach
to

organizational leadership.
What's more, the principal who views himself as
a service agent will begin delegating positions of respon-

sibility to others who are also service-minded.

In short,

the leadership of the organization will become more widely

dispersed, thereby increasing the efficiency and effec-

tiveness of the problem-solving activities of the school,
but at the same time possibly diminishing the centralized

authority of the principal.

Yet,

Sachs reminds us that:

If status is accepted as synonymous with
power, there is a shift from the democratic ideal
to the authoritarian ideal of the "power elite"
Such a direction is not in keeping v/ith the
democratic premise that as a society evolves it
endows more and more people with dignity ^9
.

.

.

.

Consequently, the principal

v/ho

seriously pursues

as democratic an approach as possible does so v/ithout

regard for personal status needs.

In the words of Sachs,

"It is up to those evaluating the administrator's services

as successful to see to it that his talents are appreciated

and put to full use."^°
Once power has been equalized at the System 4 level
of management, the principal will have more time to turn
some of his energies from the affairs of the internal

organization to other more external groups

v/ith

which the
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school organization interacts.

We refer to the principal’s

role as a Linking Pin, which Hersey and Blanchard
define
as "a representative for his group in the next level of
the organizational hierarchy ." 61

In the process of sharing

his power with his constituencies in the school, thus

relieving him to more fully represent his group with the
school board, parent councils, community associations,
etc., he acquires even new sources of power.

V/e

believe

this is a healthy kind of power to which to aspire, both
in terms of the leader's own personal need for power, but

also in terms of the rich dividends it can return to the
school organization if the leader’s Linking Pin efforts
prove effective.

Resource utilizati on
tion

,

.

When referring to resource utiliza -

Miles appears to be concerned with the individual

member’

s

personal satisfaction derived from his partici-

pation in the organization.

A healthy organization, he

has suggested, utilizes people effectively? that is, they
are neither overloaded or idling.

Strain is minimal in

that though people may work very hard, they do not feel

they are working against themselves or the organization.
There is a high degree of congruency between each staff
member’

s

own disposition and his role expectations.

In a

nutshell, people working for the organization feel reason-

ably self-actualized

that is, they feel they are growing
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as individuals in the process of making
their organizational contribution. 62

There are a number of considerations
the school
leader will want to make with respect to the
most appropriate ways for involving staff members.
As already mentioned,

the more highly involved people become
in the

activities of the organization, and the greater
the amount
of personal investment they feel they have
in the group,
the more satisfied and productive they will be.

Giving

people jobs entailing more responsibility and challenge
than most teachers are accustomed to, which is referred
to
as job enrichment or job enlargement, is one fundamental

way of increasing people’s sense of commitment to the
organization.

Consequently, one of the basic practices

the principal should want to use is the delegating of as

much responsibility to staff members as they appear willing
and able to handle.

Instead of chairing the student honors

committee or the scholarship committee himself year after
year,

the principal might turn these positions of respon-

sibility over to capable and interested faculty.

Or,

rather than prepare the student handbook on his own during
the quiet summer months,

he might invite faculty (and

hopefully some students) to assume the editorship of this
policy and procedure manual.

The point of these illustra-

tions is that the principal must find all the ways he can
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to involve staff in a greater
sharing of the decision-

making activities of the institution.
There are still other aspects of
the judicious
use of resources which- demand the
attention of the principal.
V/e have suggested that
participators will need
time during the work day to confront
the issues.
Skilled
advisors, including the principal, will
need to be made
available to each person or group of persons
on a needs
basis during the course of solving their
problems.
V/e
have stressed, too, that the principal, often
with help

solicited Irom various staff, should try to encourage
the

involvement of other staff in problem-solving ventures
on
the basis of their individual needs,

interests.

strengths, and

Participation must be voluntary; it is a fact

°t life that some people will be unable or unwilling to do

much more than stay close to their classrooms and try to
fulfill their teaching obligations (at least this is the

way they may perceive it).

Others may desire to become

overly involved in problem-solving affairs pertaining to
the overall functioning of the school at the expense of

devoting adequate time to their normal teaching duties.
In such instances as these,

the wise principal will have

to tactfully discourage them from becoming over extended.
It is also unwise for the principal to expect that everyone

on the staff should give equal time to affairs of the

school over and above the normal classroom load.

Allowing
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people to serve various task forces on
a voluntary basis
will help to avoid overloading some teachers
as well as
permitting those who have more energy, interest
and

enthusiasm to channel these resources happily and
constructively in behalf o.f the school.
Next,

people must perceive that what they are

doing has meaning, not only to themselves but for the
organ
ization.

Feedback about their work must be frequent, both

in terms of helpful commentary from the principal and from

other staff.

In other words,

there must be procedures

for receiving continual and frequent reports from the

various task forces on an informal level until they're
ready to make formal recommendations.

One such instrument

for assessing committee progress in a more formal way is

included in Appendix

E,

"Post-Meeting Reactions."

The

principal must periodically elicit informal reports from
the chairman as to how a group is progressing.

As these

informal reports trickle in, words of encouragement must
be expressed.

Where there is doubt about the direction

of a group's efforts,

probing questions can be asked in

an unemotional, non- threatening manner.

Above all, the

principal must continually inform groups working on par-

ticular problems that he and other resources are available
to help them in their deliberations as needed.

He must

continually give subtle but firm reassurance that the
organization has confidence in the group.
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Finally, there will be frequent
occasions when

problem-solving task forces’ suggestions will
not be
accepted in full or even in part for very

good reasons.

This could still have a detrimental affect
on each person
who has participated in developing what is
ultimately
rejected.

This harm can be avoided or at least
minimized

if the principal sees to it that reasons
for the rejection
are clearly elaoorated and that no particular
persons asso-

ciated with the unacceptable recommendations are
personally

blamed for them,

For should individuals be singled out

and made to feel ridiculous, not only will they probably
be unwilling to stick their necks out voluntarily
again,

but other members of the staff will decide in their own

minds that they will never want to have to be a similar
object of ridicule and that to avoid this they, too, will
be reluctant to participate on future task forces.

Con-

sequently, principals must always be insisting that dis-

cussions and decisions should be assessed in terms of
group ideas rather than on the basis of individual faculty

member proposals.
inevitable.

Some failures of group ideas will be

Failures of individual people should be

avoided at all cost.
As individual faculty members have an opportunity
to participate on more effective committees,

they will

begin to acquire a feeling of increased personal worth.
In fact,

the more success they enjoy while working together
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as a team,

the more work they will actually
look for to do

together in order to continue to sustain
this kind of satisfaction.
It is strongly recommended,
however, that

administrators do all they can to set a tradition
within
the school that task forces be established
to
function

within a definite period of time, to be disbanded
after
that mutually agreed upon time or to show
cause

for con-

tinuing in existence for an additional period of
limited
time.

Setting deadlines such as this will help to keep

the committee moving along on the task, giving it
a gentle

sense of urgency.

Also,

people are often more willing to

serve on a committee and to work assiduously if they
know

there is an end in sight.

Everyone is in practically

universal agreement that there is nothing more frustrating
and often more futile than a committee which keeps meeting
time after time, never seeming to reach any decisions,

often because it senses no urgency to do

so.

By way of closing this discussion of the healthy

utilization of people in addressing organizational problems, we might note certain conditions research has indi-

cated to be conducive to a climate for the professional

growth of individual faculty members as summarized by
Roald Campbell, et. al.
1.

Creativity, experimentation, and expression
of individual skill and talent are encouraged
by school leaders.

2

3

4

5

.

.

.

.

Help is readily available and, when
requested,
does not automatically carry a
connotation
of weakness.
Teachers have the assurance that administrators will support them against
unjustifiable
criticism.
The emergence of leadership from within
the
ranks is not only encouraged but made essential to organizational solidarity.
The. central office operates more in the
facilitating, servicing, and coordinating
functions than as an agency of control. 6§
In summary,

as people are involved in problem-

solving efforts in behalf of the school, it is hoped
that
their personal experiences in participating will be enrich
ing,

meaningful and enjoyable.

healthy conditions exist.

Such will be the case if

Above all, the organization

will be that much better in terms of the benefits it will
receive from a highly satisfied membership.

Cohesiveness

.

The next health dimension,

cohesiveness

,

is

closely related to resource utilization, although while
the latter is primarily concerned with individual adequaci
the former focuses on the quality of the organizational

members'

collective participation.

Miles has suggested

that a healthy state of cohesiveness refers to members'

attraction to the organization.
it,

be influenced by it,

collaborative manner,

They desire to stay with

and exert influence over it in a

Myers has said much the same thin

in his treatment of cohesiveness which he describes as a

situation in which "All members feel a sense of belonging
to the group.

Glines has also emphasized concern for
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this element of organizational health
as indicated by his
statement that
to overcome barriers to change, once
teachers are
employed, group cohesion is necessary.
Teachers
must be open and frank v/ith each other.
Included
ln the group must be those with deviant
ideas.
Bt^navioral scientists should be part of change
tcams__persons who. are perceptive enough to see
through blockades in values and to bring the
idea people, ohe needlers, and the implementers
into heterogeneous discussion groups. 66"
.

V/e

c ^i e s

have talked at length about the leadership

required to encourage a collaborative faculty

effort throughout this chapter, most particularly in our

treatment of problem-solving adequacy.
as was already noted,

Group cohesion,

is reflected in how well the organ-

ization is organized to attack problems and implement
decisions, the extent to which its members are mutually

supportive of one another, and whether the various task
forces experience success in their collective efforts.

Jerrold Novotney has stated that good group cohesion yields
rich dividends:

Regardless of how difficult change may appear
or how onerous the tasks necessary to achieve it,
if the Individuals in the change team take their
strength from each other and feel free to exchange or deal with common problems in an atmosphere of acceptance, the possibility of successful change will be increased. 0 ?
Similarly,

Owens notes that

To try to change the individual’s organizational
behavior without providing support from his group
and culture could put the individual in a
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c °nfl ic t situation which
might well hinder
rather than develop, better interpersonal
behavior and, thus, organizational

effectiveness. 68

By way of summary, Sattler and Miller
suggest that

healthy group cohesiveness is an important
dimension for
several basic reasons.
In cohesive groups:
1.

Members are satisfied with their group and

v/hat it is doing.
2.

3.
4.

Members are satisfied with the decisions of
the
The
The
out

group.

decisions which emerge are better.
members are better motivated to carry
the group's decisions. °9

To achieve group unity,

the principal is best

advised to provide assistance to the various groups to
assure that the following occur:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Create a group-centered rather than a leaderdominated atmosphere.
Whenever possible, assemble groups that contain a minimal amount of personal hostility.
In cases where there are conflicts:
a.
Attempt to compromise differences.
b.
Also be certain all persons with divergent points of view receive equal participation time.
c.
Try to avoid topics where hostility might
appear,
d.
Use a seating arrangement that will separate potentially hostile group members.
Focus on group rather than individual concerns.
Help group to continually be aware
that they are involved in a team effort
working toward a common end.
Foster as relaxed an atmosphere as possible.
Begin with coffee, provide ashtrays, etc.
De-emphasize individual status.
Place accent
on quality of status within the group.
Encourage an atmosphere of open-mindedness
and freedom to participate.
Keep the group focusing on goals. Continually attempt to get members to identify
personally v/ith them.
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8.

Keep the group relatively small.
Studies
have reflected that cohesiveness diminishes
proportion to the size of the group.
Avoid changing the personnel of the group.
Each time new members are introduced, time
has to be taken to back-track in order to
re-establish strong interpersonal relationships characteristic of a cohesive group.
Encourage .the group leader to employ the
following behaviors, all recognized as influencing the members’ feelings about the group:
a.
Use tact.
Be cognizant of the members’*
feelings, emotions and attitudes.
b.
Be enthusiastic.
Enthusiasm i_s contagious.
So is the lack of it.
c.
Use a sense of humor.
Don’t take self
seriously all the time to the point
where this becomes disruptive/
d.
Be cooperative.
Be willing to compro-

m

9.

10.

^

.

mise,
e.

f.
g.

h.

i.
j.

to give.

Minimize differences between oneself and
others.
Keep group conflict at the subject matter level; avoid attacking
persons.
Be friendly.
Identify with the group goals.
If the
leader expects the group to identify with
the group goals, he as a member of the
group must do likewise.
Consider the rewards.
Though there are
unfavorable aspects of most group efforts
(certain people difficult to get along
with, excessive amounts of time, etc/),
be positive; concentrate on the overall
benefits which will be derived from the
effort.
Interact.
Talk, but also listen.
Work to make the group successful. Success breeds success.
Desire for success
will more likely foster successful
results. 7°

Miles offers six ways by which cohesiveness can be
enhanced,

especially in groups which the formal hierarchy

of the system requires to exist on an ongoing basis (e.g.

district-wide building principal group; city-wide curric-

ulum committees, central office administrative counci].,
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etc.).

Some of these are not unlike
suggestions we have
already made elsewhere? however, they are
offered here by
way of summary and reinforcement,
1.

2.

3.

Team training-- e g.
the superintendent and
his central office staff) Time is set
aside on
a regular (weekly or bi-weekly) basis.
A consultant helps carry on the training. The
group approaches problems, collects data
(each one submits how he perceives the problem and solution steps).
By analyzing their
perspectives, the group really gets at an
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of
individuals and the group.
Communication between members is enhanced,
Internal conflicts
are dealt with.
Other school groups might
experience this, too.
Survey feedback--Data bearing on attitudes,
opinions, and beliefs of members of the
system are collected via questionnaires. An
external researcher summarizes the data. The
group can then make plans for change stemming
from discussions of the data in work groups
(e.g., each school building, department, etc.)
The aim is to free up communication, leading
to goal clarification and problem-solving
work
Role workshop- -Sometimes called the "horizontal slice" meeting.
All people in a particular role (elementary principals, English
department chairmen, etc. meet, spell out
their perceptions of their role, how they
feel others perceive their role, and how they
perceive their actual job performance. The
data is summarized.
The people then talk
about mutual problems, alternative ways of
behaving, etc,
"Target setting" and supporting activities-Periodic meetings are held between superior
and subordinate personnel to discuss targets
for the subordinates.
They work out steps to
get there (course work, workshops, consultant
help, etc. ) and meet to review their efforts
later.
This collaborative target setting improves open communication, better and more
satisfying role performance improved trust,
and increased feeling of support.
(

,

,

)

4.

,
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5.

6

.

Organ iz a ti° na l diagnosis and
problemThis involves forty to fifty people solving-meeting"
for several days to identify
problems iixcinr
the system, reasons for their existence,
vention of possible solutions, decisions inon
possible changes, planning for implementation.
This differs from team training in
that
attention is given to team relationships less
more to system, problems at large.
Improvement, of communication-adequacy and
problemsolving adequacy are. typical results.
Organizational experiment--Experimentation
methods are used (pre and posttests) to monitor a change by the group involved. 71
The reader will note that these interventions
again

touch on the necessity for adequate communication,
concern
for individual as well as organizational needs,
attention
to nurturing healthy interpersonal relations, and
provision

for collective problem-solving.

Thus, we are reminded

that all the health dimensions overlap, blending and de-

pending on one another for their sustenance.
of each is important to all the others.

The quality

The sum is impor-

tant to the ultimate effectiveness of the total organization.

Thus,

though we can separate out and scrutinize any

one dimension at our pleasure,

it must be remembered that

the dimensions are interdependent, and that the principal’s

efforts to improve his organization's functioning must
take a multi-dimensional rather than a linear approach.

Stated another way, the principal's chief contribution to
the school will rest with his ability to maintain an over-

view of the total health needs of the school, being ready
and able to provide adequate resources to attend to
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particular areas in need of treatment so
that the school
can continue to function in well
orchestrated
fashion.

Of course, it is expected that one
of the most significant

resources throughout will
provides

m

^

this respect.

the leadership the principal

To help him to determine areas

for further attention, an instrument for
evaluation of
the group's dynamics which can be completed
by the members
is available in Appendix F, "Assessment of
Group

Cohesiveness
^orale

I

o\/n

.

.

An individual'

feelings

oj.

s

sentiments with respect to his

well-being,

satisfaction, and pleasure

as opposed to feelings of discomfort, unwished for
strain,

and dissatisfaction constitute the morale dimension.
The quality of the teachers' morale will be meas-

ured in terms of the quality and extent of their voluntary

participation in the school's problem-solving procedures.

Whether informal groups support or tend to hinder the
efforts of the formal organization will also serve as an

indicator of the sentiments of various staff.

The reader

may recall that those teachers who are denied the opportunity to behave in mature fashion in their organizational
roles v/ill leave the organization, try to assume a position

higher in the hierarchy, or will acquiesce and continue on
in their same capacity.

However,

in the latter instance,

these people v/ill tend to become indifferent or perhaps
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even hostile to the needs of the
formal organization, and
they will seek association with
other colleagues in informal groups which will reinforce
them emotionally and
psychologically.
It is our assumption, then, that
a school
rife with informal clusters of
teachers who make an avocation of generally binding fault with
"the way things are
run around here" should be alert that
this is symptomatic
of unhealthy morale.
In effect, this means that any number of people on the staff are not personally
satisfied

with their station in the organization, and
it v/ould
behoove the leadership of the school to attempt
to discern
v/hy

on a one-to-one basis, and then attempt to
do some-

thing about it.
In at tempting to monitor individual sentiments, we

have stressed

the*

need for the principal to be aware of

the personality needs of human beings as well as the

repertoire of defense mechanisms people employ to satisfy
these needs and maintain themselves in a steady state,

equilibrium.
such as Miles'

or

Appropriate leadership styles, strategies
six interventions for diagnosing staff

members' needs, and attention to the several organizational

health dimensions being discussed will be useful to moni-

toring and catering to people's needs.
The importance of this regard for teacher's senti-

ments is emphasized again by Gordon when he concludes that:

2^5

As long as there are members who feel
insecure and inadequate, the group is
losing potential contributors and is denied the
creative
resources possessed by such members.
... we
know that the person’s internal and subjective
reality how. he evaluates himself is the
significant determiner of his behavior. Therefore,
his
self-concept is. a crucial factor in determining
the extent of his participation in groups. 73

—

^ e -^“ corice P

^

or "sentiments”

we assume for the

purpose of this discussion that both are concerned
with
the same basic aspect of the individual; viz.,
his sense

of his own self-worth in the group.

The cues he gets

from others, including and perhaps especially his
principal, will help determine his own self-worth, his own

morale.
One of the most important factors which affects

morale will be the leader's authenticity in terms of his

democratic practices.

To announce that he wants more

staff participation in the problem-solving activities of
the school on the one hand, but to actually behave in a

more authoritarian, paternalistic manner will have a

negative influence on staff morale.
Thus,

the extent of people's involvement will not

be of much value unless the quality of their participation

is also perceived as important.

Too often, the principal

purports to involve a large portion of his staff in the
school’s problem-solving activities, but in fact does so
only in a superficial way.
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Experience dictates that too many principals use
the

legal responsibility domain of the principal" to

avoid completely involving staff in making important
decisions when in actuality, staff is able to make prac-

tically all decisions administrators can make if they had
access to the appropriate information relative to the
problem.

Unfortunately, administrators traditionally

assume teachers are not really interested or competent

enough to participate in decision-making of any consequence.

Many times teachers who have been asked to parti-

cipate in problem-solving have responded unenthusiastically,

thereby confirming the administrator's suspicions

of staff indifference and/or ineptness to cope with

decision-making responsibility.

Myers has noted, however,

that teachers have actually become conditioned to the

administrator's making all major decisions for them? thus,
says he,
tice,

"many teachers have stopped questioning the prac-

and,

indeed,

often resist taking a more active role

in decision-making.

Certainly another factor which has disillusioned
faculties who are called upon to participate in various

problem-solving tasks is the superficial regard higher
authorities have for their input.

This is manifested by

occasions when a teacher committee is called together to
approve decisions which have actually already been made

by "higher-ups" who now want rubber-stamp sanction from
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faculty who ultimately will be expected to implement
it.

Sometimes principals are in fact well intentioned in

involving staff, yet they unconsciously attempt to push
their pet ideas onto the decision-making group.
quently,

Conse-

the group, in turn is generally reluctant to pre-

sent counter-arguments or competing ideas for fear of

either being chastised or of not being seriously listened
to by their superiors.

Chris Argyris has reported that

surveys in industry show that there is considerable dis-

crepancy between what managers say is good management with
respect to staff involvement in problem-solving and what
they actually do in terms of utilizing staff this way.

Managers tend to spend most of their time in a group

decision-making situation trying to convince workers to
accept ideas previously formulated by superiors though

not yet formally announced, reported Argyris.
more,

What's

to try to tell teachers their contributions are

important or to announce to the school board or some other
outside public that teachers have played an active part in

determining school decisions when in fact they have not
can cause severe harm in terms of staff relationships with
the principal.

This seems to be supported by Argyris, who

reports that "Research suggests that telling a worker he
is an important part of the company, when through actual

experience he is a very minor part
the employees'

*

.

.

may only increase

dissatisfaction with management.

We might conclude from- this preceding
discussion

that the principal must not only be concerned
about who,

when and to what extent he involves teachers
in decisionmaking, but he must also be highly concerned
about his

— the

own role

quality of leadership, particularly as it is

perceived by others

in this process.

V/e

have already

indicated that it is most desirable for the principal
to
have enough confidence in his staff to permit it as wide
a latitude as possible in assuming the responsibility for

problem-solving tasks.

Also, we have pointed out that

this must involve genuine willingness on the part of the

administrator to want to share his responsibility for
problem-solving with the staff, lest he try to either control the course of the decision-making and/or ignore the

outgrowth of the group's deliberations.
The principal accustomed as he has been to domin-

ating teacher groups one way or another will have "to
prepare to guard against the tendency to manipulate the

group," Gordon has cautioned. ??

For instead of imposing

his own values, standards and perceptions on the teachers

involved in the problem-solving group, it should be his
goal to help "the group define and arrive at its 'position,
its policy, its goals, and its methods of achieving its
goals,

"

and,

in fact,

"if a leader already has a strong

policy this often will be a real deterrent to the group’s

development of its own policy.
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Again, it is to be noted that the
practicing

administrator of the school will function
as a resource
person, available as h e is called upon by
the problemsolving group.

It is expected that teachers, prone to

having administrators making most of the major
decisions
of the school, will call upon the principal
more frequently
at the offset? yet, if he is faithful to a policy
of non-

denomination, he will be careful not to allow staff to

lean too heavily on him.

Gradually, members of various

problem-solving groups will learn to call upon their principal at times when they need him for the skills and/or

resources he has to offer the group.

This is in keeping

with our earlier definition of the principal’s role as a
resource person in the problem-solving process.
It might be added here that as the process monitor

for the problem-solving activities of the school, it will

also be necessary because of legal restrictions, school

board policies, limited funding, etc., to set certain

limits on the various decision-making groups.

Gordon

suggests that "the leader must carefully think through how

much freedom can be granted, and then be prepared to permit
the group to operate unhampered within those limits.

As is to be expected, many school leaders will

have difficulty accepting this new style of leadership as
proposed.

Gordon suggests that there are at least two

distinct barriers which make it difficult for leaders to
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let go."

First, leaders have varying but distinct
needs

to try to change others.

According to him, results of

studies are beginning to indicate that "a
pathological

need to change or manipulate others stems from
basic
feelings of inadequacy, self-condemnation, and lack
of

worth,"

This seems to correspond closely with the

description of the needs of the autocratic leader as
presented in our leadership chapter.

Further, Gordon

states that leaders frequently tend to cite examples of

having tried unsuccessfully to allow groups to make decisions; yet, upon further analysis, it is found that the

leader himself did not fully release his control on the
group and/or he failed to give the group enough time to
learn how to function without his domination.
In an article written for modern day school admin-

istrators, Myers' description of the role of the principal

in the decision-making process is amazingly congruent with
the Argyris and Gordon themes.

He seems to suggest that

the principal must assume a supportive,

less dominating

role than that to which he's been accustomed.

As a facili

tation of group problem-solving, Myers suggests that:
The role of the principal in group processes
is procedural.
He does not set goals but insists
that the teachers do so.
He does not assume
leadership nor protect it for someone else but
encourages those with particular talents to assume leadership when it seems appropriate.
He
does not take responsibility for all communication but allows an open forum for all to conHe does not discourage competition but
tribute.
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No doubt,

this relatively novel approach to
the

role of school administration is
somewhat dismaying, perhaps quite upsetting to some practicing
principals.

Though this is

so,

v/e

hasten to remind the reader that

this text has subscribed to the position
that significant,
enduring change in education which will make
considerable

difference to the young people the schools exist
to serve
cannot really occur until there has been a major
change

in the nature of the school organization itself.

And this

cannot transpire unless new roles for teachers, and
pre-

ceding that, of administrators (the "key people") are
established.

Saying this in another way would be leaders

for educational change in today's schools need to have

their own equilibrium upset before they can move ahead to

disrupt the steady state of anyone else.

Principals must

demonstrate their willingness to change before they can
expect the teachers on their staffs to do the same.
As is the case with the other dimensions, concern
for morale of each staff member will need sustained and

continual rather than sporadic attention by the principal
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and other staff members.

A once a year faculty party,

free coffee and rolls during orientation
week the first

week of school, or an infrequent compliment to
individuals
here and there will be inadequate,
Innovat v cness

.

Healthy organizations will tend to invent

and employ new operational procedures as the
need arises;

new goals will be established to replace obsolete
ones;
the needs of a wider range of the clientele to be
served

will be met through greater diversification of organizational responsibilities and resources.

These are the

marks of an organization which is healthy in innovative -

ness

.

8

^3

The implications are clear, though probably awe-

some for the less secure school administrator:

schools

cannot continue to follow certain policies or procedures
one year simply because of ’’that’s the way we did it last

year” rationale.

Many principals fear disrupting well

established, commonly accepted policies and procedures

with the introduction of new, less familiar ones.

Often,

this causes confusion and fear of a loss of control of
the situation.

A chance of failure of a new idea is pos-

sible as well.

No one wants to fail; no one wants to live

in a threatening state of confusion.

Yet,

in a healthy

organization in which a large number of personnel are

involved in problem-solving activities, it is hoped that
occasional failure will be recognized as a normal part of
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the change processes.

"If the innovation does not seem

valid, it should be replaced.

There is nothing wrong with

admission of failure, especially if the
effort was a sincere attempt to improve education, "8^
Shared decision-making implies that there
will be
shared responsibility for the successes or
failures of
particular innovations in the school.
Perhaps if the

principal could perceive of the situation this
way he

would be even more prone to attempt a far greater
number
of innovations.
To give principals a notion as to how
much change we might be thinking about, Glines has suggested that "a school planning to improve its entire program

si gni f 1 can t ly

must embark on 30 to

4-0

major revisions

to its system. "85

By way of some of the types of changes a school

might want to think about, we submit a list of alternative

which was prepared for the School of Education, University
of Massachusetts by this author in conjunction with the
Dean,

Dwight Allen.

The implication for new procedures,

new goals, and diversification of the school's resources
(time,

facilities,

peruses the list.

staff,

etc.) should be clear as one

How responsive a school is to entertain

ing any portion of ideas such as these depends in great
part upon the organization's innovativeness.

Over fifty

innovative practices which schools might contemplate inte-

grating into their daily programs are included in

*
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Appendix

G,

Inventory.

"Alternatives to Present Educational
Practices
Suggested practices include mini
-courses,

open portfolios, sA_hoc and ad
hominum curricula, pass-no
record grading, etc.

A utonom y.

In his description of autonomy
Miles has stated

that a healthy organization would not
respond passively to
demands from the outside, feeling
itself the tool of the
environment.
Nor would it respond destructively
or rebelliously to perceived demands either 86
Put another way,
each school should attempt to borrow the
very best available ideas and resources from outside the
school, but it
should also sensibly deny the infiltration
of any scattered
demands which tend to sap the resources already
designated
.

for previously agreed upon goals.

We have already called

attention in our discussion of the nature of organizations
to the difficulty a school typically has determining

clearly stated, precise goals because of the variety of

expectations so many different groups of people with an

interest in the schools have.

And because of this lack of

precision with respect to goals, the school is highly
vulnerable to attack and consequent demands from a multitude of sources who think they have the most valid notions

of what the schools should be about.

Roderick McPhee has

identified at least ten sources which influence the goals
and procedures of a school to one degree or another:

the
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classroom teacher, the
administrator (principal,
superintendent), the school board,
the lay public, the
state
departments of education, school
of education faculties
in colleges and universities,
professional associations,
the United States Office
of Education and other
federal
agencies, textbook publishers,
and scientists, technical
specialists and other experts. 8 ?
Consequently,
a school

with low autonomy is go i ng to
be prostituted by nearly
every interest group imaginable
with the more powerful of
them having the most affect on
the school program.

This
can only leave the school in
a state of moderate, conservative productivity because of its
endless efforts to try
to keep everyone relatively
satisfied with it.
Obviously,
in cases such as these school
officials need to assert
themselves, to seriously re-examine
their goals and procedures, and to pledge themselves to
those goals they them-

selves determine as appropriate for the
young people they
exist to serve.
Hopefully, with the widespread utilization
of the

types of problem-solving procedures we have
already suggested in which a relatively large portion of
the faculty
gets involved, a unity of purpose and mission
will develop

among the teaching staff

not a unity which will compel

conformity, but one which will expect reasonable diversity.

Demands will be thrust upon the school from within as well
as from without.

But,

in a climate of openness and trust
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in which people are not
threatened because of diverse
points of view, hopefully there
will be a more scrutinous
study made of many of the demands
which emanate from such
a large number of varied sources.
And, with wider staff

participation in a more open atmosphere,
it is anticipated
that new ideas for innovation,
regardless of their sources,
will receive fair and equitable
attention.

Whereas in less healthy schools external
demands
are either absorbed into the system by
default because of
frightened school personnel, or, if possible
they are put
off, ignored or circumvented, in
healthy organizations all
demands regardless of their origin will be
studied more
objectively.
Each will survive or succumb on the basis of
its own potential merits as determined by
problem-solving
task forces.

This is as it should be.

Mary Ellen Goodman

has summarized the desirable conditions we are looking
for

with respect to autonomy when she describes it as "emphatically not a matter of either acceptance or rejection as
a

maoter of principle

with conformity.
cious,

a process which has more in common

Autonomy rather reflects reasoned, judi-

flexible selectivity or uncoerced creativity and

innovation.
It is our firm judgment that a team approach to

problem-solving in a healthy organization will permit this
type of impartial,

flexible,

judicious treatment of

J:.
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demands upon the school, whether they originate
from
internal or external sources.

A ^ aptati on

t

The adaptation health dimension refers to
the

school’s ability to maintain realistic, effective
contact
v/ith its surroundings.

A healthy organization will possess

the abilities to bring about corrective change to
meet the

needs of the environment, Miles has stated.

8?

We have made

only casual reference to the involvement of persons other
than faculty members participating in the decision-making

processes of the school.

Though provision for the partici-

pation of students, parents, representatives from various

welfare agencies, interested citizens, etc., should be
made, we have taken the posture that this is an item to
be resolved by the faculty.

For,

if administrators merely

begin to bring others in to the problem-solving process

without the wholehearted endorsement of staff, it is
questionable as to how effective a relationship can be

established between all concerned.

In short, faculty

should determine what outside people it wants to involve
as resource people in its problem-solving sessions.
Hopefully, the faculty will ascertain the advis-

ability of involving students as participants in their
problem-solving deliberations.

W’rites Glines:

Probably the greatest single omission is that
of deep involvement of students in planning, im plementing and evaluating the change process
.
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n
scho s arG ifberal if they allow
°f
^2^
dents L
to participate in 10 percent
of

stuthe de-

.

cisions concerning their education;
they should
n
1Ved n a m ° re nearl y 50-50
relationship.
Thii ^o
? mean
This
does not
that students should have a 50
5
e
n r01 °£ the school; i_t does
indicate
that ^+n^° + mus t hel plan
and select programs.
P
a ders and vvh W their school
is changing,
?
£
and how these
.improvements will benefit them as
individuals and their society as a whole,
they
usually become tremendous ambassadors
in the
If students are members of idea teams,
+
curriculum teams,
communication teams, and evaluat 0n t3a ™ S 311(1 frequently meet with
teachers
J
andi administrators
to discuss the process of improvmg the school, education can take a great
stride forward.
No parent is influenced more
quickly than to have his first-year child
come
home bubbling about what happened in school
that
day and anxious to get up early the next morning
to be there before classes begin. 90
’

'

It would seem that students would be in
nearly the best

position, for example, to help determine guidelines
for a
current, relevant drug education program.

At least they

would be expert in helping to determine the community’s
needs for education in this problem area.

Schools might

also be more effective in their dealings with other con-

temporary concerns such as racism, delinquency, sex, etc.,
by involving students in planning their own courses of
study.

To go a significant step further,

students as well

as others ought to be involved in the evaluation of school

programs in a major way.

We have discussed some ways to

involve staff in evaluation (feedback conferences, surveys,
etc,

which might be adopted for student use.

Further,

any evaluative conferences held would give students and
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others an opportunity

to.

suggest ways by which school

programs might be further improved.

If,

as Glines has

stated, nearly one-third of the
students fail to finish
high school, another third can be
classified as in-school

dropouts (though they finish school
and obtain a diploma,
they have been generally unexcited
about their school
experiences), while the remaining one-third
go on to
college, then it is time to reall try to
elicit from
y

students how school could better serve their
needs. 91

Schools have not been as responsive to the
needs
of society in the past as we would have
liked.
Yet,

a

rapidly changing world requires that schools become
attune
to new skills, attitudes and values that people
need
in

order to avert the Future Shock pathology against
which

Alvin Toffler wafns.

Schools oust cannot continue to

’’update" their programs sporadically and in token
fashion

by adopting a new text or two, adding a unit on drugs in
the senior social studies class, or what-have-you.

many schools point with pride to

a,

Too

few piece-meal innova-

tions of this type to indicate that they are current and

continually changing to keep up with the times.
scheduling?

Oh,

"Flexible

we've had that for years!" boasts a smiling,

confident administrator who has managed to hand-schedule
a traditional six period day in such a way that on an

alternating basis one period runs double the normal length
of time one or two days a week and then is omitted another
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day or two.

Perhaps this is flexible scheduling.

Yet. we

should probe, then to determine the
rationale for creating
this new pattern of course meeting times.
It would be

interesting to involve students in determining
the effects
of this type of scheduling. How well
are their needs
being met? In what ways?
Our point is that too often we, as school administrators, think we are responsive to the needs of
our

society when in actuality we are doing so very little
of
real value.

And, unless we have mechanisms for obtaining

honest, direct and constructive comments about the school

program from not only faculty but from people not normally
associated with the decision-making establishment of the
school,

it will tend to continue to operate in as comfort-

able and familial fashion as possible

upsetting its

equilibrium only the least bit in order to introduce token

window-dressing change.

As noted by Miles in his observa-

tion of this area of organizational health,

"Indeed, it

may not be too much to say that adaptation failures are
the most serious problem area for almost any school dis-

trict in America today. "92
By way of conclusion of our attention to organiza-

tional health, we might reiterate that this framework

provides us with a set of conditions for approaching the

problem-solving processes of the school.

The healthier

the organization is with respect to each of the ten

\
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dimensions with which we have dealt, the more
likely it
can effectively function and continue to
improve.

We have

suggested that improvement and maintenance of
the health of
the organization should be the administrator's
foremost,

continuing concern.

In effect, what the administrator who

has concerned himself with maintaining a healthy
organization has done is to prepare the school for coping
with

change

—he

has enhanced what some have referred to as the

organization's "change fulness,
capability,

or its

"

still others to the school's

responsitivity.

"

Regardless, we

would conclude that a very healthy organi zati on possesses
the prerequisite conditions for instituting an unlimited

number of significant educational changes, and that is why
it is fundamental for the principal eager for reform to

pay greatest attention to this area.

Conclusion
The school is an open social system; that is, it

is an organization composed of a "collection of interde-

pendent parts, devoted to the accomplishment of some goal
or goals."

This collection of interdependent parts is

interpreted to include not only principals and teachers,
the group this text has been concentrating on, but students,

parents, non-certified school employees, board of education

members,

state department of education agents, teacher

preparation college professors, and a host of other
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community groups who have direct or even
indirect interest

m

the schools.

In other words, the school organization

is composed of a multitude of suborganizations, each with
a varying degree of involvement in charting
the course of
the school’s operation.
The school organization strives
to maintain these parts in a steady state
in terms of their

individual interrelatedness and with respect to their
collective relationship to the environment.
Standard modes
of operation as well as feedback from the environment
main-

tain the organization in a state of equilibrium.

Thus,

its effectiveness may be evaluated in terms of its ability
to (1) achieve its goals,

(2)

maintain itself internally,

and (3) adapt itself to its environment. 9^
In order to perform effectively in each of these
areas,

the organization must be able to cope with a variety

of concerns simultaneously pressing upon it.

It must devote

resources toward meeting the goals it has set for itself
v/ith

respect to the education of its student clientele.

It

must develop and maintain the resources (teachers, materials,

facilities, etc.

goals.

to be used in working toward these

Also, it must devote time to interpreting the needs

and demands of its environment, which includes the sub-

organizations which compose the organisation.

Each of

these groups will vary in terms of expectations for education, attitudes toward financial support and the expendi-

tures of resources, including people resources.
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To cope with these three central
factors, the

organization must develop a coping mechanism.

The creation

of a healthy organization along the lines
of the ten dimen-

sions introduced by^Milec with primary focus
on the problemsolving activities of the organization is seen
as one such
mechanism. And, although we have limited our
discussion
to the principal and faculty's involvement
with such a

mechanism, we are hopeful that it will ultimately be
applied
to situations involving all of the school’ s interrelated

viz.,

students, parents, etc.

V/e

have for our part

concentrated on full-time certified personnel because this
is the group with the most continuous, direct interest in

the school and as a result it is our feeling they can prob-

ably do the most to influence its course of operation in
the least amount of time.

As the staff involves itself

in the problem-solving procedures of exploring goals,

gathering related data, determining alternative approaches
to learning,

etc.,

it is inevitable that teachers and prin-

cipal will perceive the necessity for involving students,

subject matter specialists, businessmen, and others as
data sources.

In a word,

one must have faith in the intel-

ligence and good intentions of staff in the implementation
of the strategy for the development of a healthy organiza-

tion as we have presented it during the course of this
text.

For its most skillful implementation v/ill result
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m

the equipping of the school to
reach a level of func-

tioning which will permit it to become
far more responsive
to the individuals and the society
it actually exists to
serve.
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY
Schools need to improve.

A society rent with the

kinds of conflict, injustice and inhumanity which is in evidence around us every day needs the very best corrective

treatment brought to bear that human resources can provide.

Money and good intentions of an elite few are inadequate
to minister to the needs of an entire nation.

Rather,

our troubled society will require the help of all of its
citizenry, who represent both the cause and cure for many
of our social problems.

Pollution, racial strife,

poverty, tolerance for war, and a host of other disturbing

social problems belong to all of the people.

To be part

of the cause of these type problems is not difficult; to
be part of their cure is,

Hope for mustering an informed and concerned citi-

zenry willing to confront many of these social ills re-

quires an educated people,

Yet we find that most of our

schools, which traditionally have been expected to shoulder
a major responsibility for equipping students to assume
the roles of adult citizens, are unresponsive to the real
call.

This is not to say that the schools are not well

intentioncd.

Most often they are.

However,

judging by
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the troubled times in which we now live,
it is questionable

as to how effective the schools have been
in their efforts
to discharge their responsibilities.

A large number of surveys of students, parents
and

even educators have indicated considerable
disenchantment

with the performance of the typical American secondary
school.

Critics such as Charles Silberman, John Holt,

and Peter Schrag have joined

in questioning many of the

educational practices which have continued to exist over
a period of decades despite their obvious contradiction

with more recent knowledge about individual differences
in students as well as new teaching and learning concepts.
Yet, when one examines the question as to why the

schools continue to push on in this mindless fashion even
in the face of onerous criticism, it becomes readily evi-

dent that the bureaucratic nature of the typical school

organization in operation today is a significant cause of
this lethargy.

For,

a vast number of creative and concerned

teachers can be found lingering in the schools, helpless to
do much about addressing some of the problems which are

keeping the schools from more satisfactorily adapting to
the needs of modern-day society.
The people in these bureaucracies are treated, in
the words of Chris Argyris,

"like infants."

Most important

educational decisions are made by a few people at the top
of the hierarchy.

Close supervision in the form of
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frequently infantile regulations (e.g., teacher
sign-out
sheets) printed in a lengthy faculty handbook
or distrib-

uted in daily bulletin form, and the maintenance
of formal
lines of communication, usually with a heavy flow
downward
are other vestiges of the stifling bureaucratic style.

The implication of these practices, of course, is that
the

majority of the organizational membership either does not

know or does not care about goals of the school, cannot be
trusted to make the best decisions for the organization,
and generally are lazy and indifferent.
The consequences of this pattern of management too

frequently is response in kind, a kind of self-fulfilling
prophecy.

Many groups of teachers do behave in immature

fashion, passively submitting themselves to the strong
v/ill of

their building principal or some other power figure

on the hierarchical ladder.

Unfortunately, this tradi-

tionally dependent mode of behavior has discouraged teachers
from even thinking about participating in some of the important problem-solving activities confronting their schools.
The result is that teachers continue to follow the routine
of the years before, occasionally introducing a new course
of study or unit, but rarely initiating much more,

Also,

when top management makes a decision to introduce a major

new innovation, teachers typically find it difficult to
genuinely cooperate

v/ith it

inasmuch as they have not been

involved v/ith it from the very beginning and therefore do

not sense its importance to the total scheme of things.
More often than not, teachers suspect that the main reason
an innovation is being introduced is so that the adminis-

trator can make a better name for himself.
Years ago, when labor unions and teacher associa-

tions were not in vogue and people were more subject to
the personal whims of management, the introduction of a

bureaucratic form of operation was a positive step for
employees.

It placed the accent on more objective treat-

ment of people, removing the personal element of the

manager’s bias and emotions.

However, with the increased

security which strengthened associations now provide,

people’s lov/er level needs for safety and security, food,
clothing,

shelter, etc., have been satisfied.

Now people

are more interested in satisfying their affiliation, esteem
and self-actualization needs.

Thus,

the money and security

their jobs provide are no longer adequate to satisfy them.
Coupled with this is the fact that recent theories
and research have revealed that the bureaucratic forms of

organization thwart the maturity tendencies of adult human
beings.

Though man normally strives towards greater inde-

pendence, more self-control, a wider variety and depth of

interests, etc., the bureaucratic form of organization

continues to function in ways which regard members as quite
immature.

Because of this, mature people have the choice

of leaving the organization, climbing the hierarchical
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ladder to a position allowing greater
responsibility, or
adapting to the organization in terras of its
expectancies.
Thus, we have many teachers who leave
teaching to enter

the field of business, others move up to
administrative

positions, while still others blend into the
bureaucracy

and continue to work along mindlessly.
More recently, with the help of a number of man-

agement theories including the Life Cycle Theory and

Likert's Prevailing Management System, students of leadership in organizations have been able to discover new

approaches to the involvement of teachers so that they
can behave as mature human beings within the organization.
The results of this, of course, are increased membership

satisfaction and productivity.

Briefly, the Life Cycle

approach suggests that in its immature stages, a group
needs to be regulated by a high degree of task oriented

behavior imposed from above.

But as it matures, the group's

leader can gradually release his more autocratic behavior
in favor of a more democratic style.

The Likert profile

suggests, too, that there are four management systems

which could be imposed on an organization.

In System 1,

the group has its goals set for it? all communication

comes down from the top, and rewards and punishments are

used to motivate the membership.

On the other hand, System

4 style treats the membership with trust and confidence and

permits it to share in group decision-making.

In short,
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System 1 is more appropriate for immature groups whereas

System 4 is applicable to mature organizations.
The challenge to the secondary principal who is

convinced schools must change for the better is to learn
how to apply appropriate styles of leadership which would
permit the staff to be involved in as much of the problem-

solving activities in the school as possible.

For,

it is

through a high degree of involvement such as this that
people will want to take more than a casual interest in
the on-going welfare of the organisation.

Importantly, the principal's leadership effective-

ness will be determined not only in terms of how productive
the group is, but also in terms of how healthy the organ-

ization continues to exist over an extended period of time.
This latter concern for organizational health may be con-

sidered in terms of ten dimensions:

problem-solving

adequacy, communication adequacy, optimal power equalization,

goal focus, power equalization, resource utilization,

cohesiveness, morale, autonomy and innovativeness.

It is

the school leader's job, as problem- so3.ving process monitor

and facilitator, to continually strive to maintain each of
these dimensions at peal: levels of health.

For the

healthier the organization is along each of these dimensions,

the more satisfied and productive the membership

will be.
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Therefore, as the leader ponders the
quality of

his effectiveness, he is advised to
consider the group’s
health and its productivity. If he discovers
that his
style is not yielding effective results
in terms of this
Effectiveness dimension, he might want to re-examine
the

maturity level of the group with which he is
working as
well as the types of behavior (democratic,
autocratic,

initiating structure, consideration) he has been
employing.
Utilizing ohe Life Cycle Theory to do this continual
assessment, he may perceive a need to readjust his behavior
so that it is more appropriate to the maturity
level of

the group.

Ultimately, it is hoped the principal will assist
the group in reaching a mature level of behavior in which
a System 4 style of management is enjoyed.

For,

it is

under conditions such as these that many of the most
difficult problems confronting secondary education can
receive the full attention of those best equipped to

resolve them.
It is to change in management behavior that schools

and ultimately society must pin their greatest hopes.

If

there is to be significant improvement made in this

country’s secondary schools, it must be initiated by those

within the institutions themselves.

Yet,

this will not

likely occur until management conditions prevail which encourage collaborative, imaginative, mature problem-solving.
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APPENDIX A
A FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS 1
A force field analysis is used by those
who wish to

improve the operation of the organization to
analyze its

current situation, determine what changes would
improve its
level of functioning, make the indicated changes,
and to

stabilize them.
To execute a force field analysis, one must identify
the "driving" and "restraining" forces affecting a
situation

and measure their intensity.

Driving forces are those fac-

tors pushing for a change in the situation whereas restrain-

ing forces are those functioning as barriers to this push.
The following figure illustrates a force field analysis of a

teacher methodology situation.

The arrows pointing downward

represent the restraining forces which are preventing the

utilization of methods allowing greater pupil participation;
they also represent the driving forces pushing toward a more

teacher-centered type of methodology.

Note that the inten-

sity of each is indicated in terms of the length of the various arrows.

The arrows pointing upward represent both the

driving forces toward a more teacher-pupil planning method
and restraining forces against teacher centered methods.

The present condition of the situation lies at the level

where the sums of all the downward and upward forces are
equal.
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Obviously, as reflected by the diagram, changes
in teacher methodology will occur only when
certain

forces are reduced, removed, strengthened, added, or
re-directed.
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Diagram of a Force Field. Analysis
Teacherpupil

Restraining
Forces

N/

/K

method

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Driving
Forces

(e,f)

a = Teacher' s progressive educational philosophy
b = Lack of skill in using pupil participation
c = As teachers involve students in planning, they'll
gain satisfaction
=
hesitancy toward change? adoption
Administrative
d
reverses
later
attitude
=
Community attitudes pro and con
e,f
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APPENDIX B
PURPOSES OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 2

Schools should develop in
1

.

2.
3.

4
5

.

.

6.
?.

8

.

9

.

10
11
12

.

13

.

14

.

.

.

"the

student:

The funda-mentnl skills of communication
reading,
writing, spelling as well as other elements
of effecor d aad written^ expression; the arithmetical
2
and
mathematical skills, including problem solving.
While
schools are doing. the best job in their history
teaching chose skills, continuous improvement is in
desireable and necessary.
Appreciation for our democratic heritage.
Civic rights and responsibilities and knowledge of
American institutions.
Respect and appreciation for human values and for the
beliefs of others.
Ability to think and evaluate constructively and
creatively.
Effective work habits and self-discipline.
Social competency as a contributing member of his
family and community.
Ethical oehavior based on a sense of moral and
spiritual values.
Intellectual .curiosity and eagerness for life-long
learning.
Esthetic appreciation and self-expression in the arts.
Physical and mental health.
Wise use of time, including constructive leisure
pursuits.
Understanding of the physical world and man’s relation
to it as represented through basic knowledge of the
sciences.
An awareness of our relationships with the world
community.

—
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APPENDIX' C

SUGGESTIONS FOR PARTICIPATING
IN COOPERATIVE THINKING

IN GROUP DISCUSSION3
!•

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

10.

Each person should do his own thinking.
Don't try
"to save time" by telling the group the right answer.
The. leader is. not a group instructor, but a social
engineer, trying to arrange conditions so that each
v/ill do creative thinking.
Group discussion is not a debating society. We do
not argue for. the fun of it.
The issues are of great
importance; wise men disagree in their views; our
task. is to find more truth than we bring to any group
meeting.
We are in a cooperative quest.
Our thinking
is creative rather than combative.
Ask yourself which ideas, experiences, and differences
are basic, fundamental, and most worth discussing.
When discussion wanders, restate the question and get
a new start.
Sometimes, if the side-line is especially important, put it up to the group, "Shall we
follow this interesting issue that has come up, or
shall we return to the plan of discussion originally
adopted?"
Make short statements; not speeches.
Do not pass any important matter that is not clear to
you.
Sometimes individuals hear unfamiliar terms and
assume that everyone else must understand; hence they
fear it would be humiliating to ask for explanations
or illustrations.
This is untrue.
you
If
find yourself talking more than other members
of the group, train yourself to pass over minor points
and to speak on only a few carefully chosen issues.
Use special care to be fair to positions represented
by a minority or not represented at all in the group.
If you are aware of a position not being adequately
represented, present it as its adherent would like
to hear it stated, then explain your disagreement.
Challenge contributions you cannot fully accept. Do
not keep your disagreements quiet in the mistaken
notion that it is better manners to pretend to agree
when you do not.
The "either-or" attitude is on the whole not fruitful.
Search rather for new means which enable both sets of
values to be pursued without clash.
,

.

7.

8.

9.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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11.

When. there is some confusion over a diversity of
opinions expressed, a minute of silence can do much
to help members rise to a clearer perspective of
what has been said.
In suggesting this pause the
chairman should restate the precise issue under

discussion.
Be on the lookout for different uses of the same
word.
Call for illustrations whenever this difference
becomes confusing. Do not wrangle over a verbal
definition.
Trust. the group.
There is no person in it who is not
superior to the rest in at least one respect. The
experience of all is richer than the experience of
any.
The group as a whole can see further and more
truly than its best member.
For every discussion there is available a limited
amount of time. Each individual should help make it
possible to utilize the time more effectively. To
attempt too much in too short a time fosters a habit
of slipshod and superficial thinking.
Summarise (1) whenever a major ooint is finished
before going on to the next; (2) whenever the discussion has been fairly long drawn out or confused;
(3) shortly before the close of the long period.
Try to use the words of members of the group, rather
than your translation.
.

12.

13.

.

.

.

14.

15.

.

.
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APPENDIX D
LIKERT'S PREVAILING MANAGEMENT
STYLES OF ORGANIZATION^

System

1

lanagement has no trust or confidence in
subordinates.
decisions and goal setting made at the top.
Subordinates forced to work with fear, threat"s,
punishmenus, occasional rewards, and need satisfaction
at
psychological and safety levels.
V/hat super! or- subordinate interaction
takes dace is
usually with fear and mistrust.
Bul.^ of

System

2

Management has condescending confidence and trust in subordinate s. such as master toward servant.
Bulk of decisions made au xop out many made at lower levels
in carefully controlled framework.
Rewards and some potential punishment used to motivate
people
Super! or- subordinate interaction takes place with some
condescension by superiors and fear and caution from
subordinates.
Control process still at top, though some delegated at
middle and lower levels.
Informal organization usually develops but doesn't always
resist formal organizational goals.

System

3

Management has substantial but not complete confidence
and trust in subordinates.
Broad policy and general decisions made at top; subordinates able to make more specific decisions.
Communication flows up and down hierarchy.
Rewards, occasional punishment, some involvement used to
motivate workers.
Moderate amount of superior- subordinate interaction with
fair amount of confidence and trust.
Significant aspects of control process delegated downward
with feeling of responsibility at higher and lower levels.
Informal organization may develop and may either support
or partially resist goals of the organization.
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System 4

Management has complete confidence and trust in subordinates.

Decision making widely dispersed throughout organization.
Communication llows up and down hierarchy and between
peers.

Workers are motivated by participation and involvement in
setting goals, developing economic rewards, improving
methods, appraising progress.
Extensive, friendly superior-subordinate interaction with
confidence and trust.
Widespread responsibility for control process with lower
units fully involved.
Informal and formal organization are often one and the
same; thus all social forces support efforts to achieve
stated organizational goals.
.

Summary

;

System 1 is task oriented, highly structured,
authoritarian management style
System 4 is relationship oriented management
style based on teamwork, mutual trust and
confidence
Systems 2 and 3 lie in-between.
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APPENDIX E
POST-MEETING REACTIONS^
We. can learn some things about a discussion by
simply asking group members to report feelings, judgments,
or reactions.
This is generally a nonthreatening type of
evaluation, and sometimes it is all that is needed for
the first round of discussions in a class.

REACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

Discussion Subject:
Group:

Date:

Check (x) or encircle the number which represents
your reaction to the following eight questions.
1.
Understandability of Language
To what extent
were you getting the meaning of each other' s statements?
:

J

We talked past
each other, much
mi sunderstanding

i

i

10
11
We communicated

8

1

directly with
each other

Opportunity to Communicate:
2,
you feel free to talk?
.1.

2

3

4

5

6

7

To what extent did

8

Never had opportunity to talk
Support and Acceptance
3*
group members give each other?
1

2

3

9

10

11

Had every opportunity to talk

4

5

6

How much support did the

:

?

8

The group was
highly critical
and punishing

9

10

11

The group was
permissive and
highly receptive

How pleasant was the
Interpersonal Atmosphere
4.
af fective-interpersonal atmosphere of the group?
:

1

2

3

Very unpleasant,
quarrelsome,
unfriendly

4

5

.6

7

8

9

10

11

Very pleasant,
personable,
enjoyable
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5.
Acceptance by Leader: If one person seemed to
lead the discussion, to what extent do you feel
vou were
accepted by him?

T-t-I
p
Completely

1

^

Somewhat
rejected

rejected

7

8

9

Fairly
well
accepted

10

11

Completely
accepted

6.
Self- 5 atij jgac t i on
How satisfied are you with
the part you played in this discussion?
:

1

2

3

Very
dissatisfied

4

6

5

Moderately
dissatisfied

7

8

9

Moderately
satisfied

10

11

Very
satisfied

/alue of Conclusions
7*
How satisfied are you with
the decisions or conclusions reached in the discussion?
:

_

2
I
Very
satisfiea

3

^

Over-All Rating
8.
sion as a whole?
.1.

2

Poor discussion, waste
of time

6

5

Moderately
dissatisfied

3

4

7

8

9

Moderately
satisfied

10

11

Very
satisfied

How would you rate the discus-

:

5

6

Average

7

8

9

10

11

Superior discussion, time

well spent
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APPENDIX G
ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT EDUCATIONAL
PRACTICES INVENTORY

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 7
Indicate with a check mark (x) those items which
you would support for further study by the educational
community.
A check mark does not constitute your endorsement of the implied educational practice.
Rather, it
indicates your interest in having the item studied for
the express purpose of considering its application in an
experimental school as an alternative within this system.
A brief statement is included to clarify some of
the items listed.
However, these statements are intended
to be descriptive rather than finally definitive.
It is
expected that they will be modified and further developed
by local personnel.

Check all educational practices that you would
like to have considered in a voluntary alternative school.

Modular Scheduling (Large group, small group and
laboratory phases of instruction in groups of
various sizes, meeting variable lengths of time)
Differentiated Staffing (Teaching assignments
based on new conception of teaching tasks and/or
responsibilities; e.g., master teacher, senior
teacher, assistant teacher, associate teacher.
Pay scale differentiated for each role commensurate
with responsibility and skills required for each.
Many staffing models available; some involve differentiation of administrative and teacher aide
roles as well.
Non-Gradedness (Establishment of learning activities
in such a way that students proceed from one level
of instruction to the next on the basis of course
mastery rather than with regard to amount of time
spent in the activity.
Mini-Courses (Short-term courses--one hour, ten
hours, two weeks, three months, etc, --offered for
no or partial credit)
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.Modular Credit (Awarding fractional credit for
nu-ni-coiirse work and/or other learning
activities
not included as part of traditional course work;
e.g., modular credit might be awarded for
a
student-designed learning activity such as a piano
recital, chairman of Earth Day activities, author
of a published short story, etc.)

_Pass-Fail (Elimination of traditional A, B, C
grades, which are replaced with a grade of Pass
for. students who meet course requirement with
minimal or better proficiency and a grade of Fail
for students who do not)
.Programmed. Learning (Utilization of teaching machines
to assist instructors in teaching portions of course
work.
Use of machines permit students to proceed
through the learning material at their own" rate of
speed.
Machine programs have been developed for
many areas including reading, mathematics, and
writing.

.Curriculum Packages (Units of work defined in terms
of behavior students will exhibit as a result of
learning activities delineated in the written curriculum package.
Package also contains pre-tests,
which, if passed at the desired level of proficiency, permits the student to waive completing the
associated learning activities.
.Continuous Progress (Permitting a student to proceed
through a course at his own pace, based on his
ability to fulfill unit objectives at prescribed
levels of proficiency)
.Performance Contracting (Contracting private firms
and/or teachers to provide an instructional program
guaranteed to bring the students to a specific
level of proficiency in particular skill areas or
else forfeit all or a pro-rated amount of the payment associated with this task)
.Team Teaching (The assignment of instructional
responsibilities for the same group of learners to
two or more teachers so that the strengths of each
of the teachers will be available to all of the
students in the class)
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?lin ry Teain Teachin S (The assignment
"n?
fn"?
i
? responsibility
of instructional
for more than one

discipline- -for example, literature-art-music--to
a team of teachers interested in integrating
their
separate disciplines into one composite
course)

.Utilization of Community Resource People (Involving
members of the lay community- -for example,
doctors?
lawyers, sales personnel-~in the instructional
program on a part-time but regular, substantive
teaching basis)
.Utilization of Teacher Aides (Full-time utilization 01 auxiliary personnel to function as clerical
assistants, study hall monitors, as well as in
other routine ways which would free teachers from
non-teaching tasks)

Lay Readers (Utilisation of paid lay oersons for
theme and other student project evaluation in order
to free full-time classroom teachers from some of
the burden of these tasks)

Unrestricted Course Selection (Elimination of
course requirements for college entrance)
Student Team Learning (Provision for students to
pursue course objectives in groups of two or more,
including the preparation 0/ reports, the taking
of tests together, etc.
.

Field Term. Experience (Students are excused from
the traditional school schedule in order to pursue
an approved program of individual study or individual learning experience away from campus. The
period of time for this activity might consist of
half-days, a week, nine weeks, or oerhans a semester's amount of time.
Students might be engaged
asa carpenter's apprentice, a sales clerk, an
editorial writer for a local paper, a college
student, etc.)
.

Dial Access Retrieval (Establishment of an extensive audio and visual library along with equipment
which would permit students to select and use these
resources by operating the machinery themselves. A
film demonstration of osmosis, stereophonic concerts, travelogues, famous speeches in the original,
etc. would be accessible to individual students at
the push of a button in individual study carrels.
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.Academic Senate (Extended and genuine
involvement
0j stud ents and faculty in
the decision-making
processes of the school.
In some schools the
academe senate can override the principal's
veto,
though he then has the chance to appeal
it.
-

Student-Teacher Team Planning (Students are
actively involved in determining their curriculum.
Student Teachers (Students teach other students)

Trimester (The nine-month school year is divided
into three equal parts rather than two. This
allows traditional semester courses to be offered
as many as three times during the course of the
school year.
Some schools grant teachers the
option of teaching two trimesters and being free
for in-service work the third terra.
Extended School Year (The operation of the school
on a twelve-month basis)

Extended School Hours (Making school facilities
and teaching personnel available during hours when
they are traditionally not in session; e.g,
6:00
A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
weekends, vacation periods.
Formal courses may or may not be offered at this
time.
Some activities such as basketball nractice
might be held during the regular school day rather
than "after school" should hours be extended.
,

,

Community Course Activities (Inviting parents and
other members of the community to participate as
teachers or students in course work. For" example,
mother-daughter physical education classes, human
growth and development courses, community orchestras, etc. might be popular.)
Extended Weekly Cycle (A school week may consist
of six to ten days rather than the traditional
five.
More courses can be scheduled within the
framework.
Teachers reluctant to offer two largegroup lectures during the course of a five-day
week would be able to consider presenting three
such lectures during a ten-day cycle.)
Block Learning Sessions (Individual courses are
offered for less number of days than is traditional,
but each class session lasts for an extended
period of time each day.
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-Elimination of Honor Roll.

-Elimination of all Grades, including Pass-Fail
-Elimination of Grade Point Average and Rank in
Class.
-Five-Year Plan (Permitting students considered
potential dropouts the option of attending school
less time each day--perhaps going to classes in
the morning and working at a job in the afternoons
but completing courses required for graduation ove
a period of five years)

.Teacher-Advisors (Teachers and other staff members
assume the advising responsibilities normally
assigned the guidance personnel. The ratio would
be approximately one Teacher-Advisor per twelve
students)
_

.Open Campus

(Students are permitted the ootion of
leaving campus when not scheduled for class.)

Departmental Resource Centers (Centers established
for students to do in-depth or remedial work in a
given discipline. The center contains appropriate
materials and personnel qualified to assist the
learner)
-Open Laboratories

(Laboratory areas in which students can pursue independent lab work under the
supervision of qualified personnel; e.g. reading
specialists, industrial arts aides, etc.
This
work is done on an unassigned basis, each student
determining the amount of time he will spend in
the lab.
f

Closed Circuit Television (Television facilities
for providing and receiving televised instruction
as well as student initiated programs)

Advanced Seminars for College Credit,
Comprehensive Exams (Students determine areas in
which they want to be competent. Course work is
taken which will develop these competencies.
Students take these exams when they feel they are
qualified to do so.)
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Repeat Course Work Option (Students desiring to
improve a grade in a particular course are permitted to repeat part or all of the course in an
effort to raise their level of proficiency.
Option Class Attendance.

Joint Student-Faculty Projects (Students and
faculty members join together in a mutually
designed learning activity for which both participate and share the responsibility for its" success.
For example, a student and teacher might
edit a book of poems together, play a musical duet
the spring concert, co-ordinate a community
anti -pollution effort, etc.

m

Exchange Programs, Some learning experience may be
brought into the school from "outside." Check
those you wish to have studied further:

Faculty Exchange (For example, a ghetto
classroom teacher might exchange teaching
stations with a suburban faculty member
for a day, a week, or a month.
Student Exchange (Students might be invited
to travel to other schools to teach to
and/or learn with other studeiits with similar needs and interests,
For example,
various instrumental students from several
schools might join together in one full
orchestra.

School Exchange (Full faculties from two
schools exchange teaching stations for a
mutually agreeable amount of time.)

National Exchange (Faculty members from
other countries exchange teaching assignments with teachers in the local school.)
Incentive Learning (Students receive financial
remuneration for course work completed successfully.

)

Student Evaluation of Teachers (Students are invited
to critique teachers and courses; their evaluative
comments are summarized and used by the teacher
for self-improvement.
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Faculty Evaluation of Peers (Faculty evaluate one
another.
These evaluations are summarized and used
by teachers for self-improvement.)
Teaching. of voluntary courses dealing with controversial issues such as:
(check those you are
interested having explored)

Partisan Religions
Sex

Partisan Politics
Vested Interest Groups

Independent Study (Approximately 33 per cent to 50
per cent of a student's time is devoted to individual pursuits based on student perceived needs and
interests.
The independent study activities may
or may not be directly related to formal course
work.

.Individualized Curriculum (Assisted by teacheradvisors, students determine their own curriculum
for study.
Their individual curriculum may or may
not include portions of curriculum already a part
of the school's formal course content.)
.Pass-No Record Grading System (Students receive a
grade of Pass if course requirements are successfully fulfilled.
If they are not, no entry of any
kind is made in the student' s permanent folder,
_Ad-Hoc Curriculum (A portion of formal course time
is devoted to the pursuit of events--for example,
the moon walk, a community controversy, election
returns, etc. --that the students express an interest in learning more about.

_Ad-Hominum Curriculum (A portion of formal course
"time is devoted to featuring people v/ith unique
experiences who are readily available to the class?
e.g., if a member of the student body has recently
returned from a trip to South America, he might
discuss his trip.
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Open portfolio (Students would have complete access

to all records traditionally maintained" in the
guidance and/or administrative offices.
Further,
students would be permitted to include newsoaner
clippings, course papers, or any other artifacts
v/hich they feel would portray the most accurate
representation of their personal qualities.)
_

,0ther. practices

(Indicate any other alternative
practices you wish considered for further study
and development.
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